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FRIDAY, AUGUST 7, 1981 
--ooo--
CHAIRMAN WILLIAM FILANTE: The Business and Professions 
Committee of the State Assembly will convene. It will convene for 
the purpose of an interim hearing dealing with problems as they have 
arisen, possible suggestions for management surrounding the Contractors 
State License Board. Personally, as the Chairman of the Committee, 
and I'm Bill Filante, and I have with me Committee Member Teresa 
Hughes, and the Vice Chairman, Tom Bane, is supposedly on his way; 
committee member Larry Stirling called in, he was delayed and will 
be late this morning. But from my personal standpoint, I see at 
least two orientations, two directions that we have to take as 
legislators, and we have to take some active.interest, because probably 
I and maybe Terri's office and many other legislators around the state 
have probably more calls and communication and effort that we've put 
out and our staff puts out with matters surrounding c~ntractors and 
so forth, than perhaps any other single matter. And our orientation 
is twofold. One is from the standpoint of the people in the industry 
themselves and how they fare with their licensure, and especially 
licensure applications, renewals, and secondly from the standpoint 
of the consumer and the consumer complaints backlogs. And that's 
pretty much the story. We are looking for more enforcement from the 
standpoint of activities that are called licensed activities. Those 
people who are licensed by the Board, in instances where you may have 
evidence of incompetence or fraud that the Board must take care of, 
and whether that represents better testing procedures, increasing 
qualification levels, that's a matter that has to be decided. But 
there's also, of course, the big prob! em of unlicensed activity, 
that is, activity that licensed people engage in but also unlicensed 
people engage in -- and how do you control t:hat.? You have an industry 
which does go to the trouble of training its members, its people, of 
going through the trouble and expense of licensing them. Is it fair 
to have people simply out there wi. th no qualif:i.cations, no testing, 
no experience, engaged in similar activities? And of c;-,urse, then, 
the question is, is it fair ·to t.he consumers, and we're again looking 
at the question of consumer p:<_-o-'·:.::c·U.on and how can the Board address 
that matter? 
I have been involved, and (. er mem ) ·.:~rs of t_he committee 
have been involved, and many legislators hs·~ been involved. I believe 
on the table over here is a surn .. rnary that's be.:E.m put together by our 
staff, which I would now like to introduce our consultant, on the 
far left, is John Valencia. Many of you have worked with him, at 
least talked with him; if not, get busy, because this is one of the 
areas that he has been covering, and on my right is Stephanie Pitner, 
who keeps us all together as the secretary. And I v:a 'lt to +..:.nui. u ~ them 
both for helping , along with the sergeant, i ~ bringing this meeting 
down here into A. seroblywoman Hughes' distri c t where many of these 
complaints also have arisen. 
But over there I believe there i s a summary of many of the 
bills and autho rs in this sessi0n dealing 1 i t~ or related to the 
question of the Boa rd or the industry -- some of these bills have 
been kind of put o n ltold. Some of them have been changed, including 
my bill (AB 1397 ) and Senat .c .t S·tern s bill (SB 922), both of which 
at this time are talking ~bout changing the status of the Board, 
making it a separ a :e, indeper c>::nt d·~::?art.n en·:. responsible directly 
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to the Governor. And of course there are other alternatives that 
could be talked about, one of which was a separate autonomous public, 
or quasi-public, corporation which, from my standpoint being a doctor 
not a politician, I have to think of something simple, and that is 
like the State Bar, where the attorneys are sort of a separate, 
quasi-public corporation. But in any case, these are some of the 
backgrounds, some of the reasons we've gotten involved as a committee. 
I became aware of the fact that just for licensure there was a 
tremendous backlo~, and in some cases it was just a technicality 
where perhaps a member of the family or firm who held the license 
retired or the way he died or something, and someone else -- another 
licensed contractor, the same firm or same family -- couldn't continue 
the business because of just the processing of a piece of paper, if 
you will. I'm sure it's a ream, but I like to think of it as a piece 
. 
of paper. · Of course, for consumer complaints, I'm really concerned 
about that where I believe, although in the last two years, the 
Registrar, John Maloney, has really been party to, along with other 
people on the Board, a marked decrease and diminution in the number 
of complaints backlogged -- we still have, I believe and I can be 
corrected in a minute perhaps, although it used to be over 20,000, 
it's still in the neighborhood of 10,000. That's just too many. 
This is what we really have to look at, not just that it's better 
and it certainly is, over the last two years. But it's got to be 
even better. So with those few comments, I'd like to just, before 
we start with our first witness from the Board, turn to my colleague 
Assemblywoman Hughes and ask her if she has any introductory comments 
before we move into the substance of the meeting. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TERESA HUGHES: The only thing that I'd like 
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to do is to thank the Chairman for bringing it here to the heart of 
my district, t o the community where perhaps a lot of these problems 
exist. And I t h ank all of you for coming today. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you. And could we go right ahead, 
then? We ' re go ing to open now with the State License Board addressing 
some questions that are on the agenda and you are welcome to take copies 
of the agenda to make sure that those questions are addressed, and 
as we are, ask .• . each witness, as you come up, please identify 
yourself, and I have personally asked the representative from the 
Board to stay here at the witness tab 1 e so that we can get comments, 
reactions and so forth and not have to ,ra i t, and have a speedy dialogue. 
We're hoping that the testimony will be speedy today. We're hoping 
there will be no haranguing -- this is an informational and a 
directional one, a helpful one for all of us. Thank you. Go right 
ahead, sir. 
MR. BUZZ WILMS: Thank you, Dr. Filante and members of the 
committee. My name is Buzz Wilms. I'm a public member of the Board. 
With me today is John Lazar -- I think he ' s here. He was here; Vice 
Chairman of the Board, and Bonnie Rohme, who's the chief of Field 
Operations. I'm delighted that you're looking into this issue and 
your interest in the Board is very well taken . I ' m a Professor of 
Education at UCLA by day, and I do this by night. I joined the Board 
four years ago when it was in great turmoi l -- the new public members 
had just been appointed. There was very little harmony among the 
Board members; t he staff was overwhelmed with applications and 
complaints, and we were saddled , basical l y, with a complaint and 
enforcement system that didn' t work. I t just took forever to close 
a complaint. Since then, as the Ch airma n has mentioned, we've made 
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considerable progress with Jack Maloney as the Registrar and Bonnie 
Rohme as Chief of Field Operations. We're where the backlog is now· 
approaching the manageable level. Systems are being developed to 
handle things more efficiently, and perhaps equally important, we 
now have a citation system about which we can provide swift and 
hopefully fair justice to incompetent or dishonest contractors. That's 
in the pilot stages right now, but we have every hope that it's going 
to prove to be a very effective tool in enforcing the law. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Could you tell me ••• 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Go right ahead. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Could you please tell me, Professor, 
what the citation system is? How it operates. 
MR. WILMS: Yes. It has a rather complicated process within 
itself to allow the contractor due process. It's basically ••• maybe 
the equivalent would be a speeding ticket. Where deputies can issue 
citations on the spot or after they've been •.. well, I should say after 
they've been reviewed carefully by the field staff to make sure that 
the violation does warrant the citation, which then carries two 
dimensions. One is an order to return and repair or to do the work 
the way it should have been done for the contractor, and the other 
is a financial penalty, I think fifteen hundred dollars per citation. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: All right. How does this operate --
consumer calls your office and indicates that they have a complaint, 
and then you send someone to investigate, and· then the citation is 
issued? On the spot, or after ..• 
MR. WILMS: Not on the spot. Excuse me for interrupting. 
Go ahead. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Surely, Well, go right ahead •.• 
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MR. WILMS: We're being very careful. We are only rpnning 
this now in one of the regions on a pilot basis to get the bugs out 
of it, and also to get the industry aware of the power to be taken 
seriously. What we wanted to avoid was issuing citat i on s willy- nilly, 
if you will, and having them appealed and losing t he first series of 
battles. We're being very careful in issui ng c i tations where they 
are duly deserved. Which does take some internal screening, but 
still fast -- I don't know, how long does it take from the point of 
complaint to the issuance? 
MS. BONNIE ROHME: I can't tell you from ... law, but some 
of the points -- excuse me. From the time of the violation of the 
law is determined to be present, it's a matter of probably a couple 
of weeks before a citation is issued. It requires a write-up of a 
formal report to be submitted through the supervisor to the regional 
office. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: All right. From the time of the 
complaint, how soon are you able ... now you say this is a pilot project. 
What do you do now outside of the pilot project? If I as a consumer 
have asked someone to put an extension on my house or do some other 
kinds of improvement and I'm not satisfied, the only resource that 
I would usually have would be to take them to Small Claims Court or 
to just refuse to give them any further payment. From the time that 
I would call the Board with the complaint --maybe I've been through 
a lot of business and gotten no resolution, usually I would think 
that these are the people who come to you. You know, not people who 
are coming to you as the first resort, but as a last resort. What 
do you do now, outside of the pilot project? And then tell us what 
do you do within the pilot project? So that we can get a better handle 
on it. 
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CHAIRMAN FILANTE: And briefly, so we just see the outline 
comparison. 
MS. ROHME: First of all, it goes through a mediations offiGe 
where we do attempt to mediate. It stays in that process about a 
month. If we are unsuccessful in mediating the complaint, then it 
goes down the Field Investigations. Depending on the complexity of 
the case, it can take from a week to several months. If we determine 
that there are probable -- that there are violations there, we would 
proceed to a disciplinary action, which means to suspend or reverse 
the contractor's license. It's a lengthy process. It goes up 
through Regional Office over to the Attorney General's office for 
preparation and formal approbation, then a person is allowed a hearing 
if they desire, then onto the office of Administrative Hearings. And 
it's been known to take months, and even sometimes a couple of years. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Is there a delay period in the very 
beginning? I think that was part of Assemblywoman Hughes' question 
in terms of total time. From the time you get the first call til 
you go into, for example, I think you first mentioned the mediation 
process. 
MS. ROHME: No, that's ..• now it's very immediate. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Okay, thank you. 
MS. ROHME: A year ago it certainly was not. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: So give us the two times. It's 
immediate, and it used to be •.. 
MS. ROHME: Oh, it could've been months, depending on 
the backlog in their office before we actually ... 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: So that is a change that now exists. 
Thank you. 
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MS. ROHME: Right. 
' ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Now, is this change under the 
pilot project, or under the regular operating procedures? 
MS. ·ROHME: No. That's under our operating procedures 
statewide. The pilot project is on the citation issue. And .it 
started here in Los Angeles in May. We've now received funding 
to expand it 'statewide. The differences are, instead of going 
through formal disciplinary action process after the violation is 
determined, the package would stop at a regional office level, the 
citation would be issued from there. Which speeds it up considerably. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Write it in. 
MR. WILMS: I just have a few concluding comments. We're 
not complacent. We're at -- the backlog is down, we have the citation 
system ~hich promises to be a very effective enforcement tool. We 
clearly need management improvements, perhaps a structural change 
is one of them. The licensing process itself worries me greatly· and 
colleagues on the Board and staff because it is taken to assume that 
it's somehow a mark of quality on the part of the contractor if 
he's posted a bond and taken an examination, and I can find evidence 
to support that that really makes a whole lot of difference. I think 
now, my own personal feeling is that we're going to get the biggest 
returns in enforcement by moving swiftly with enforcement. I think 
it will be a deterrent from the contractors doing bad acts in the 
future. 
Over the next couple years, or the next year, my two 
priorities on the Board that I ' m working with the membership now 
to sell, is the one on unlicensed contractors -- to go after them 
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swiftly now with this new citation system. They operate as you all 
know with virtual immunity from the state because of the lengthy 
complaint system that Bonnie has described to you and our lack of 
being able to do anything about it. I think secondly the home 
improvement field, which is the single largest source of complaints 
that we have and Assemblywoman Hughes, as you know, it hits especially 
in the poorer areas hardest where people can't afford a shoddy job. 
And we're having a lot of cooperation from that association and 
I hope that we will be able to revise the licensing process using 
the home improvement field as an example, and it'll be a big one. 
It's not just one small piece of the industry. 
The issue today -- actually, what the main thing I wanted 
to convey to you was the Board knowing of this hearing a few weeks 
ago when I was elected Chairman, voted on a position on your bill, 
Dr. Filante, and took a position of neutrality largely because of 
the lack of information -- of objective information. Our staff and 
Board members have their feelings about how we operate now and 
clearly the Department of Consumer Affairs does. We currently have 
a contractor that works somewhere to do a very fast management analysis 
for us to give us some information, but while the Board officially 
is neutral, we are of course here to answer any questions you have, 
because I realize there are other ways that this 90uld be looked at. 
So with that opening statement, we're yours. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you very much. We appreciate 
also, of course, your being here and being willing to be very open 
with us and answer questions, and if you do not have any further 
comments, and or questions to answer, what I'd like to do is ask 
you to remain, if you would, sir, and ask the witnesses to come up 
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one by one as they have signed up and then, assuming we get through 
with those who've signed up, see if there are any other witnesses 
who are here, and as I said, we will try to move quickly. The first 
one I have on my list here, and this may not be up to date, I have 
and I should mention also, by the way -- I have several responses 
which would become part of the record, written responses; they will 
also, if they have not already, and I think most of them have, but 
they will also be addressed to the Board for their response to the 
committee, which will then also become part of the permanent record. 
And they include a letter from Roy Claxton of 20th Century Homes in 
Marin County, from Peter Arrigoni who is the manager of the Builders 
Exchange in Marin County, and I believe you do have that communication, 
from Larry Anderson of Jefferson Brewer in Palo Alto, which is in 
Santa Clara County, and I believe also Ted Flescher from the Ventura 
County Contractors Association. If any of those people are here, of 
course they will be heard also. The first person I have on my list 
is Frank O'Connell. Is he here? Department of Consumer Affairs. 
All right. Roger Werbel? Building Industry Association of Southern 
California. And since I know I may not be accurate, I ask you to 
repeat for the record, using the microphone, your identification and 
if you would make a brief statement. If you have a written statement, 
you can just summarize it and we ' ll take the written statement, and 
then be prepared to answer questions . Go right ahead, sir. 
MR. ROGER WERBEL: Dr. Filante, I have no written statement. 
I'll make some comments. By way of background, my name is Roger 
Werbel. I'm a Southern California builder; I specialize in residential 
construction. Been a builder for about 20 years. I believe I'm here 
representing the Building Industry Associaton of Southern California, 
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of which organization I'm an officer. I believe I'm also representing 
California Building Industry Association, of which I'm a director, 
and Chairman of the Warranty and Consumer Affairs Committee. That's 
my background. 
My comments I believe, I assume I can direct my comments 
to the variety of matters on the agenda. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Please do, including one that we're 
going to ask, going back to the Board, but since they can answer 
questions of you~s anyway, that's specifically on the legislative 
package, the development process, priority selectiqn, industry or 
public participation, what have you. That's a particular response 
we waul~ like, and you did mention one bill -- for example, my bill, 
which is much like Senator Stern's bill now, but·a general response 
or. specific for several of those bills. Yes, sir, go right ahead. 
MR. WERBEL: Number 922 is a familiar number to me. I 
hope you'll pardon us for not being that well organized, but I am 
going to make my statements brief hoping that you'll answer past 
questions. Nine-twenty-two now that's a matter that we discussed 
at great length, I believe, in June at our last meeting. And we 
came up with some -- we, being that another committee formed at CBIA 
Contractors License Task Force Coordinating Task Force, of which 
I am a member of that committee -- and we discussed at great length 
922, and some of my comments may be repetitious because our legislative 
assistant, Don Collin, may have already conveyed some thoughts. If 
they are, please stop me. One thought that the builder members of 
the committee came up with was this suggestion: they do favor, 
of course, a separate Contractors License Board at this point, thinking 
that possibly it might be run on a more businesslike basis. Let me 
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say that the solutions of problems might be attacked on a more business -
like basis free from political aspects. By that I mean, and in that regard 
we think we maybe can help in a way, solutions to problems. Politics 
brings us laws, and when problems come up as to the 35,000 complaints, 
if that's what we have, or 35,000 requests for assistance, politics 
is_ more inclined to pass a law to solve the problem. In a business 
approach, it's zero in -- where is the problem, what is the source of 
that problem, and how can we correct that problem without passing a 
law? That's a businesslike approach. We might have -- -be more 
inclined to have that if we had a separate non-political type of 
organization. In the area of helping t~ at out, we got to thinking 
about this approach. As you know, there is a recovery fund -- a 
realtors' recovery fund -- something along that line, that all the 
realtors contribute into a fund. Now if the same thing were adopted 
on a contractors license, and if there was a Contractors License 
Fund .•. this has been toyed with in the past, and let's say each · 
contractor, if there are a 130,000 or 150,000 contractors licenses, 
and if- each one contributed an extra $100 or some number and that 
went into a fund, and that fund was used to take care of matters _that 
disreputable contractors _didn't take care of, went out of business 
or •.. this fund _would build up, and this fund would then be invested. 
We're talking about millions of dollars. A tremendous recovery fund. 
That might help. Instead of passing laws for the 90% or the 90-odd 
percent of the contractors that do take care of their business, and 
over-supervising them, maybe this contractors fund f~r the 5% that 
don ' t is available . . The problem as te. where the -- the problem has 
to be resolved. · .. as to where the problems arise. Now, the CBIA 
California Building Industry Association - - represents about 5,000 
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builders or 5,000 people in the industry. And I saw the last numbers, 
they probably are the biggest builders, and I like residential builders 
as well as some industrials, and I like to think that we take care of 
our customer's service. I think that we -- and I think it's been 
proven -- that we probably have as a group the lowest portion of that 
35,000 complaints. Because we take care of our service, so we kind 
of think that a lot of the manner and the legislative -- the laws that 
are being, or the regulations that are being adopted may not be 
appropriate -- may take a tremendous amount of effort and time and 
administration. As an example, another matter on the agenda probably 
has to do with the disclosure procedure. Now the disclosure procedure, 
I understand, is being modified to some extent. The disclosure 
procedure is as follows, as I understand it: somebody wanting to do 
business with a contractor will call the Contractors License Board 
and · say "I'm going to do business with Joe Smith ••• what complaints 
or what matters do you have in your file on Joe Smith?" Let's 
use the word complaints. I think the word complaint is probably a 
misnomer, because disputes enter into this matter. And the 
Contractors License Board, as I understand, based on the last 
published newsletter I received, will give in writing to that person 
a list of all of the quote, "complaints against that builder," and 
they will go on to give a description of how many, which matters 
are ... or how many matters have been resolved, have not been resolved, 
etc. Now the disadvantage to the builder is this: when a person is 
going to buy a house -~ now, this can get rather overwhelming, because 
let's take some of our larger members that are building a thousand 
houses a year. I would assume that, based on human nature, a lot of 
people like the Contractors License Board say, "My goodness, that's •.. 
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those closets aren't painted, and because of the time involved, I've 
asked for three times and it hasn't been done," so we have a complaint. 
On a smaller scale, that really might only be a contract dispute. 
In every business, when you buy something, there are ... there's an 
opinion as to what you're going to get, and an opinion as to what 
you really receive. It is a dispute. But we don't cite the distinction 
here as a complaint. Now a large builder may have 500 of these things 
over a few year period, which of course are being resolved; it may 
turn out at the bottom of your sheet the Contractors License Board 
may say, "All but five have been resolved." And I'm saying, "Good 
Lord, why should we kind of hurt the follow's business by saying ... 
listing all the disputes and then coming down and saying all but five 
have been resolved." Now as I recall, the matter went to Governor 
Brown and he· didn't give.us much help in that. It seems to me somewhere 
along the line as I heard it, the builders presented these regulations 
and their ••. were presented to him, but he didn't help us on this 
matter. It kind of ••• a fellow is proven guilty-- is guilty, he has 
to prove himself innocent. I think it's a bad approach, and the 
contractors are very concerned about it. Probably those of us who have 
nothing to show on the record are more concerned than those who don't. 
That's the way our CBIA works, I suppose. 
Let me go to another matter. I also left a note in my 
car -- but my car is out in the parking lot •..• 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: We could move the meeting to the 
parking lot. It might help .•. 
MR. WERBEL: Dr. Filante, I think that's pasically •.. I 
probably have hit the highlights. The matter of the fines; it is 
a difficult thing to issue fines out in the field. It brings you 
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back to OSHA. And I would hope that we don't get into that •.. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Excuse me. We have problems today. 
Please don't make them worse. Don't mention that word here . . Thank 
you sir. 
MR. WERBEL: With respect to the fining situation, as 
you pointed out, it's a very delicate matter, · and it has to be 
handled in a very delicate manner, and I ·think it's probably going 
to have to be outlined extremely carefully to avoid undue criticism. 
Plenty on that. 
The other point that, I don't know if you're covering 
this matter, has been brought to my attention. I'll mention it. 
Paul Broker, I believe he would be on the Contractors License Board? 
He has come up with another matter, and I don't know if this is 
on your . -- a workmanship standards guideline. Is that to be discussed 
today? Or mentioned today? 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: It can be if it's a problem or a 
· suggestion. 
MR. WERBEL: All right. Suggestion. Be careful how you 
adopt this. This was taken from the State of Arizona. Now we in 
California have probably the strongest building codes, a,nd this is 
something that he has come up with and it's a good idea. State of 
California Contractors State License Board -- this would be a 
proposed workmanship standards guideline, and as you read through it, 
there are many, many pages, and it's written in an attempt to help 
the inspector, the inspector and the homeowner, but when you start 
getting through it and you start realizing you're talking about 
energy, energy consumption and what should a ••• what should a unit 
produce in a house -- you're getting awfully technical, and I can 
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just see a problem coming up. The chap has this building permit, has 
conformed to all energy requirements, but this differs, and now that 
we have -- I would be very concerned -- is the chap going to issue 
a fine based on what this guideline is, or is he going to stay with 
UBC? That's another problem. 
The other matter of conflict, that do take into consideration 
before ever producing this thing is, I'm also on another committee, 
Energy Implementation Standards, which is now coming out of CBC. We're 
working on another group of energy standards, so we have Building 
Code, those energy standards, and we would have this. So I would be 
very careful before we move quickly in this area. 
I think those are my general comments. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Before I ask for a Board response, I'd 
like to make just .on introduction here. Former Assemblyman Bob 
Hayes is here, but Qe is now a consultant to the Senate Select 
Committee on Legislative Oversight. Apparently they are also looking 
at this question, and Bob Hayes has told me that he did plan only 
to offer us a statement, but since there may be some other matters, 
I wortder if we could ask you to come up at this time, Bob, and just ••• 
you can use one of these vacant mikes for the time being, at least, 
and I think you have a statement, fine, if it's brief; if it isn't 
brief, it is not fine, and perhaps, then, be prepared to answer 
some questions directed at the Senate. Since we try to be egalitarian 
here when it comes to the Senate. They're not as good as the Assembly, 
but we understand the problems over there, and try to include them in 
our thoughts. 
MR. BOB HAYES: Thank you, Dr. Filante. Terri. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: I'm glad to see you, Bob. You're 
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giving the Senate ~orne needed intelligent input. 
MR. HAYES: Thank you. Our Chairman for Senate Legislative 
Oversight, Senator Robbins, has asked me to be here today in representin~ 
the committee, and I would like to read the letter that was delivered 
to Chairman Filante. "Early in 1980, the Senate Select Committee on 
Legislative Oversight was asked to devise a procedure to expedite and 
streamline the process for private citizens dealing with state 
government divisions which are involved in licensing, and issuing 
permits, and of course with regulations governing those engaged in 
establishing businesses in the State of California. The five most 
active boards and bureaus in state government that either issue licenses 
or permits, are charged with enforcing regulations on businesses in 
the state, under the jurisdiction of the Department of Consumer Affairs. 
Of the five boards, according to a report that the Senate Office of 
Research did March 15, 1980, the State Contractors License Board 
is third in licensees at that date. Second in number of applications.'' 
That would be '78-'79 fiscal year. "At the same time, it is first 
in expenditures, first in employees, and first in complaints. From 
this report it is obvious that the State Contractors License Board is 
in the greatest need of review. A number of legislative measures have 
been introduced in the past in an attempt to rectify some of these 
problems. The problems still remain, and yet seem to grow. So far, 
in 1981, some 35 pieces of legislation have been introduced by both 
Houses in the State Legislature dealing with contractors and contractors' 
licenses. It is alleged that it takes up to seven months for a new 
contractor's license to be issued, four months for a renewal, and 
as for the ability to handle consumer complaints, it's another matter 
altogether. Although the Special Committee on Legislative Oversight 
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in no way wishes to indicate that procedures are trouble-free in 
other state boards and bureaus, the committee has instructed the 
staff to orient its immediate work to the State Contractors License 
Board and the Boa:r;d of Registered Nurses. These boards seem to be in 
the greatest need of legislative oversight at this time. The Chairman 
of our committee, Senator Alan Robbins, has also asked that we 
coordinate our work and that we offer any and all assistance to you, 
Dr. Filante, and your committee. It is the Senator's hope that this 
hearing and any Senate hearings held later this year will result in 
ways to improve, speed up the licensing and complaint procedure." 
Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you, Bob. Obviously, we're glad 
to have that cooperation. You will not only be ·hearing the testimony 
today, but you will get a complete transcript, and we would like a 
response from the Senate as quickly as possible, not in a formal way 
but from the Chairman and the other members so that that could be 
part of our deliberation on legislation. Thank you very much. · Now 
sir, if we could go back to the Board ·response .•• after I make one 
more introduction. We have Assemblyman Larry Stirling here, and if 
I could introduce him ••. thanks for being here, Larry; we did get 
the message and I announced that you were delayed and would be late. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LARRY STIRLING: I'm representing Patco •.• 
CHAI~N FILANTE: Yes, sir. 
MS. ROHME: If I may intrude ..• 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Oh, I'm sorry •.• 
MS. ROHME: I'd like to respond to each of the issues Mr. 
Werbel raised very briefly, and we will respond to ideas. I think 
· you mentioned putting money in a pool for consumers to draw on who 
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were getting injured by contractors was something that we have actually 
two groups taking a look at at this time. The contractors have 
used them in Hawaii and in this year it's being adopted in Arizona. 
And we're also looking at them trying to find out where they went 
wrong to see what we can do there. 
On complaint disclosure procedure, I understand the 
concern. We have the same concern, but we want to disclose complaints 
until after they've been found to be a probable violation, and then 
we contact the Deputy Registrar. So that until after the field 
office closes the complaint, through the mediation process, it 
never gets disclosed. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: May I interrupt you one second, please? 
On this question -- and this is not directed only at you or the 
Board but perhaps the industry -- does the consideration of this 
fund not just talk about a fund that each contractor contributes 
whatever the number -- $100, $10, and that -- but perhaps in 
proportion to the work done in the business activity. It would seem 
to me that a contractor who builds 10 houses a year would be 
reasonably expected to, say, contribute X dollars and somebody who 
built a thousand homes, 10-X dollars. Simply because of load. 
MR. WERBEL: I'd like to make another suggestion .•. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Please. 
MR. WERBEL: The reason that I hesitate, if it came down 
to that, I suppose, but that's not where the problems arise. We'll 
find that the major builders are really contributing, will be 
contributing, but they really won't be using the fund. You'll find 
that major builders, if you analyze the 35,000 complaints, you'll 
find that the major builders will resolve their complaints. 
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CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you. 
MR. WILMS: Just on the bonding, Chairman Filante -- the 
issue that Mr. Werbel raised is a crucial one for us, because -- I 
can't remember the exact numbers, but I saw it in Ellis's •.. The 
question on bonds, for example, the way it's now structured -- a 
contractor, I was a swimming pool contractor, has to put up a $5,000 
bond. In order to collect against that bond, as I understand it, 
the contractors and their subs have ••. the subcontractors .•• have one 
of the first cracks at it. Laborers also, and the consumer last. 
So the consumer also needs to be represented by counsel to collect 
on the bond, which many, especially poor consumers can't afford 
and don't know how to operate the system. I think bonding is one 
of those funny things . the way it's grown up is into fragmented system 
of licensing that we have that's how we protect everybody but the 
consumer. And I would hope that in this committee this year that 
we either come out with a step licensing program that you suggest, 
or a public fund so that we do indeed return the dollars to the 
consumer. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you very much. If there are 
no other questions from the Board, I'd like to thank you, Mr. Werbel, 
and call on Armand Fontaine, Executive Vice President, American 
Building Contractors Association. And the next witness I have is 
Mike Stanley. 
MR. ARMAND FONTAINE: My name is Armand Fontaine. I am 
the Executive Vice President of American Building Contractors 
Association, which is the California affiliate of the National Home 
Improvement Council, which means we represent the bulk of the major 
home improvement -- the ethical home improvement contractors in the 
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State of California. I also have been for 12 years on the Board of 
Directors of the State Compensation Insurance Fund, and as a result 
of this situation, in regards to the bonding, I've become probably 
the major agent with some 20,000 clients on the bond to the License 
Board. I am basically here today to be of help and to answer questions 
that you might offer, in regards to the problems involved. The major 
amount of problems in regard to complaints to the License Board rest, 
obviously, in the home improvement field. This does not necessarily 
mean that home improvement contractors are better or worse than other 
contractors; it means that the type of industry in which we are 
involved, unlike other forms of construction, is that we are working 
with people while they are still in their homes, and therefore are 
subject to every little type of complaint that can be generated, and 
during a course of three to six months on a home improvement project 
of any size, we find that we stimulate a great deal of criticism. One 
of the problems we have in regards to the home improvement industry, 
for instance, at the present time -- the home improvement industry 
in California, if I am led to believe the statistics that I have 
read, nationwide, now exceeds the total dollar volume of new home 
construction. Therefore, we have become a major industry within 
that area. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Home construction's become a minor 
industry. 
MR. FONTAINE: Well, whatever the case may be. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Excuse me, sir -- may I interrupt you? 
Terri has a question. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Mr. Fontaine, do you concur with 
Mr. Werbel that there should be a separate Building Contractors 
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Licensing Board? I believe that would ... his statement at the 
beginning. Did I hear you correct, Mr. Werbel? Is that what you 
indicated? 
MR. WERBEL: I'm sorry? 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: A separate contractors licensing board. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Licensing board. Was that not what 
you recommended? 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Independent. 
MR. WERBEL: •.. SB 922? 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Yes, all right. Do you concur? 
MR. ~ONTAINE: Specifically on that, I would have to take 
a relatively neutral situation. If we're talking about a builders 
board which would be an effective builders board free of any political 
implication that might occur, something that was operated similar 
to the State Fund or perhaps the Department of Motor Vehicles, I would, 
yes, concur with something like that because I think it would be in 
the consumers' best interests. If we're talking about something that 
is going to be done like a quasi-giant regulation, an excessive 
regulation, then I would have to not concur with the concept. I think 
at the present time the concepts in this are a little bit nebulous, 
I guess would be the word, and therefore I would have to, quite 
frankly, take a rather neutraL position on that. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Your association is a nationwide 
group? 
MR. FONTAINE: Our association is a nationwide group. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Are you aware of a state that has 
separate kinds of boards specifically for building contractors, and 
what has been the success or failures of those? 
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MR. FONTAINE: There have been states that have set up 
spec~al boards specifically: as I remember, I think Maryland is 
one of them. Most of them are relatively recent. Maryland has bee~ 
relatively effective, however I believe that that builders· board 
·that they have is, again, directed exclusively to the home improvement 
industry. And one of the problems that we've had that I was going 
to discuss in regards to this is that, in the home improvement 
industry, as you may or may not know, we have like. our association 
pr.ints probably 90% of all the forms that are used 'in that industry, 
because there are so many laws involved, federal · and ·state, we come 
under the Unruh Act in regards to a single doc~ment concept~ so 
when somebody thinks of something new to put in a cont~act; we go 
in and figure out how many more inches we've gotta add to that piece 
of paper. It's gotten to be a real problem. We have ••• we have 
been asking the Board recently and I think they will probably hear us 
in their wisdom, to issue a special license for home improvement 
contractors, because even though we may have a very good contractor, 
we've got a new builder. Today this is a very big problem with us. 
And he may be the greatest builder in the world, but when he enters 
the home improvement area, he doesn't know that he's got some 50 
or 60 different regulations he's got to abide by in the contract 
form, so he doesn't know ... he walks in, he says "Give me a third 
down: this is what I'm going to do," and he given 'em a sketch .•• 
he doesn't give 'em any notice of decision, he doesn't tell them, 
you know, all the various aspects of the various things he's 
supposed to do, and he's quite frankly non-knowledgeable. The 
Board has wisdom, in it's taking up at the present time this 
particular concept. I'm sure I'm not going to 100% of what I want, 
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but I think that the Board will probably, in its good time, probably 
adopt a good number of revisions of the home improvement requests 
for a special license. But in that particular case, we arc a 
different breed of cat I'm just sorry we really are. 
Now in regards to the bonding, I have to tell you out 
front that you're asking a turkey what he thinks of Thanksgiving. 
When we get involved and do have a recovery fund, from what I have 
seen of the various recovery funds, they leave a great deal to be 
desired. The figures that are shown on claims statements are not 
quite as bad as you might think, because what's happening is we are 
becoming a third party in regards to collection. In other words, 
someone feels that they haven't been paid or whatever the case may 
be, and they call us. Then we, in turn, get in touch with the 
contractor. Well, nine out of ten contractors are honest people. 
Maybe he's short of money this week or whatever the case may be, 
and those things get resolved. We have been placed, and the result 
of AB 1363, when we thought we were going to have something that we 
coul~ go ahead and pay the consumer immediately, put into a position 
where we had to get a ruling from the court before we can then appro-
priately approach the License Board into censuring that particular 
contractor, so that has not worked out in the way that we would like. 
I find th~ fault in the bond is that the bond does not do enough for 
the consumer. It is adequate for labor, it is probably too ge~erous 
to material suppliers and subcontractors, but it's really only a bond 
for fraud in . regards to the consumer. The State of Nevada has a 
much superior bond, I think, from the standpoint of protection of 
the consumer. We do license bonding in Nevada, Oregon and Washington. 
And Nevada's bond, I think, is very good; Nevada's bond also has a 
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variance. The Registrar decides what the amount will be, and it 
could be anywhere from a thousand, I think, up to 40 thousand dollars. 
An I think ·that that is a much more equitable type of situation in 
regards to that. I think that a recovery fund would lend itself, 
again, to something into which the money would go in and go out and 
be paid, perhaps, indiscriminately and I don't think it would necessaril: 
be in the best interest of the consumers or to the contractors. I 
see it as a situation like this, not a premium today that's being 
charged like $40 or $50 for a $5,000 dollar bond -- I see eventually 
a recovery fund where the average cost is $500 or so. I could just 
as easily see it becoming a fountain immediately for payment of 
anyone who wants to put in a claim. That's my opinion. I would 
like to answer any other questions you'd like to give at this time ..• 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Well, before we leave, could we just 
get a response from the Board and then a couple of questions •.• 
MR. FONTAINE: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: ... from us. One of those questions 
I can give right now for both of you, and that is, as opposed to 
a special license for home improvement contractors, could there be 
a change in the license for general contractors as it ... to include 
these additional special features rather than trying to divide it, 
because that would mean that someone ... again, we are in the business 
of reapplication or applications .•. ! have one license, I gotta go 
get another one, so ... could you include that in your answers? 
MR. FONTAINE: Well, my answer to that would be, we have 
proposed producing a booklet let's say with 100 questions. It had 
the, it covered the items that were, have people just read them, 
and then take an examination, just like you do when you take your 
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motor examination, and therefore you'd know that you couldn't take 
more than a thousand dollars out front or 10%, whichever is the 
lesser number. You wouldn't be able to have a contract that didn't 
tell people that they could rescind, you wouldn't have to have all 
these various revi •.• I mean, you would be knowledgeable of this. 
If you grandfathered anybody in, as you do today, you would keep many 
of the same problems we have today in the industry. I think that if 
we had something into which the contractor was knowledgeable of his 
needs to abide by the home improvement law, then we could probably 
keep a great many of the claims that exist in the home improvement 
industry from coming to the Board, and therefore do a job for everybody 
concerned. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you, Mr. Fontaine. 
MR. FONTAINE: Incidentally, we also have published a 
little guideline to the cit~tion program. I only happen to have one 
copy with me, but I'd be glad to leave it with you ... the printing 
will be out next week, but ..• you have the mailing copy. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you, we'll include that. All 
right, sir. 
MR. WILMS: I have one comment on Mr. Fontaine's remarks. 
We're very much in agreement that in some way we need to do an 
adequate job of identifying the home improvement contractor. It's 
difficult because of the 160,000 some licensees we have -- the 
majority probably at one time or another do home improvement work. 
May have a general contractor who does home improvement work along 
with new construction, so it's difficult. We, too, would like to 
get away from having another layer of licenses if at all possible. 
We are just beginning to analyze this issue now, as I say, it's 
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going to be one of our two priorities for this next year. Where 
Mr. Fontaine sees a large part of the problem is in the complexity 
and the legality -- the legal corners in home improvement contracting. 
We agree. I think that's important that the contractor understand 
that, but we want to move beyond his proposals for a board than 
simply educating a contractor to the legal complexities, but design 
a system which will meet our fast restitution or justice for the 
homeowner. That, I think, again, is where the effectiveness of 
having a License Board rests. I don't think it's in licensing, 
but we first have to identify the contractors, but I think it's 
going to rest in effective enforcement. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you. Could I also ask a question 
of Mr. Fontaine specifically since you very kindly had this printed 
up and have given us a sample copy. Has there been any specific 
experience that you could point to with that pilot project ••• with 
this citation process? 
MR. FONTAINE: Up to now, no. The fear that we had in 
regards to the citation problem ... you remember that 1363 was a 
compromise type of bill where we all gave up something and all 
got a little something. The fear we had in regard to this citation 
problem is that it would be used as a club and we have been assured 
by the Board that this would not be the case. I have to say that 
I have had a couple of complaints where contractors have felt that 
they were perhaps threatened, that they would be getting a citation 
if they didn't do such and such, but I think that that's really a 
minimal situation. I think that the quality of the people in most 
areas of the Board is because of the factor that we're talking about 
the Number one person being involved in, the number one deputy being 
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involved in the citation procedure, that it will not be misused; I don't 
believe it will be. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you very much. Did you have a 
question, Larry? 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Yes, Mr. Chairman, if I could •.. 
ABC's the parallel agency of the BCA? 
MR. FONTAINE: Yes, we •.• many years ago .•• we're not to 
be confused with the NABC, which is the non-union right-to-work 
organization. We are American Building Contractors As·sociation: 
we broke off in 1955, I used to work with the Builders Contractors 
Association, which is not a building industry. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Was it a Protestant-Catholic split, 
or what was it? 
MR. FONTAINE: Something like that. Us good Catholics 
took on the Protestan·ts, I guess •.• 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: What was the basis of the division? 
MR. FONTAINE: It was again a situation with smaller 
contractors. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Especially home improvement. 
MR. FONTAINE: Smaller contractors versus the large tract 
builders, basically was the reason for our break-off. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Let me pose two issues to you 
very quickly. First of all, I read an article at length back when 
I was on the City Council, and we were struggling with the building 
inspection p~oblem, which is kind of part-and-parcel of this, and 
in France what they do is instead of having -- not that France 
produces a lot of units, you know but they have a system in the 
cities where they do actually build units where the city ••• man files 
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a tentative map, or the person files their tentative map with the 
local gendarmery, I guess, and once it's approved, one of the condi-
tions of the tentative map, is that they have insurance, that there 
will be full performance or, in effect, the work product will be 
{inaudible). But not the public improvements or consumer satisfaction, 
and then it's up to the insurance company to carry out inspections and 
see to it they comply to the code. And the insurance company files 
with the local city, and then the local government is completely out 
of the business. It's strictly an arm's length transaction between 
the aggressiveness of the insurance company trying to minimize 
their losses versus the developer. What do you think of that? 
MR. FONTAINE: Well, having studied in France and also 
having been in England, New Zealand and Australia, they all have 
similar · types of programs, and they are all very effective. If I'm 
correct, my last time I was in Australia and New Zealand, the local 
builders associations there guarantee the work of their individuals. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: That was going to be my next 
question. 
MR. FONTAINE: They become quasi-bonding companies, is 
what they do. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Well, I'm with the self-insurance 
and the non-governmental response we all talk about a non-governmental 
response, but the public still has a right to some protection. They 
still have problems they need resolved; they turn to the government, 
the government offers them a solution, and then, you know, that's an 
understandable equation, but what about the non-governmental ••• the 
professionals that govern themselves? 
MR. FONTAINE: Well, the problem that we have in this 
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country is a little bit different than they have there. In that one 
of the things that I find myself always fighting for is a right of 
the little guy to go into business. And every time anyone mentions, 
and I have violently fought, although it probably enriched me, the 
idea of a performance bond or the job being done is that a lot of 
small contractors in this state just would not be able to qualify ..• 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Well, conversely, a lot of small 
contractors can't get in business because they're paying one-third 
of their money to the federal government and another tenth of it 
to the state government. And if you want to know where it's going, 
it's going through all these myriad of bureaucracies that sit around 
and, ineffectively, and I think Consumer Affairs is the worst, 
although I like their style, ineffectively trying to enforce, and 
everybody loses except the bureaucrats. 
MR. FONTAINE: Well, I understand where you're from and 
do agree with you ••. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Well would this system work? 
MR. FONTAINE: The problem that I find is that, how are 
you going to stop a neat little guy who's Lecn working for Joo Doaks 
as a remodeling contractor or we'll say a tile contractor, and he's 
had his experience and so on and so forth, and he's only got a 
couple two, three thousand dollars with ••• at the present time, he 
takes his license, he gets his license bond, which is an inexpensive 
situation, SO, 60 dollars, and then he has the right to practice. 
If you become restrictive to where you have to have a guarantee for 
performance on the work being done, then he finds himself into a 
situation where the man probably can't qualify. I do a lot of 




ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Don't over answer. 
MR. FONTAINE: It's often tough qualifying them money-
wise. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: It's awfully tough to pay the 
taxes, too. 
MR. FONTAINE: Yes, I agree with you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Let's go back to the basics here. 
What's wrong with that system here? 
MR. FONTAINE: We have 166,000 contractors -- correct me 
if I'm wrong -- and probably 75% of them have their license in their 
hip pocket and don't use it. They're probably working for superinten-
dents and existing contractors. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: What is wrong with the France, 
Australia and New Zealand system? Why wouldn't that work -- be 
working over here? 
MR. FONTAINE: I think it could be worked out, but I 
think it would take a great deal of planning and the time to implement 
it, but I think it should be tried, I think it could be made effective. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Will it be a superior system? 
MR. FONTAINE: From the standpoint of consumer protection, 
the answer to that is yes. From the standpoint of cost, the ability 
of the contractor to qualify, that's my question. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Right now we have the cost assigned, 
the consumer is not protected, so there's something wrong with our 
present system. The second question was, back in the -- or in the 
question of enforcement of problems with the licensure and that 
sort of thing, why the local professional associations don't become 
preliminary arbiters as quasi-st~te agencies or cooperative with 
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the State Contractors License Board. Why don't they take up the 
initial complaint? 
MR. FONTAINE: We have chapters of our associaton that 
do an informal type of arbitration. In fact, I've had to caution 
them and the reason I've had to caution them is because of the legal 
ramifications that I find might be there. But my San Diego chapter, 
for instance, solicits from the people who do the work with our 
members .•• writes letters to the people, you know, is it satisfactory, 
is there anything wrong, and then have a meeting and try to get 
things straightened out. It's kind of an informal type of ... 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: What ' s the legal haza~d? 
MR. FONTAINE: Well, the legal hazard is that it's awfully 
tough to have contractors of which a person is a member of, making 
decisions yes or no in regards to the homeowner. Do you follow 
what I mean? If they decide the homeowner is wrong, then we find 
ourselves in a boxed-in legally. We've had a situation like that 
that did occur. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: I'm not sure why you're boxed-in 
legally. I mean, you have an informal hearing, you meet with both 
sides, you submit to advisor-arbitration just like when you do 
between professionals. When two guys have a grief and don't want 
to go to court, they volunteer to submit to .•• 
MR. FONTAINE: I had a very good instance that occurred 
here about two years ago where the person was a very sophisticated 
buyer -- she owned apartment houses and everything else, and she 
went to the association and said, "This guy delivered kitchen 
material I didn't like and I put it out in the backyard," and so 
anyway, then she carne before one of these committee meetings 
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in San Diego, and showed the awful pictures, you know, and boy, you 
know, this man had to be in the world's worst situation so, because 
I happened to be at this particular meeting I looked into the thing 
thoroughly, you know. And basically, I mean, you know, she was 
completely wrong. Where I found myself ••• well, I didn't find myself 
with a legal suit, but I came right down close to it. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Well, I'm not sure .•• once again, 
now let me ask the question again. Where was the legal problem? 
I hear the political problems and the personality problems -- I don't 
hear the legal problem. Is it defamatory? 
MR. FONTAINE: The concept is that if the decision -- if 
a contractors group is making a decision whether that member has 
done right or wrong, if they find against the member -- you know 
great, you know, the homeowner is happy. But if they happen to 
find that the homeowner claim has no merit, then you involve the 
Association -- you have a good potential involving your associaton 
and its members into a lawsuit. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Well, I'm still not sure of what 
lawsuit it would be. 
MR. FONTAINE: For finding against her, saying that •.• 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: There's no law against finding 
against her ... there's no civil action there. 
MR. FONTAINE: Well, the numbers, as I have seen it, 
the potential that I saw occur was that there would be a suit filed 
against us, the local chapter. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: That sounds like government 
employees planning an easy way out. I mean, it sounds like to me 
you're trying to duck the issue of mediating of a potential ..• 
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MR. FONTAINE: Don't want to duck the issue. Last thing 
in the world I want to do is duck the issue. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Okay, well let's not duck it. Why 
don't we •.• I'm not sure why anybody dreamed up what legal hazard that ••. 
I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: It's not a dream, actually, and I can't ... 
I'm a politician, I'm just a little doctor here, but I know it's been 
proven in our profess ±onal field, and that is, physicians serving on 
committees and boards have to get exemption from liability to find 
against fellow physicians. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Of course that was going to be my 
next point is why the Contractors Licensing Board doesn't create, 
in its rules, a preliminary hearing ••. 
MR. FONTAINE: In our contract forum, we have the Better 
Business Bureau, and Triple A has the American Contract Arbitration 
Association as a choice for arbitration, and we have submitted names 
of our members who are expert witnesses -- some of them expert 
witnesses for the State Contractors License Board also, and try to 
help in that particular manner, but that's as far as we've come. 
What we really want to go at the present time on -- even though this 
is very popular -- ou1: San Diego chapter does it, and I think our, 
and in fact I know my Visalia chapter does it, and to some degree 
our San Francisco chapter does it. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Let's see if we can get specific response 
from the Board. Professor Wilms. 
MR. WILMS: Thank you. ! ... there's some aspects about 
this hearing that I stumble a little bit because it's forcing some 
of the things that we're thinking about out in the open maybe a 
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little prematurely and I haven't had a chance ·to discuss this with 
Mr. Fontaine. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Reform is not premature. It's about 
five years too late. 
MR. WILMS: Yeah, yeah. I agree with ••• your comments 
are well-taken with that one. We have informally, as Mr. Fontaine 
has pointed out, worked with his association in the case of solar, 
CalSEIA, the California Association of Solar Manufacturers, who's 
helped . us screen complaints, give us expert witness, testimony, 
and things -- it's been done very informally and I think the reason 
one of the reasons is probably more political than legal, although 
there may be some legal questions, is if you vested that power in 
an association, it tends to force membership into the sort of a 
monopoly on the field. And, as you're well aware, many contractors 
don't belong to their local associations. This is just a minor 
problem, I think. I think the point you raised is a good one, and 
it's something that we want to work out along with Mr. Fontaine 
over this next year in the home improvement field. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: A year is too long. You know? 
A year is too long. My constituents now say when they call the 
Contractors License Board, let alone the fact that they can't get 
a license on time, you know, that they are told it's seven or eight 
months before anybody's going to get to it. They should be told, 
"Call the San Diego office of the AGC Construction Federation, and 
all those guys, and Mr. Podunk is going to take your call and he'll 
give you a form and you fill it out, and it will be reviewed 
preliminarily by one of the revolving panel of professionals," and 
the word that we always forget in government is known as integrity, 
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and we presume that nobody has any integrity; everybody's a bunch 
of . intellectual prostitutes, that nobody can be trusted, I mean ... 
it's the stupidest way to run a railroad I've ever heard. Rely on 
the integrity, and they're the closest level of people with integrity, 
put a panel in there and revolve it around and have a preliminary 
discussion between the two and make a recommendation. So that all 
those complaints are acted on instead of being told seven months, 
folks, and we'll get to it. 
MR. FONTAINE: Yeah. Well, it's not seven months now ... 
that's past history. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Wha L is it now? 
MR. FONTAINE: Well, how fast do we get action within ... 
MS. ROH}1E: In most cases, in days. 
MR. FONTAINE: In days. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: And what's the worst? 
MS. ROHME: Three or four weeks. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Okay. I'm 9oing to talk to some 
people again and see if that's true. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Okay. 
MS. ROHME: I'd like to know if somebody is being told 
otherwise. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: How about one day? They should 
get a response now ... they pay their taxes now, they ought to get a 
response now. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Okay. Thank you very much, and 
thank you, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: I'm still .. . 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Oh, I'm sorry .. . 
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ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: About the French, New Zealand and 
Australian system -- I didn't know it was so widespread. There must 
be something wrong with it. 
MR. FONTAINE: All right. There is one thing you have 
to remcmber •.• the system is set up, in New Zealand and Australia, 
for instance, is the Master Builders Association with their local 
chapters, but now what you've done is you've made these assocations, 
quite frankly, quasi-license boards in a way ••• 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: That's right ••• the old guild •.. 
MR. FONTAINE: And why would you want to do that ••• this 
hasneverbeen the thinking in this particular country. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: What's the alternative? We take 
a bunch of bureaucrats that you have here in Sacramento State College 
and make them do the licensing ••• you know, what is the sense of all 
that? It's better that professionals with integrity and some 
regulation, the old guild type thing, under our scrutiny and 
parameters do it-- rather than have, you know .•• 
MR. FONTAINE: One area that you forget is the fact that 
this is a capitalistic society. That gives us a right to make a 
million dollars, and it also gives us the right to go broke. And 
fortunately, it does .•• 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: I'm not sure of the relevance 
of that point. I would like to know, Mr. Chairman, if the Department 
of Consumer Affairs could be asked about this ..• 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: We have the representative, Frank 
O'Connell who has now come from the Department of Consumer Affairs 
and I'm going to ask Mike Stanley to hold off for just a minute 
and thank you, Mr. Fontaine. If we could get a brief statement 
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now, Mr. O'Connell? From the Department of Consumer Affairs, 
especially as related to the questions that we've set out in the 
agenda. Do you have a copy of that, sir? Will you give him a 
copy of that? 
MR. FRANK O'CONNELL: I have a copy ... of the agenda? 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Yes, or of our direction here. 
Specifically we're talking about the question of the status of the 
Board, it's make-up ... how it should be constituted, to whom it 
should be responsible, and the question of enforcement problems 
that you've heard now asked regarding consumer complaints as 
well as the individual licensed and un: icensed people. 
MR. O ' CONNELL: Dr. Filante, what we have is a presentation 
that will show the status of where the Board is now, and how they've 
been getting to that position over the past five years. I do have a 
presentation here that is rather voluminous. I would like to hand 
it to you and you can refer to it as you wish. (*Addendum #1) 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Right. Then we will be glad to accept 
that report for the record, but if you could just give us a summary 
statement, then ... 
MR. 0 1 CONNELL: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: I hope you will, and then answer 
questions. Thank you. Go right ahead, sir. 
MR. o •coNNELL: The first thing I 1 d like to say is that 
all the figures that we are presenting here are really abstracted 
from information that we have collected from various units within 
the Department . In effect, they are figures, perhaps cast a 
slightly different way. On the first page of our report, indicating 
the dollars and the positions that have been budgeted to the Board 
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over the past five years. We show that, in a five year period, that 
the ·dollars have increased by 88%, the positions have increased by 
57%. They've been doing a lot of work in certain areas. 
Now, the second page ••• 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Dollars increased by 80% and positions 
by 50%? 
MR. O'CONNELL: Dollars have increased by 88% and the 
positions have increased by 57%. This is over a period of five years. 
Where'd the extra money go? ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: 
MS. ROHME: Calls, gas ••• 
MR. O'CONNELL: Yes. 
MS. ROHME: Space, rent ••• 
MR. O'CONNELL: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Go ahead. 
MR. O'CONNELL: When you're starting off with a bunch 
of new positions, you have a lot of one-time expenses and so forth. 
Right. And then if we move onto page 2, we're showing this same 
thing in a graphic presentation, and in there the positions are 
represented by the dotted line and the dollars by the solid line. 
Let me get into the meat of it, which we have broken this down into 
three functions that are in the licensing process: the applications, 
the examinations, and the actual issuance of the license. At the 
present time, there are 4,620 pending applications. Some of these 
the majority are original waiver or examination applications. 
A great many of the people, as you know, are waived from the 
examination. Some are supplemental, some are the responsible 
managing officer to employee applications. Then we have 2,181 
solar. These are something new; we've included them, although 
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this is a program that really started on 7/1/81. The pending 
applications can be broken down into 1,397. Where there is direct 
workload that is required by the Board. Now, in addition to that, 
they have a number of them that they are awaiting work by other 
units; in many cases, it is awaiting completion of the application 
by the applicant himself. And sometimes this information doesn't 
come in as rapidly as it might, and these can be pending for quite 
a while. But they have 2,077 that are waiting, but they've already 
scheduled an exam. They have 859 who failed to appear at previous 
exams. These people may request reassignment to an examination at 
any time. So they have to keep these applications ready to go. 
They have a certain number who have failed. And they have some 
that have already been examined and they're awaiting the grading 
process that is handled by the State Personnel Board. They have 
a total pending of 7,858 licenses .•• 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: They, what ... the scores, the tests 
are graded by the State Personnel Board? 
MR. O'CONNELL: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: The contractor license test is 
graded by the State ... 
MS. ROHME: On their computer. 
MR. O'CONNELL: On their computer. This is a matter of 
using the best available technical equipment that can do the job 
rapidly. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Well, I hate to ask the next 
question. How long does it take this computer to process 2,000 
answer sheets? 
MS. ROHME: The computer actually only takes ... we have 
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them back like the next day. But then we still manually have to 
match it up with the application and send out the notice of pass or 
fail. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: The computer doesn't do that. 
MS. ROHME: Not yet. We're trying to get them to do that. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: To answer Assemblyman Stirling's question 
is from the time the exam is taken, when does the grading get completed 
to the point where the person who is examined has a result? What 
is the .•. 
MS. ROHME: Okay, from the time the application is received? 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: No, from the time the examination is 
taken. That day, when do you •.• if you're taking the exam, get 
the result? 
MS. ROHME: I see. That can vary from two to six weeks. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Two to six weeks. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: You know, that's, to me, Mr. 
Chairman, that's absolutely unbelievable. I used to be an instructor 
in an automated -- in a school that had automation support, and 
we had 200 students a day, and we could, with mark-sense forms, 
grade their tests within an hour after they left; their records 
were updated, and those grade notices were sent out to them. All 
automated. Just by dropping mark-sense forms into one end of the 
computer. 
MS. ROHME: That's what we would also ••• like, we're not 
automated like that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Well, who's the Consumer Affairs 
Director here? 
MR. O'CONNELL: I'm with Consumer Affairs ••• 
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ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Okay, well, your agency has testing 
processes throughout the state. Why in the hell are you still relying 
on the State Personnel Board computer? 
MR. O'CONNELL: This is the option of the Board, sir •.. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: And that's one of the questions we 
would like, by the way, to address the Board: should the Board be 
using the State Personnel computer system? Should be Board be 
using the Attorney General, and so forth. In other words, should 
you be farming out a lot of these things, and we would like both 
you, sir, from the Consumer Agency, and the Board, to be .able to 
answer those questions specifically. Now. 
MR. O'CONNELL: You'd like some answers right now? 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: If they're brief. If not, not now. 
MR. O'CONNELL: I might say that in my capacity in the 
Department -- I'm the manager of Internal Audits and Systems Analysis. 
I've worked extensively with a number of boards in this specific 
area. We have developed procedures for the very rapid grading of 
examination, and, which can result in the very prompt release of 
grades. I might say that the, they prompt·ed the Board of Cosmetology 
some years ago to make some changes where they would take six weeks 
from the time that •.. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: No, excuse me, sir ... 
MR. O'CONNELL: •.• do it in a day. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: We're only trying to answer Assemblyman 
Stirling's question, and mine specifically. We just heard it takes 
six to eight weeks, or two to ·six weeks, or anyway, a number of 
weeks, and the question is: How should that process be handled? 
Should it continue, in this case, with the State Personnel Board, 
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and how can it be changed? We don't care about cosmetology, we 
only care about this entity here this morning and how can we make 
it just a couple of days as we know it can be. 
MR. O'CONNELL: Right. We have proven record that this 
can be done in a matter of a very few days if they will adopt 
procedures that have been made available. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Well some of it's an institutional 
problem. You've got a board that has the authority to make its own 
decisions, and a Consumer Services ••• Consumer Protection agency that 
is kind of a back-up central support, all these independent rules ••• 
is that the situation? 
MR. O'CONNELL: That's, no •.• 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: It's a ruling entity, not a back-up. 
The Department of Consume~ Affairs has under it ••• 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: They're over a lo.t of boards ••• 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: So the question becomes for ·the 
Department of Consumer Affairs executive why don't you just buy 
yourselves a computer? That not only sends out the bills, like 
the license updates, but grades tests? For all of your agencies. 
Whom should I be looking at? That's you? 
MR. O'CONNELL: Yes, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Then you would ••• you're here 
because you happen to be the only executive not.on vacation this 
week. 
MR. O'CONNELL: No. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: No. You're the guy to talk to? 
MR. O'CONNELL: No. I'm the guy who devises procedures 
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like this ••• 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: I'm not concerned about procedures, 
I'm concerned about the institution relationship that says you ... 
the Consumer Affairs ••• how many boards do you guys have? To 
support? And how many licensees statewide? 
MR. O'CONNELL: We have 32 boards. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: And how many licensees? 
MR. O'CONNELL: Nearly two million. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Nearly two million. And you guys 
have to hunt and peck and scratch and dog-rob for your computer 
support? 
MR. O'CONNELL: The only thing that, the only thing the 
Department can do is suggest to these independent agencies that they 
utilize the services that we have. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: I think the Department should tell 
the Governor that you need your own IBM 160 or 630 or some, and 
something, standardize the test-input forms, and standardize 
the licensure forms, instead of having all these clerks and 
bureaucrats spread out through all these boards and doing all the 
stuff by hand! 
MR. O'CONNELL: I agree wholeheartedly. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Then why the hell don't you do 
something about it, then? 
MR. O'CONNELL: However, the boards are autonomous in 
this respect. They're completely independent. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: We'll hear now the response from the 
Board. 
MS. ROHME: Speaking of the bureaucrats, there is a 
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procedur~ in the Statewheneveryou try to get computer equipment 
proscribed in the State Administrative Manual, which we're following 
to get our own computer equipment and to get the assistance of this 
Department •.• 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Is it true there's a surplus computer 
in the Governor's office, maybe? 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Be quiet or they'll find the one 
in the Lieutenant Governor's office. 
MS. ROHME: Anyway, we have a study done by Haskins & 
Snell (?) as the first step to this as required by the State 
Administrative Manual that says, feasibility study; we're in the 
second phase now. To try to get our own stuff -- get the eyeshades 
and the sleeve-guards off of our people. Which is where they are 
doing these manual processings. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Part of the answer to this question 
will be given to the committee and be part of the permanent records, 
obviously. May I also suggest that a personal communication be 
made to Assemblyman Stirling, who really has been working hard in 
this general area not just for this board or this agency and what 
have you, for a lot of areas, and he'd better be answered. Okay, 
just for our benefit as well as yours and the consumers and the 
taxpayers and voters. Thank you very much. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Well if it's the problem of the 
autonomy of the boards, then the people's representatives, the 
committee, ought to form a bill to erase the autonomy as to the 
centralness of service. Somehow or other the repetitive processes 
of licensure, billing, and testing have got to be much more efficient. 
If you guys are hiding behind rules and regs, we make the rules 
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and regs. So ... you know, tell us what you want and what you need 
fixed, and we'll fix it. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: We have a problem here because one 
of our committee members has to leave early and we'd like to get 
through as much of this as we can before she leaves. If you could 
summarize, sir? 
MR. O'CONNELL: The next thing we show is the matter of 
the issuance of licenses. We have 1,390 that are pending at the 
present time. The indirect workload which are the things that 
can't be done until somebody else does something in that, are 
3,820. Now, the grand total backed ••. pending work, is 17,660 
applications. And this represents 7,407 .•. things that the Board 
will be doing the processing, and 10,000 that they're waiting for 
information from other agencies. In the vast majority of these, 
they're waiting for more information from the potential licensee. 
These particular things that I mentioned, the last three, are 
shown in graphic form on the next three pages to indicate ••. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Excuse me, Mr. O'Connell; before 
moving to the next three pages, could you bring us back ..• you know, 
talk to the 7,407 direct workload awaiting and so forth; but you 
have the indirect workload where other people are involved, is 
that correct? 
MR. O'CONNELL: Yes, that's correct. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: How can that ..• other people involvement ••. 
and I'm really following the line that Assemblyman Stirling had 
a moment ago •.• how can this in direct dependency be changed, or if 
you will, eliminated. In other words, how can you take charge and 
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get it done? I have confidence all of you people can get the job 
done when you're not waiting for someone else, because you're better. 
Could, and, I see, Bonnie is that your hand? 
MS. ROHME: Yes, may I stand up -- I think what the 
figures means is that we have sent out Bond & Fee letters to the 
applicants. Once they've taken the test, they get to their pass 
notice and we tell them to return their bonds and their license fee 
and then they're sitting there waiting for ••. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: So it's yours, but it involves somebody 
else, not another agency. 
MS. ROHME: Not another agency. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Go ahead, sir. "The next few pages," 
you started saying. 
MR. O'CONNELL: I would like to comment that a great many 
of these things are the things where we're just waiting for additional 
information from the licensee or the potential licensee. But many 
of these could probably be eliminated if we were to improve 
communications. I'm much concerned, myself, when 50 and 60% of the 
applications have something wrong with their application and we have 
to engage in very serious amounts of correspondence in order to find 
out all this information. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Okay. Now, on that question, before 
you leave that, and this is obvious you've just spoken, this is part 
of the record, but I want to know, you know, and make it public 
what those common errors are. There are always a certain number 
that are common, and how is industry involved in that? We just, 
we have here, for example, a little guide to California State 
License Board Citation Procedure. Hell, it ought to be a one, a 
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two-page guide which would cost one-twentieth of this on how to fill 
out an application. And cut down your workload and our time lag 
and committee hearings. And I think all would be better. So, is 
that in the mill, or do you have that already, sir? 
MR. O'CONNELL: I think one of the things that I will see 
to that it gets in the mill is we make an analysis of the various 
applications, find out the most common reasons why they are being 
held up, and then we'll address this matter and see what can be 
done to speed these up. Sometimes we'll find that we're just not 
asking for the right information. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Well, I'm going to ask you a question 
which I hate to ask. You mean you don't know what the most common 
malfunctions are in those applications today? 
MR. O'CONNELL: The Board may know. I personally don't 
know. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Okay, fine. Well, that response comes 
to us very quickly, please, if that can be part of the record ••• 
MR. O'CONNELL: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Because this record will be disseminated 
throughout the State, and I would like that in there even if we 
don't come up with a little guideline, we'll have that already noted 
there. Thank you. 
MR. O'CONNELL: We will get this as rapidly as possible. 
Now if we go to page 7, we show the flow of applications over the 
past 12 months. We have both applications of waiver and for 
examination. The total is the key figure here, and you'll notice 
that it has been decreasing, but it has risen sharply in the last 
month. This is a seasonal adjustment that is anticipated. We 
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always have a lot of additional requests for licenses in the early 
part of the summer. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: All right. 
MR. O'CONNELL: The next thing we have is the examination 
schedule. One of the things .•. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Yeah, I have a question. As I 
looked at this page ... 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Page seven? 
MR. O'CONNELL: Page seven? 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Yes, page seven. This June 30th, 
1976; I read this, but I don't understand it .•• 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Under total of work pending for 
prior years. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Yeah. It says "pending: 340." 
What does that mean? Does that mean that you have 340 applications 
of people who applied back in '76? Or does it mean something else? 
What does that figure mean? You have a whole list of figures here, 
but ..• 
I 81. II 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: They're a six-year total. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: You have "June 30th, 1976 through 
MR. O'CONNELL: This is the amount that the Board has 
given us as the number that were pending as of June 30th of 1976. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Oh, right. Have those 340 ••. 
MS. ROHME: Those would not be old, no. Is that your 
question? That they've been sitting around since then? 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Yes. I just have a running list 
of figures ..• 
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pending. 
MS. ROHME: I'm sure that they're not •.. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Yeah. Okay. 
MR. O'CONNELL: No. In other words, they're not still 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Yes, that's what I was asking. 
MR. O'CONNELL: It's to show the change. I see. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: So the total number pending is 2,327 , 
and the supplements 2,439 -- that's the total number pending from 
any date for any length of time as of June 30th, 1981. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Okay. Do you have a breakdown 
anywhere -- those 2,327, as to how long those have been pending? 
MR. O'CONNELL: At the present time, we do not have this, 
however, I might say that I've instructed my staff to look into the 
timeline on two things. One is the, is that the issuance of licenses; 
the other is the processing of complaints or investigations, and 
what we are going to do is to take a representative number of the 
licenses that were actually issued in the month of June of 1981, 
and we're going to go backwards with those and determine the time 
lag or various steps of this. We're very much concerned with what 
the time lag is, and the only way you could do it is take some 
that have been completed. And as soon as we have this information , 
we'll be happy to make you aware of it. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you. And if it's soon enough, 
would you please have that for us to be included in the report. 
MR. O'CONNELL: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Yes. 
MR. O'CONNELL: Yes. 
MR. WILMS: This is the first time we've seen this report 
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so it's a little hard to dig in behind the meanings of some of these 
numbers. This 2,327 pending applications as of June 30th, 1981, for 
my best calculation here includes 2,181 solar applications. Or should 
be in addition to that. That's probably the case. The reason the 
solar applications are pendii.g is a conscious decision on our part 
because of a change in the qualifications to the solar, anticipated 
change in the qualifications to the solar .•• we are in the process of 
notifying the applicants that they can have their $30 back and wait 
to see what the Board does if they want, so that probably accounts 
for this inflated number. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: We have a difference of opinion. 
MR. WILMS: Yes? 
MR. O'CONNELL: My sources tell me that this •.. the solars 
start on 7/1/81, and therefore we did not include the 2,100 ... 2,181 
solars are not included in this figure. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Any such discrepancies, including 
this and from here on out, I would appreciate also in writing to the 
committee in the near future. Go right ahead, sir. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Well let me ask ••. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Oh, I'm sorry. Excuse me. Another 
question. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Mr. O'Connell, the figure of 
2,327, you got from whom? Did you not get it from the Board? 
MR. O'CONNELL: We got that figure from the Board. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: All right. So, you mean to tell 
me this is the first time you've seen the figures? 
MR. WILMS: Yes, ma'am. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: Why? I mean, why does that 
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happen? You're the Board, you gave him the figures, and this is 
the first time you see the figures? 
MR. WILMS: Oh, I'm sorry. I thought you meant the report. 
No ••. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: No. The numbers. I mean. As the 
Board, don't you ask for these kind of numbers? 
MR. WILMS: Yes. At every meeting we have, we're advised 
of the baqklog and complaints and applications, yes, ma'am. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Then it's only the total report that 
you haven't seen before? 
MR. WILMS: No. 
MS. ROHME: They simply left out another figure that we 
feel should be included in there which is the additional 2,181 
solar applications which are also pending. And, this is the 
accurate figure far everything excluding solar. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: But if you include solar, you have 
to go past June 30th, and that would change it. 
MS. ROHME: No. I'm sorry -- solar started in '78 or 
I 79 • 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Righb. That's what we're going to 
reconcile, and you'll have it in writing to us. You want to finish 
now, Mr. O'Connell? 
MR. O'CONNELL: Yes. The next page, page 8 indicates -
the status of the examination. Again, we show the direct workload 
and the indirect workload ..• the biggest part of the indirect workload 
is that that lies with the State Personnel Board, waiting to have 
them graded. The total applications that are pending in that uni t 
as 7,848 passed. One of the things that we show below that is the 
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schedule of examinations, and you'll notice in Sacramento we have a 
figure of 585 every single month, and 780 every month in Pasadena. 
I'm sure you realize that's not the exact number that they examine. 
However, they schedule 75b people in Sacramento and 1,000 in 
Pasadena. We have not been able to get an accurate count of the 
exact number of people who have been examined in each of these 
areas each month, however they tell us that they have, historically 
they have a 22% no-show, and therefore we've arrived at these figures, 
and it comes out to a total of 8,190 people that they examine. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Mr. O'Connell, how is a typical 
exam worked -- do you hire a hall and have proxies and all that 
sort of thing? 
MR. O'CONNELL: Yes, that's correct. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Why do you do that? Why not just 
have the exam on line for the terminal CRT and you could give the 
guy a booklet and have a series of booths in the office and they 
could come in any time and they make an appointment, and they tap 
in the answers and the answers come up on the screen, you clarify 
the answers, and they walk out with their license? 
MR. O'CONNELL: I think the Board would be the appropriate 
one to answer that ..• 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: No, no, no it's not. Because it's 
the institutional support that's holding them up. And the leadership 
that's corning from the Department of .•• the agency that's the problem. 
And we've been through these hearings on budget processing, and 
everyone of 'ern had complaints about the computers, the amount of 
time it took to get their licenses out, their u~dates, and upgrades 
and all that sort of thing, and it doesn't make sense for each one of 
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all those boards -- the funeral examiners and the embalmers and all 
those guys -- to invent their own test process. It's up to the 
agency that provides the support. You could easily, in my judgment 
and I have about 12, 15 years' experience doing pretty much the 
kind of thing that you do -- you could easily put that on line with 
CRT's in their branches. Easily do the bill -- I mean, the amount 
of staff that you have under all these different boards and commissions 
is astounding for the routine-ized workload that they do. I mean, 
it's absolutely embarrassing. Now you're proud of the fact the 
staff has gone down some, but your budgets have continued to go up. 
There's no reason why you can't do a hell of a lot better job for 
a hell of a lot less money. And so far all I hear is stumbling, 
and, gee, institutional problems and internal politics and that 
sort of thing. Where's the leadership from the agency? 
MR. O'CONNELL: The autonomy, the independence of the 
boards is the thing that prevents the Department from doing this. 
With a great many of the boards, they are utilizing the facilities 
that the Department makes available for testing, for grading tests, 
and releasing grades, and they do very well with it. But •.• 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Are any of these written exams? 
MR. O'CONNELL: A great many of these are written exams. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: And so they're not exams from 
your judgment that could be reduced to mark-sense forms or yes-or-
no answers or A-B-C answers? 
MR. O'CONNELL: The ones that we do ..• that we do the 
most work with are the ones that have been reduced to mark-sense. 
We have a Scantron test scoring computer in our office, and we have 
a number of boards who bring their grading sheets in there, and 
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they grade those and they have the examination results in a matter of 
a day or two. I have just gotten finished with working with the 
Board of Dental Examiners -- the Scantron machine has been taken 
right to the examination site, and the examination papers are graded 
within a few minutes after the examination has been finished. They 
do item analysis, and everything. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Good, I'm glad to hear that. Has 
the agency recommended to the Governor that he issue an Executive 
Order? That all those boards and commissions use mark-sense forms, 
and that they have -- they turn out the results in less than a week, 
including the license? 
MR. O'CONNELL: No we have not, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Have you recommended to the 
Governor that he issue an Executive Order that all billing and 
licensure updates be done on a common form? And by computer? 
' 
MR. O'CONNELL: All the billing for licensure and the 
license updates are done on common forms by computer now. This is 
the one area that the Department is very strong in •.• 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: So when it comes to getting the 
money in, you guys are really efficient. And when it comes to 
providing services, you're in the dark ages, is that what I'm learning? 
MR. O'CONNELL: No, what it is ..• when it comes to getting 
the money in, the boards have agreed that they will use our system. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Do you see a certain trend to 
that? When it's in their interest they move for efficiency, and 
when it's providing public service, do you see a certain resistance 
to change? 
MR. O'CONNELL: I think part of it is the fact that 
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many of the boards want to maintain a very complete control over 
things themselves and they don't want to give it up to •.. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Well that's all and well and good, 
but the problem is the loser is the taxpayer. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: I'd like to interrupt this line of 
questioning in the interest of time, and I think the points are 
made, and I hope it will,it will be made again, and I'm sure it will . 
But I would like to make just one comment publicly, and that is, 
having dealt personally as a member of a few committees and as the 
Chairman of this committee, I would like to say publicly that what 
we see and are told about in terms of autonomy of these various 
boards under the Department of Consumer Affairs does not exist. 
And this is a fact of life. I don't care what is written in 
regulations, or laws, or Executive Order from the Governor or any-
thing else, the fact is that the so-called autonomy to a large 
extent does not exist •.. whether this is by regulation, by personality 
or by any other momentum or inertia, I don't care. That is a fact 
of life, and I believe that may well change. And that's one of the 
reasons for this hearing today; without pointing the finger at 
anybody, I'd like to simply state that as a fact. Go ahead, Larry. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Well, I'm .•• Mr. O'Connell, you 
represented yourself as being a reasonably high level ... you have 
to forgive me being new to the State legislative process and the 
personalities of the staff always changing -- I don't recognize 
people that were during the last change ... but I would like to know, 
are you going to recommend to the head of the Consumer Affairs 
Agency that he recommend to the Governor that he issue such an 
order? 
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MR. O'CONNELL: You can be most sure that I will, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: And if Mr. Spohn refuses, I would 
like Mr. Spohn to tell me, or the committee chairman, why he's 
refusing to make that recommendation. 
MR. O'CONNELL: I will get that message to him, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: And would it be appropriate at this 
time, Mr. O'Connell, to ask you •... since we will be getting written 
comments and responses from you and the Board .•• to perhaps ask 
for a written response from Mr. Spohn on some of these questions 
since he has been in our hearings .•. in fact, he sat through two 
days of hearings before, and of course the answer will be yes and 
we will have one. Thank you. 
MR. O'CONNELL: You will. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Go right ahead. Quickly, please. 
Because one of our members has to leave pretty soon. 
MR. O'CONNELL: I'd like to move to page 9, which is the 
license issuance unit, and this indicates the workload that is in 
that unit. There are two very quickly done functions •.. there is 
no workload behind. There are four other functions that have very 
moderate backlogs in there. TWo days, five days, six days, and 
two days. We don't really see any problem here. This is saying that 
once they've passed the test, gotten their bond in and everything 
else, they do get the license. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Go right ahead, quickly. 
MR. O'CONNELL: All right. The next area we get into 
is investigative cases. Now, the .•• on page 10, we merely show the 
language that was written into the budget this last year. On page 11 
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we are showing a graph that indicates the number of complaints that 
are received -- the number of complaints received is, you'll note 
there, has gone down quite a bit in the last three years, 1977 to 
1980, in '77-'78, it was at a peak. Thirty-six thousand; we're 
down now to 23,000. What we're really concerned with here is how 
these are processed. On page 12, we indicate the numbers that 
have been opened; what our beginning inventory was, the numbers 
that were OP,ened, the numbers that were closed, and the numbers 
that are pending at the end of the month. We've broken this down 
into those that were processed by deputies and CSR's (Consumer 
Service Representatives). We did have an increase in the number of 
CSR's, and they have taken over and done a remarkable job in processing 
some of the simpler ones. One of the things that happens is that 
many of ••• or a number of deputies have been hired, and they're 
working on the more complex cases. There are cases that take a 
year or more to get all the facts on. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Deputy what? Attorney Generals? 
MR. O'CONNELL: Beg your pardon? 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Deputy what? 
MR. O'CONNELL: These are deputy registrars who are -- they 
in effect are the investigators in the field who are going out and 
getting the facts on these particular cases. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STTRLING: I guess we're making progress, 
but 7,000 case ••• the load is still too much. What the, during the 
previous hearings the problem was that you couldn't get administrative 
law judges and you couldn't get deputy AG's in sufficient number 
to process when you decided to lift the licensc ... is that still a 
problem? 
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MR. O'CONNELL: (Inaudible) 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: No, no, it's your problem, sir. 
This is a problem that runs throughout all these agencies. None 
of 'ern can get licenses lifted -- some of 'ern say as long as seven 
years. Because of this bottleneck of ALJs and prosecuting AGs. 
MR. O'CONNELL: All the departments are to a certain 
extent in competition with each other to get ALJs and AGs. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: I know ..• listen, these are self-
funded departments. They're not general fund; it's not a Proposition 
13 probl~rn or anything. Now the reason the public goes to all 
this trouble to pay "pass along" in developer, or contractor's cost 
his license and overhead and pay his taxes, to support his operation 
so he can be protected. So you finally locate -- one of your boards 
finally locates one of these turkeys that even the profession doesn't 
want around, and you try to lift his license, and you can't get an 
ALJ and a prosecuting AG. Doesn't that seem kind of odd to you? 
MR. O'CONNELL: We're just stymied by the fact that they're 
not available. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Well ••. see, this is very important, 
Mr. Chairman, and I'm sorry .•. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: No, you're not sorry. I just wanted 
to mention this goes back to the question I wanted answered and 
I mentioned it before .•. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: I agree. I'm just trying to 
emphasize •.. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Okay, go ahead. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: It seems to me that you probably 
make a pretty decent salary, and probably have pretty good status 
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and, which is probably better than I'm ever going to have -- and 
doesn't it bother you that you are sitting on top of an important 
bureaucracy in the most important state in the nation, and you are 
stymied by a simple little thing like the availability of ALJs? 
MR. O'CONNELL: It concerns me greatly, sir. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: I don't want your concern. What 
are you going to do about it? 
MR. O'CONNELL: The only thing we can do is support 
legislation that will increase the number of ALJs that are available. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: How about changing the form? Are 
we forever going to be stuck in administrative arteriosclerosis of 
thinking the same old way -- either give us more of this or more 
of that? Aren't there other things that can be done? Put those 
ALJs in a revolving fund -- have a panel of retired judges that can 
come in at 50 bucks a crack and have these hearings and issue an 
opinion? Isn't there some other way to facilitate the public's 
business here? 
MR. O'CONNELL: I agree. This is exactly the same thing. 
This is getting more ALJs, whatever method there is to get them. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Well, what do you recommend? I 
mean, I don't want to pull teeth here. You're the guy that's 
supposed to have these solutions. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Before you answer, it is more than 
that, because that is one of the questions of this hearing, and it 
still is a question of this hearing, and that is: not just do we 
get more of the same, and this -- I think, frankly, sir, you've 
missed the point of Assemblyman Stirling's question. 'L'Ihl t is, i u 
there another method or mechanism besides more of the same that will 
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make it not necessary to have more of the same, but maybe let things 
<JO la::1ter.. Mayhu an entirely different method or an entirely different 
board or an entirely different location or testing procedure, or 
whatever it might be that's the question he's posing, and that's 
the question, or o~e of the questions, that this committee hearing 
must have answered. Not maybe finally, but at least to some extent 
today. 
MR. O'CONNELL: Dr. Filante, I think one way that this 
matter is being addressed is by the decreasing use of the Consumer 
Services Representatives. These people screen the complaints as 
they come in and very often they're able to head off a lot of 
complaints, and they're able to get people into the negotiating 
stages so that they can mediate these things without them going 
to the administrative law judges. I hate to think of the burden that 
would be corning on to the ALJs just from this board alone if they 
didn't have these consumer service representatives that get out there 
and prompt reasonable settlements from these people correcting the 
situations. What is really needed is something that will prevent 
recurrences of them. 
CIIAIHMAN l''ILANTE: Could you comment on that point, because 
I think that is a fair answer to the question that Assemblyman Stirling 
has posed. But if you compare on page 12 and 14 the cases processed 
in July '80 -- you have CSR 610. So you're dealing in the 600 case 
range with 12 · CSRs. 
MR. O'CONNELL: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: And then you move days away .•. let's 
say ... the March '81, almost a year later, where you're up only to 
733, but you now have 21 CSRs. Almost double the number, but 
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you're only increased by about 15% the number of cases closed. I'm 
listening. 
MR. O'CONNELL: All right. If you recall, a little whi l e 
back I said that one of the things we want to do is to take some 
cases that have been closed as well as the licenses issued and we 
want to backtrack on these and find out the length of time that 
they have been in various stages of processing. I think to the credit 
of the Board we must admit that if we give them an extra 50 CSRs 
today, we can't expect any cases to be closed as a result of these 
people until two or three or four months down the line depending on 
what the average time requirement is for closing cases. So we give 
them a few more, we do expect a reasonable lag before we start seeing 
cases closed there. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Wait. I can't handle that, because 
we are told that CSRs handle the simple things. They come out 
like that -- they're quick, and that the mor.e complicated ones the 
real disciplinary problems and the real investigative problems 
will take several weeks·. We just heard that a few moments ago, sir. 
Okay? So now you're telling me that the simple ones which are not 
the long ones that take weeks, will take months. And I can't ·handle 
that, so ••• 
MR. O'CONNELL: I'm finding in my experience that the 
simple ones -- the simplest ones take weeks. The complicated ones 
take many months. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Okay. That ' s what our belief was, 
and that's why we were questioning the answers given before, but 
these as 'I say, I have to pose these questions because they just 
don't they don't jive. 
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MR. O'CONNELL: As a matter of fact, I might say that I 
think that what we will do in addition to doing this backtracing on 
licenses issued ... by the time the investigation's completed, we 
may also take a look at the complaints received that are closed 
without going to investigation -- to find out what the timeline 
is on that. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you. 
MR. O'CONNELL: We get to page 15; we're showing things .•. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Right. 
MR. O'CONNELL: The cases closed. This is one of the 
places where you can see that this ..• . the increased number of CSR' s ••• 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Could I ask you just one question. 
I'm going to ask you to move to 17, because this goes back to Larry 
Stirling's question. We have "Investigations Pending More Than One 
Year," and I want a Board response on this, too; 'let's go to the 
end, because you see the graph is going down. It looks much better. 
The question is, why do you still have 770 some-odd cases that are 
pending more than one year, and what -- you know, give me a common 
thread as to why some cases take so long. Go ahead. Both. 
MS. ROHME: Most of those cases are the old cases that 
have gone through the formal accusation process and quite frankly 
with the crush of other cases, once we have them completely investi-
gated, there's a tendency to procrastinate. The same goes because 
we knew they were going to still be there working their way through 
the AGs and the OAR (Office of Administrative Hearings). These 
are primarily formal cases, and the other statistics that aren't 
represented here are some of the formal cases that have increased 
corresponding to them. 
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CHAIRMA~ FILANTE: Then one of the answers we're going to 
ask to be included in this report, since you may not be able to give 
the answer now -- at least, to our satisfaction, and the industry 
and the consumers is ... in this particular group of formal cases, 
what can be done to change the procedure, because anything that 
goes on more than a year is not protection for consumers, it's not 
protection for the other people in the industry, it's not really 
discipline, so ..• 
MS. ROHME: It's nothing. And we have done several things , 
and I'll respond in writing if that's what you prefer. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: One of the issues that was brought 
up during the hearing was the fact that the agency budgeted that 
money for deputy ~Gs, but that the AG would pick up the same budget 
through the double budgeting process. Now you are being deprived 
of AG's -- this is a board being deprived of AGs, because we've got 
the AGs because Mr. Deukrnejian didn't want to be embarrassed by an 
inflated budget. I put that in as a budgetary item -- rather, the 
consultant did for me, and it carne back that it was hardly out of 
balance. I can't remember what the number was, but it was only 
like 20,000 bucks difference between what you had put in, and 
what the AG showed up in his operating expense. So now my question 
is back to you: do you have enough AGs, or are you budgeting 
enough for AGs? To get your job done? 
MS. ROHME: Again we find its a matter of what kind 
of time frame you're willing to work with, and right now. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Not a year. How about that? 
MS. ROHME: Okay, with the AG, expect an average of 
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about three months. Now they've started a new legal assistance team 
that they say can speed it up a little sooner, and they've just 
started it. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: You prepared the budget, and you 
put in the service level of that •.• what were your standards when 
you decided how soon you want an AG available to prosecute a case, 
or investigate •.. 
MS. ROHME: I don't know, but I can get that information 
for you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Well, you need to set a standard ••• 
a performance standard. 
MS. ROHME: Right. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: And say our performance standard 
is that once it gets through these community service officers and 
deputy registrars and all the other nonsense, once an AG gets it, 
we want an AG now. I mean, it's already doddered on for months 
before it got over to him, and it's a serious matter. Now the 
persons knows that the contractor knows his license is in jeopardy. 
You put a cloud on him, a cloud on his investments, a cloud on his 
family, a cloud on everything about him, while some AG screws around 
or doesn't get to it because you didn't budget enough money for an 
AG to get to it. So you need to set that standard, and I'd appreciate 
knowing what it is, and if it isn't set this year, what it's going 
to be next year. 
MS. ROHME: All right. I'm glad you're listening. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: I have a note here that says 
Please Be Quiet. 
MR. O'CONNELL: The Department of Consumer Affairs is 
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very much interested in this sort of situation. We feel that cases 
should not be delayed at all; once you have the information, we 
think that they should be gotten into the courts right away, not 
only for the protection of the reputation of the person who•s being 
accused of something, who might not really be guilty, but for the 
protection of the consumers if the person is doing something wrong. 
If his license should be taken away, we want it to be taken away as 
quickly as possible before he does damage to other people. In regard 
to the matter of Attorney Generals -- if Mr. Deukmejian sees fit 
not to include this in his budget, that's his prerogative, of course, 
but if this agency, as an example, is able to wheedle out another 
hundred thousand dollars that could be spent for the Attorney Generals, 
there's no reason at all why the Attorney General's budget can't 
merely be authorized another hundred thousand dollars in expenditures 
and a hundred thousand dollars reimbursements, and ..• 
ASSE~LYMAN STIRLING: I don't think so either, but that 
was the excuse that your agency used last time this very issue was 
before this committee. While we were willing, but the AG wouldn't, 
and it turned out that was not true. Or it was only marginal. 
MR. O'CONNELL: Well, there .'s nothing we can do if he 
won't hire them. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: No, he was willing to. Let me 
tell you, the facts belied -- belayed what we were being told in 
public testimony. 
MR. O'CONNELL: I can't answer that ••• 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Well, on that question, sir, before 
I ask you for your final comments, it might be wise in giving us 
an answer to such a question that you solicit a response from the 
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AG. Not necessarily in your report, but perhaps separately. And we 
will do that also, but it would be better if it also comes from you 
so that there will be some congruity. 
MR. O'CONNELL: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you. Go ahead, sir. If you 
would conclude now ..• 
MR. O'CONNELL: All right. In conclusion, all I can say 
is that we will present the additional information that we have 
discussed here. We are going to continue this search of the records 
of the Board to find out everything we can relating to this matter. 
We do want to let you people know exactly what their status is as 
of the end of June, and also we would like to let you know what you 
can expect in the future. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you very much, and one of the 
other things we would like in writing from you, sir, and it isn't 
necessary to go into it now -- we have asked that you do give us 
some kind of a response in terms of legislative direction and of 
course specifically in terms of those bills that are pending here ••. 
either in general, which is well, or specifically for each bill, 
which is possible if you want to go to that trouble. 
MR. O'CONNELL: Yes sir. I thank you. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you. Go ahead, sir. 
MR. WILMS: I just want to make one comment. A couple 
of months ago, in a meeting of the Board Committee and the Director 
of Consumer Affairs, over whatever position we ought to take on 
the Stiern bill the Director observed jokingly with us that for 
our 700 thousand or million dollars a year, whatever we contribute 
in overhead, that they provided us with only one level of bureaucracy, 
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and it's a benign one at that. He said it in a joke. In a Department 
that's supposed to provide managerial support assistance to us, I 
find it surprising to see this report this morning for the very 
first time, and I'm surprised, I must say~ and sorry, to see it used 
in this way, not .•. my interpretation, as managerial support, but 
rather an apparent, perhaps, effort to be in an adversarial process. 
So I simply want to say I'm not sure how benign that level of 
bureaucracy really is. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you very much, sir. Are there 
other questions from ... yeah, they're gone now. All right. Then 
I think -- I asked Mr. O'Connell if you could stay for a few moments 
at least, because we'll have time for a couple of more witnesses and 
if you have a response f~om the. Department, I'd like to hear it. 
All right, then could we call the next witness, and I would ask 
that the questions and the answers be pretty specific, now. All 
right, Mr. Stanley. Yes, sir . . And Mike Stanley is here representing 
the Los Angeles City Attorney's Office. 
MR. MIKE STANLEY: I'll be very brief. I wanted to thank 
you for giving us the opportunity to address this Committee. As you 
indicated, my. name is Michael Stanley. I'm Assistant City Attorney 
with the Los Angeles City Attorney's Office. I have been the head 
of the Consumer Fraud section of that office for the past four 
years. And as a result, I have had to come in contact with the 
State Contractors License Board as I have with a lot of - other boards 
and bureaus. We received notification of this meeting and attached 
here to it were copies of two bills I believe they were AB 1397 
and SB 922. I have been a frequent critic of the State Contractors 
License Board over the past few years in my role as a prosecutor. 
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I don't believe they've done an effective job. I do see improvement, 
however, in the past couple of years in a variety of years. 
In reviewing the two bills before me, I guess my comment, 
my impression from reading them is that it seems that · there are .•. if 
you restructure the Board and take it out of the State Department of 
Consumer Affairs and make it independent status or do something 
else with it, there's one of three possibilities. Either the 
contracting business will ..• the regulatory efforts will improve, 
they'll remain the same, or they'll diminish, and just in reviewing 
the two bills, I don't see any reason to think that any one possibility 
is more likely to occur than any other. I would be very happy, though, 
to work with this committee in the future insofar as any structure 
that we might create to better improve the effectiveness of the 
Board or some similar agency. However, as presently constituted, 
I'd have to oppose any ..• passage of those two bills. I think that 
we risk the chance -- even though some people may not think it's 
possible that the Board may become worse. Not better. 
CHAiru~N FILANTE: Does that infer, then, that direct 
responsibility to the Governor instead of responsibility to the 
Department of Consumer Affairs would be less responsible? 
MR. STANLEY: No, it's to say that I don't know what 
would happen .•. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: All right. That's fine. 
MR. STANLEY: It could improve and it could not improve 
and it could remain the same. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Could you also address the other 
question that we've asked, Mr. Stanley, regarding the question of 
enforcement. Problems that you've had or suggestions for improving 
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or speeding enforcements ... ? 
MR. STANLEY: Yes. I have •.. ! wanted to share with this 
committee our own office's experience. We ... I performed a survey 
of the two things that our office receives. Number one, are 
complaints from the public, and number two, our own persecution 
experience with regard to contractors. Insofar as complaints from 
the public is concerned, we found that 93% of the complaints that 
we receive from the public involve licensed contractors, 7% involve 
unlicensed contractors. I understand that the state figures reflect 
approximately 75 to 80% complaints against licensed contractors and 
some 20· to 25% complaints against unlicensed contractors and those 
complaints concerning unlicensed contractors that significant 
percentage of those reflect complaints concerning licensed contractors 
working out of their class. So my conclusion is that, far and away, 
the public complains most often about licensed contractors. Since •.• 
I also performed a survey in our office of our office experiences 
since January of 1978 regarding prosecution of both licensed and 
unlicensed contractors, and that reflected that we had filed 603 
cases against licensed and unlicensed contractors. Over 90% of 
those cases involve charges of contracting without a license. Over 
90% resulted in prosecution for merely contracting without a license. 
Less than 10% involved prosecutions of licensed contractors for 
such things as fraud, embezzlement, misrepresentation, willful 
diversion of funds. And in reviewing the types of complaints that 
we received from the public which we uniformly forward to the State 
Contractors License Board, I don't think that the figure, I believe 
it comes out to some 45 actual prosecutions from the State Contractors 
License Board for fraud or willful diversion of funds in any way 
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and closely approximates that type of the actual fraud or diversion 
of funds that occurs in Los Angeles. It seems to me that a more 
effective utilization of the criminal process where that type of 
willful conduct occurs, and misrepresentation, under the selling of 
the contract or the performance of the contract, fraud, diversion 
of funds -- that is, taking in and not completing the job -- that a 
much more effective utilization of the criminal process as a means 
of not only getting out from the industry the bad apples, but also 
encouraging the more marginal operators to comply with the law 
could be effective. It might help to cure some of the log-jam with 
the Attorney General's office and administrative actions. The court 
can't, or its legislative authority now ••• the court ordering a 
revocation or suspension of the license if there's a conviction 
for·fraud or misrepresentation. I think regulation of that by the 
Board and by local prosecution agencies might save a lot of time and 
a lot of expense. It seems to me especially in these days where 
everyone is concerned about cost that utilizing existing law enforcement 
offices throughout the state could be very beneficial. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you very much. I'd like a 
comment or two, perhaps, from the Board, but also a question 
regarding the statistics you just gave, Mr. Stanley. 
MR. STANLEY: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: And from the Board also, or the 
Department. And that is, you've given statistics that show over-
whelmingly the complaints against licensed versus unlicensed 
contractors -- heavier, in your case, than the state figures. Is 
there anyway to estimate, since there's no way of knowing actually, 
the relative number of licensed contractors or contracts versus 
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unlicensed, and how much is this preponderance and overwhelming 
number a reflection of the number of licensed and unlicensed contractors 
or contracts to which they enter? And -- I don't know, but I think 
in order to evaluate these figures, we have to have some kind of a 
guesstimate or what have you. Could you answer that at all? 
MR. STANLEY: Well I have ••. ! can only say, I suppose, 
that -- number one, I don't have any statistics and don't know how to 
go about getting them insofar as what the number of •.. the actual 
number of licensed versus unlicensed contractors are who are actually 
performing work in Los Angeles. It does seem to me to be likely 
that there's going to be some correlation between the people who 
complain concerning a given person and the status of that person, 
though. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Okay. And of course, if possible, if 
anyone is here representing industry or part of industry, if they 
have some estimate of that, that would be fine also. Yes, sir? 
MR. WILMS: We appreciate Mr. Stanley's comments. Obviously, 
the links with the city attorneys are crucial to our being able to 
operate effectively. I would just like to respond to one specific 
on unlicensed contractors, which, from Mr. Stanley's comments, you 
might be led to believe is not a problem. With 5% of the complaints 
in the AG's office or rather the City Attorney's office being on 
unlicensed ... there may be some reason for that, but I don't understand, 
that you have fewer of them than we do. You can't think of this 
industry, the construction industry, as a whole, but rather than 
in segments. For example, the unlicensed contractor activity partly 
appears to be rampant in the home remodeling field, and not new 
home additions, but existing structures. And as I remember, the 
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figure is over 50% of those complaints in horne remodeling are on 
unlicensed contractors. But that's what we're .•. probably this next 
couple of years we'll take a look at this whole problem on an 
industry •.. segrnent of the industry by segment basis. 
MR. STANLEY: I'd like to respond briefly to that. In 
reviewing the complaints that we've received; these are just letters 
that we get from members of the public who have had problems with 
the contractors. At least 95% of those relate to complaints about 
horne improvement. And that statistic ·continues to hold up. I don't 
know that I mentioned earlier, about 93% of the complaints involved 
licensed contractors and 7% involve unlicensed contractors. You 
get very, very few complaints from the public concerning other types 
of contracting or construction jobs. 
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Okay, thank you. I'm not going 
to embarrass myself by trying to ••• Philip? DiGiacomo? Mr. DiGiacomo? 
He's not with us. Ms. Garnore? 
MS. RICKEY GAMORE: My name is Rickey Garnore, and I 
represent several trade associations in the construction industry. 
The Institute of Heating and Air Conditioning Industries which is an 
association representing C-20 contractors; the Air Conditioning 
and Sheet Metal Association, which is a group of C-20 and C-43 
contractors; and the Parking and Highway Improvement Contractors, 
which is a group of C-32 contractors, and they're all licensed in 
the state. I'd like to read this brief statement if I may. "The 
members of these associations are all licensed. They have long 
fought for the rights of the licensed contractor as as means to 
not only protect the industry and themselves, but to protect the 
consumer who is often the victim of unethical operators. Currently, 
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the unlicensed contractor, because of the lag in the construction 
and the high unemplo'yment here in California, is running .wild. 
Many individuals who are now unemployed arc J:.><>sing uS contractors, 
and who suffers? The consumer, because these individuals do not 
carry adequate insurance, many do not do responsible work, and 
quite often they leave the area and move and leave the poor homeowner 
with little satisfaction and poor workmanship. In order .for the 
Contractors Board to address these problems adequately, the Board 
must be given more latitude within its current -operational framework. 
Currently the Department of Consumer Affairs is responsible for the 
operation and maintenance of some 32 boards, which is an impossible 
task. In a recent report of the Senate Special Committee on Legislative 
Oversight, chaired by Senator Robbins, it was reported that the Board 
still stands firs·t in complaints, first in expenditures, and first 
in the number of its employees.. The introduction of new pieces of 
legislation to clean up portions of the Board's enabling act is 
only active to exacerbate and not rectify these situations. The 
semi-autonomous standing of the Board under the State and Consumer 
Services Agency may provide just the answer to the Contractors' Board's 
dilemma, and with a complete position of authority over the direction 
and operations of its own agency. The laws are presently on the 
statute books, but the right combination of administration and 
enforcement does not now presently exist. The two bills, SB 922 
and AB 1397, will provide that administration and the ability of 
the Contractors State License Board to perform its mandate ... Thank 
you. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you very much. Is there any ... 
would you wait just a moment, please, ma'am. Is there any response 
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or point from the Department or the Board? Thank you very much. 
Appreciate that. We have a few more witnesses that have signed up ••• 
are there any additional people that I have not called who would 
like to testify in the room because we had originally. said we 
would cut off and break at 12:30 -- could I see a show of hands, 
please? All right, if that's the case ••• are you and the others 
in the meeting willing to stay on past 12:30 to try to complete 
this? Any who are not able? All right, let's then try to move right 
along and we will stay. All right. The next .•• the next witness I 
have listed here is Lynn Morris from the State Consumer Advisory 
Council. Thank you. 
MS. LYNN MORRIS: Good morning. My name is Lynn Morris, 
and I'm the Executive Secretary for the State Consumer Advisory 
Council. The Council is an independent body that's mandated to make 
recommendations in the interest of consumers, and its members are 
appointed by the Governor. First of all, I'd like to say on behalf 
of the Council that I'm very pleased to have the opportunity to be 
~t today's hearing. The Council felt that an interim hearing will 
provide this possible course of action and we had serious concerns 
about legislation concerning the structure of the Contractors Board 
being introduced before such a hearing, so we thank you for holding 
this hearing. The Council holds no official position on either 
SB 922 or AB 1397, and I think that the main reason for that, 
are the ones that Mike Stanley brought out. We had really no assurance 
that any other structure would be more beneficial to consumers. The 
issue of restructuring the Board at this point seems to be one of 
packaging rather than substance. The question of whether the 
Board should become a Department or a semi-governmental public 
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corporation deals with the wrappings of contractor regulation and we 
feel that the questions that are posed have to be much deeper. Wo 
feel that they should deal with the issues of licensure and enforcement, 
and whether those two issues, or those two programs, are adequately 
serving the public. 
I'd like to touch briefly in my testimony this morning 
on those two issues, and express some of the concerns that have been 
felt by the council members and also by the other major consumer 
organizations around the state with whom I am in contact. First of 
all, the issue of licensure and testing. In the Notice of Hearing 
that was prepared by your committee, i~ states that, quote, "The 
Contractors State License Board has the responsibility of certifying 
to the public that a licensed contractor is adequately prepared to 
meet the demands of the profession while in service to the consumer." 
Unquote. It's certainly the perception of the public that when a 
contractor has become licensed, that he or she is guaranteed to be 
competent. The vast number of aggrieved consumers who come to the 
Department of Consumer Affairs with complaints about shoddy workmanship 
or failure to complete work would certainly indicate that licensing 
contractors in California provides absolutely no assurance. There 
are also many studies and opinions, one being voiced in that very 
large· regulatory review project that was done several years ago, of 
many boards and bureaus, that the examination process which is 
geared to determine licensure has been inadequate. The economies 
of such testing does not benefit the public. There is currently, 
in the opinion of the Council, more of an incentive for contractors 
schools to see that their students pass the exam than there is 




CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Are you going to make suggestions on 
that point? 
MS. MORRIS: Basically, our feeling is that we should stop 
putting so much money and time and effort and graphs and analysis and 
money into that kind of program. That we should move over to the 
second issue, which is enforcement. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Okay. I thought perhaps you were 
going to tell us how you or your Council would suggest that the 
testing be changed. You didn't ..• it sounded like you were not too 
happy with the kind of testing that exists. 
MS. MORRIS: Right, and I think that there should be a 
real serious look at whether testing in the form that we know it is 
really even worth spending time on. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Right. But you don't have any 
particular suggestions for a change, just that it be looked at. 
MS. MORRIS: Right. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you. 
MS. MORRIS: And probably to be given less emphasis on 
the whole. From that, and including less emphasis on the licensure 
testing part, we feel that it's important to move into spending more 
time and energy on the enforcement. A number of efforts are underway 
at the Board to beef up enforcement, as you know, from much of 
today's testimony, and the Council is supportive of all of these 
efforts. We feel priority should be given to them. There are a 
few methods, and I want to just point out a couple in being very 
brief today that we think are especially beneficial to consumers. 
The first one is the citation process, and the order to work efforts 
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discussed today. Under this new procedure, consumers can be directly 
helped through a form of restitution and, although we all want to see 
contractors who have violated the law have their license revoked, it 
doesn't help the consumer that has the roof off his house. And this 
form of action has, or gives them this route. And we feel that 
issue certainly should be encouraged and we understand it's a 
test pilot program at this point and that the Board has received 
funding and they'~e encouraged by the citations that have been given 
and we really want to see this program beefed up. 
The other thing that was mentioned today in enforcement 
that has been quite unpopular is the complaint disclosure. The 
Council feels, as other major consumer groups have, that it should 
be a priori~y of the Board that co~plaint data on contractors be 
kept current and accessible. Consumers entering into an agreement 
with a contractor are making large financial investments. They 
should be able to c~eck the record of the contractor as easily •.. the 
contractor that they're considering doing business with ... as easily 
as their credit record may be checked by a business that is 
considering doing business with them. 
Basically, if we pulled out all of the bureaucratic 
capitulation .•. the bottom line for consumers has really very little 
to do with the internal management structure of the Contractors 
Board. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Are you serious about that? Did you 
hear some of the questions that Assemblyman Stirling asked? 
MS. MORRIS: I guess my feeling is that some of the 
questions that were asked today, there was a lot of emphapis put 




their license ... ! don't care. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: No, no, no. It was also about the . 
speed with which enforcement or follow-up is made for complaints. 
MS. MORRIS: That was the second half of it. I guess 
our position is maybe we can spend less on that front half and more 
on the other half. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Okay. Could you also comment, or does · 
your Council have an opinion or if it doesn't, could you come back 
with an opinion, regarding, let's say, trying to combine the cease-
and-desist process with some sort of recovery fund where if there 
were some kind of disciplinary action, the fund could be utilized 
with some other contractor that could, say, complete the job or 
make restitution or what have you. 
MS. MORRIS: Yes. The Council has made a formal 
recomrn~ndation to the Contractors Board a number of months ago, 
that they look very closely at the recovery fund, especially one 
that was used in Hawaii. And that we, volunteered our time to 
help serve on a committee and asked that a member of the employment 
from a consumer agency to deal, work on that committee and try 
and see if a recovery fund was a wise situation for California. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Do you also have a position or are 
you looking at the question and the point that Mr. Stirling brought 
~P earlier regarding the performance bond and the use of the insurance 
companies as the intermediary or as the investigative or somewhat 
enforcement .•• 
MS. MORRIS: I'm not real familiar with the second •.. the 
second program that you talked about, using the insurance companies. 
We are very supportive of a performance bond. 
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CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Okay. Well, this is something that 
I've advocated, too, but he's much heavier on that. Perhaps your 
Council could contact him specifically and come back tp the committee 
with a position from the Council. 
MS. MORRIS: I'll be happy to .•• 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you. 
MS. MORRIS: I just wanted to sort of wrap-up the kinds 
of things that •.• 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Yes ..• 
MS. MORRIS: I think that really do affect consumers most 
directly, and those are things ... in the field of preventative measures 
such as really receiving and reading the booklet the Board is now 
distributing. We have .met the buildirtg quality •.• it would give 
consumers some kind of an arm to go into the situation with. We 
feel that they should be required to ••• that consumers should be 
encouraged to ~equire some kind of completion bond or performance 
bond, or require that progressive payment or progressive payment 
schedules be a part of their agreement. Most consumers are not 
aw~re that they can even do that. And again, they should have 
complaint data available about the company that they're considering 
entering into a qontract with. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Excuse. Complaint data, or, let's 
say, decisions? Adverse decisions. 
MS. MORRIS: No. I don't think it's necessary that 
consumers read the contractor's file. But I certainly think that 
a lot of bad siuations would have been avoided if a consumer had 
called up and found out that ABC Company had 50 open complaints 
on fraudulent practices pending. I think that's the kind of ... they 
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could certainly still-- and they are free to make the decision .to 
enter into a contract with that kind of a contractor, but to go 
into, when you buy goods, in a market or in a supermarket, and 
you have some assurance that those goods ••. that you're going .to be 
able to bring them back or you're going to have some kind of 
recourse and you have labeling information and you receive a lot 
of information about the goods you buy; services such as the 
contracting industry provides, we know ·very little about them 
before we walk into a very expensive arrangement. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Yeah. I just want to be sure I . 
understand the Council. In other words, are you interested parti-
cularly in complaints filed or those that were judged to be legitimate. 
In other words ... 
MS. MORRIS: Oh, absolutely ones that are judged to be 
proper ..• 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Okay, I wanted to make that clear · 
because it didn't quite sound that way. So you're not interested 
in· the fact that maybe 500 ~omplaints were filed, but that there were 
five that were legitimate complaints and they're either .•. they•ve 
been adjudicated or they're in the process of being •.• okay. · Thank 
you. 
MS. MORRIS: Basically we feel that whatever structure, 
and again, we certainly haven't made up our minds on what structure 
is best ~or the Board, the Council believes that the content of 
the agency should contain a strong public member faction, and 
a strong consumer advocacy arm. Before any new program is implemented, 
the consumer impact of such a program should be analyzed. There's 
always ample time and consideration given to how new programs are 
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going to affect the construction industry. We've, in the last 
couple of years, been very pleased with the Registrar and individual 
Board members, really, seeking out that kind of analysis and on some 
of the issues, nnd we'd like to sec thnt trend continue. 
In conclusion, rather than spending time on ... and energy 
on restructuring the Board at this point, the Council feels that 
licensure and examination and perhaps putting less emphasis on 
that area, the citation process, consumer education and outreach, 
and what we understand is going to be their future budgetary crunch 
should all be examined and carefully weighed because these really 
are the areas . that most directly affect consumers and contribute 
to what we see as the real reason for even regulating the construction 
industry, and that is to protect the public. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you very much. Is there any 
response from the Department of the Board? Okay, thank you very 
much. Appreciate your brevity .and your being right to the point. 
Now we have Miss Sue Geisberg from the California Consumer Affairs 
Association -- oh, excuse me, yes. She had some written testimony. 
And that will be submitted instead. I think Art Barrington is 
here from the Plumbers and Heating Contractors. Mr. Barrington? 
MR. 'ART BARRINGTON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name . 
is Art Barrington, I'm a plumbing contractor in Pasadena. However 
today I am testifying as the Legislative Chairman of the Plumbing-
Heating-Cooling Contractors of California. We represent about 
700 plumbing contractors in the state. We have filed a position 
paper that I understand has not reached you yet, but we will make 
sure that it does get to you. This position paper is on your 
Assembly Bill 1397, and I might say that our association was wildly 
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enthusiastic about your original bill. We'd have liked the chance 
to testify before you amended it because in our opinion, why, it 
took a lot of the heart out of it. However, even as it is amended ; 
why, we certainly heartily endorse it. It's our opinion that the 
Legislature should create a strong, viable state license board 
rather than trying to legislate all the problems in our industry. 
It .just seems to us impossible for the Legislature to hold hearings 
and try and solve every problem of this construction industry. Th~y've 
been trying for a year to decide how many gallons it takes to flush 
a toilet right now, ·ana that bill is still fooling around up there 
there's many other bils such as that. Now, getting back to the 
complaint procedure, I think many times people use this to solve 
their own personal problems rather than to try and solve a ·situation. 
On~ thing that hasn't b~en mentioned here today is that all of this 
work that's being done in our industry,there has to be building 
permits taken out for it. These building permits are taken out 
with cities and co~nties, and they in turn are enforcing a code,, 
~nd they have civil laws, such as the gentleman from Los Angeles 
said, to enforce that. In these codes that we're b~und ~o. uphold 
and the building inspector's bound to uphold, it's ~- there's a matter 
of ·good workmanship in there, also. So I think a lot of times they're 
bypassed. I was chairman of an industry group for a good many years 
here •.• Southern California. We spent about $15 million in radio and 
TV trying to educate the public to the idea they should get a qualified 
contractor rather than getting somebody that was cheaper that said, 
"You take out the permit and I'll do the work for you." In the 
course of that, we got many, many calls and I have appeared for 
the Licens~ Board in hearings many times and for the District Attorney 
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two times in hearings. I think it was mentioned earlier today that 
street trade associations could possibly be used in this effort a 
lot more than they have in that there's nobody more interested in 
getting rid of the crooked operators in town than the legitimate 
contractors and the members of trade associations. We've got calls 
in the Los Angeles area here many times, and I've gone out quite a 
few times myself to meet with the people and find out what was wrong. 
The complaint disclosure procedure we fought violently because it 
is unfair to a legitimate contractor and especially the larger 
contractors. Just as one point in case, I've been a contractor for 
35 years, and we do about 5,000 contracts a year. In all that time, 
I've had one complaint against me, and if this call had come in 
during the case of the time of that being investigated, it would've 
been against my record. However, it was a call from an apartment 
house owner that said there was water in the wall -- we should fix 
our broken water pipe. We looked at the job, found there was no 
pipe in that wall, and wrote them a letter to that effect. They 
still insisted the License Board investigate it; the man from the 
License Board called me and very politely asked me if I would come 
up and look at it with him, which I did. I said I will do it on 
one condition; we break that wall out. If it's my water pipe 
that caused it, it will be fixed by somebody else, and if it isn't, 
why_, I'll fix it myself. We broke the wall out and found, as I 
said in my letter, it was· hot plaster and that was dismissed. The 
point being, if in the two week period somebody had called, they 
would have said yes, there's a license violation against my company. 
So we're definitely against that, and I think really we have to get 
down to the point of education, too, to these people that don't 
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always take somebody that says "You take out the permit and I'll do 
the work for you." But to get a licensed contractor. Because in 
our ~xperience, we've found that an awful lot of the complaints 
we have are just that way, and that's why they were complaining about 
it. ·Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you, sir. Appreciate that. Are 
there qny comments? Yes, from the Board ... 
MR. WILMS: Just a technical response, Mr. Barrington, 
on the way you described the complaint that would have been filed 
against you; · as I understand our system, that would not have shown 
up because the only thing that's divulged to the public is when 
there's a probable violation. That's after the screening -- screening 
by one of the deputies. 
MR. BARRINGTON: You're correct, however this is before 
the bill was changed when they were trying to have it all complaints 
at that time. This is a couple years ago. Thank you. 
MR. WILMS: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: ThaJ1k you, sir. Now, we don't have 
any other listed witnes~es, and so I would ask if there are any now, 
that you step forward and identify yourself. Yes, sir. 
MR. TOM MORRIS: My name is Tom Morris. I'm with the 
San Fernando Valley and the Antelope Valley Building Industry 
Association. I'm the Executive Manager for the two chapters. I'd 
like to state first that AB 1397 and SB 922, we're very much in 
favor of. This is something we have looked forward to for the 27 
years that I have been with the association. Before that, I can't 
answer. We've been looking for it -- we think you should be self-





certainly, in our opinion, more important and certainly a bigger 
industry in California than the Real Estate Board which has its own 
board, and is not an agency. It should be self-governing ana have 
power. The Consumer Affairs is just too big. There are many, many 
departments • . There's just too many boards on it; it's too big', 
it is stifling the incentive of the Registrar of Contractors, and we 
have a good Registrar of Contractors now who is working hard to do 
a good job. We think he should be given the opportunity to do it. 
The looking at the figures here, the book on the ... came out from 
the Department of Consumer Affairs that you looked at ... reminds me 
of a book I had in my office. Many of you might have it. It's a 
small boOk and it says •.. originally it came out "How to Lie with 
Figures," and then it was changed to "How to Lie with Statistics." 
And I think the statistics are all correct, but I think the way some 
of them are represented there, they gave you a visual distortion 
of the problem. And this is a thing that we all use ourselves 
occasionally, but we just don't like other people to do it. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Could you describe that, Mr. Morris, 
or explain to people the visual distortion. 
MR. MORRIS: The most glaring one in my opinion, I believe 
it was page -- ah, here it is. On page eleven. Historical statistics. 
It starts out, and a line, bottom line, which would approximately ..• 
22,000. The first line of figures is 23,000, on your left. Starts 
out at 22,900; it whips up here in '77, '78 to 36,000, then it 
bounces back here in '80, '81 to just above 23,000. It looks like 
the whole thing has been eliminated completely. But there are still 
23,000. The difference between 36,000 and 23,000 is only 13,000 
and yet the graph going up is approximately seven to eight times 
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higher. It represents that same figure. This is a visual deal; as 
Ray, the figu~cs -- r don't have uny question about the figures. 
I accept them. But it's just a deal. 
We find that most contractors are good; we do have 
complaints on 'ern. The quest~on was brought up -- the question 
was brought up about how many unlicensed contrators? Nobody knows 
how many unlicensed contractors there are? We don't even know how 
many they get complaints on. Those are the only ones we hear. Just 
yesterday, actually, I had a contractor come out to do some paperwork. 
I saw him in the paper, I called him up, he did all my job and just 
before he got ready to leave, "By the way," he said, "I want you to 
know. I'm not a licensed contractor." He had wasted an hour and 
a palf of my time and I'd wasted his time. I'm going to turn it over 
to the License Board because he is advertising himself as a contractor. 
Nobody knows how many there are. The horne improvement license -- the 
question was brought up earlier -- I'm not too sure on that becau~e 
I find out a good majority of contractors start out as horne improvement 
.contractors. Then they build up to commercial and to residential 
or industrial work. It's a hard thing to figure out; each of us 
huvc our own little dog to pit, and.that's what some of them are. 
It's just like Mrs.·Morris --my name's Morris-- no relation, I'm 
sorry to say -- said she doesn't care what services are given to 
the contractor -- she wants it to the consumer. We feel the License 
Board has two obligations. One, to license contractors to get it 
done so their time, many of 'ern out of school, many of 'ern out of 
a job when they get started, so they can do it. And, equally, to 
protect the consumer. I don't think that one department or one 
segment of the community should be serviced above the other. I 
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think they should be serviced all equally and well. He also mentioned 
performance bond and law. It is right in there in the Horne Improvement 
Actr it is in the Notice to Order that the owner has the right to 
request that. Many don't request it because they don't want to pay 
for it. But it's available for 'ern and it is in the law. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Could I ask you a question, Mr. Morris? 
Do you think there'd be a closer opinion in terms of the services 
of the Board if there were a different source of funding the Board? 
Because as of now, it's essentially funded by industry. Correct? 
MR. MORRIS: Well it is a self-supporting Board, and I 
hadn't -- I'm not a financial genius, I have no way of knowing that. 
I'm just lucky if I can just last from one Saturday to the next myself, 
but, I don't believe that it should be put in there where the 
public should have to pay for the service. The License Board is 
set up to regulate contractors, to issue them licenses, but also 
that money used up,, just like I feel like it should be done in other 
deals, when harm is done to the public, the industry should have 
to pay for it. And that comes out of the fees. I don't think there 
should be other fees corning in -- that's my opinion. I don't know, 
but that's my opinion. That the public should not be expected to 
pay into the License Board. I think it should be paid for an~ 
operated for the protection of the public who are hurt by contractors, 
not ... hurt by other businesses or other phases, but anything in 
construction, that is what the License Board should have. They 
should take care of the contractors; see if they're qualified and 
if they're going to do a good job. 
I could talk for an hour, but I've said everything I need 
to say. 
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CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you. 
MR. MORRIS: But I do say that we are in favor of both 
AB 1397 and 922, and I've been with 'em 27 years and I think it would 
be an asset to the community and to the State of California. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you very much, Mr. Morris. I 
appreciate that. Are there any comments from the Board or the 
Department? Okay, then could we move on to the· next witness? Yes, 
ma'am.. And I do appreciate all of the witnesses this morning being 
brief and to the point and responding to questions. Yes. 
MS. PATRICIIA McCALL: My name is Patricia McCall, I'm 
with Lesmy Development Company. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Okay, Patricia ... last name? 
MS. McCALL: McCall. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Spelled? 
MS. McCALL: M-e Capital C-a-1-1. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: And you're with ••• 
MS. McCALL: Lesmy Development Company. L-E-S-M-Y. I 
am a Customer Service Coordinator with the company, and we just 
want to go on record, more than anything else, to sta~e that with 
the open mind that the public has now, to be able to get the list 
of complaints that have been filed against the contractor -- most 
of them are raw complaints. They have not been really looked at 
by anybody in the Contractors State License Board, to be able to 
eliminate the ones that are actually a possible breakdown of the 
law or, you know, to see whether or not they're, you know, just a 
complaint by the homeowner themselves. They go in the wrong raw 
form and they stay in the record that way. That's number one. 
Number two, I have to be a little repetitive inasmuch as it 
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leaves us in a position of being guilty and then having to prove 
ourselves innocent. 
Going in, also, in the same text, we've got to stop to 
consider when the homeowner does make a complaint, the complaint 
could be of a nature where a subcontractor is actually, whether there 
were defective materials or defective workmanship involved, where 
we as contractors sustain the complaint, and there is no recrimination 
toward the subcontractor themselves. We don't really feel like we 
should take the black mark totally 100% on that. 
Considering the quantity and the quality of complaints, 
also -- we build approximately 275 to 300 houses a year, or units 
a year, and we're up against a point where a builder, a small builder, 
may be building five houses. Will get five complaints against his 
license. Legitimate complaints. And we as contractors having 
let'~ say 300 houses a year, may get those same five, but we're 
still placed in the same category as the one that -- the small builder. 
So it's just for the record. That's all I have. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Okay. So what you're asking. for, 
if I can put words in your mouth, that the complaints be weighed 
in terms of the volume of business that you're doing or services 
you're performing. 
MS. McCALL: On that last item, that's correct. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Yes. Now, can I go back to an earlier 
item you mentioned, and then we'll ask the Board to respond; that 
is, the question of subcontractor liability or material manufacturer 
and so forth, and how that is handled or should be handled. Cou l.d 
I ask the Board to respond? 
MS. ROHME: If we have a complaint where a subcontractor 
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is also a party to the problem, we'll not only file against both 
the subcontractor and the prime, we look to the prime to take, or 
the general contractor, to take responsibility for getting the sub 
I 
to complete or correct or whatever, but we would also take action 
against the sub if it were necessary. Now, material suppliers we 
have no jurisdiction over, in that they supply something that was · 
faulty. We just don't have jurisdiction. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Could I ask, then, along that same 
line to follow that point •.. what do you carry, or what do you 
consider to be the contractor liability. In other words, how much 
does a co~tractor have to know and be aware. If I'm a contractor, 
do I have to send to a testing lab all the materials that I use 
to be sure that so on and so forth, or can I assume that materials 
that are given to me that are supplied by legitimate supplier, 
manufacturer, are okay? Or, in terms of a subcontractor. Am I 
required -- is my liability to cover all of the actions of the 
subcontractor, whether or not they're visable to me? Whether or 
not I can personally detect 'em or whether they can be ~idden from 
me, or whether indeed they were, and how does the Board handle 
those questions? 
MS. ROHME: To try to stick to your first question about 
the ~roduct, the contractor under all laws is responsible for the 
installatiqn and if there's something, I presume, that I suspe~t . 
the homeowner would have a civil action as far as if there's something 
that was very obviously wrong, prior to the contractor installment, 
J think that our jurisdiction covers to the extent of the installation. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you. And the other question? 
MS. ROHME: The other question, the one about the 
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subcontractor, the prime contractor is responsible for the action. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: So you would cite the prime contractor 
in 100% of the cases even though-- and I'm not a contractor, I don't 
know, but thefe -- I'm assuming that there have to be some instances 
where a subcontractor can perform a part of the job that the contractor 
would have not only no control over, but not be aware of, you know, 
the actual parts involved. 
MS. ROHME: Well, again, our assumption is to require 
that you work together in a good and workmanlike manner, and if 
this were -- in regulatory standards. If this kind of defect that 
you're talking about is something that ~he prime contractor would 
have no way of knowing of, something that was inside a wall, something 
that you just couldn't be seeing if installed with a supervisor and 
you still couldn't see it, then probably the prime wouldn't be 
liable. In the usual circumstances, it's required for them to 
supervise the subcontractor. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: That makes sense, in the usual sense, 
but I would like to know, and if you could, or if somebody coUld 
from the Board, give us some kind of a written statement that would 
kind of lay that out in terms of the liability. If it's 100%, let's 
see it. I mean, I'd like to see that in writing. And if it isn't , 
if there are specific exemptions that you can see where there is a 
legitimate instance, fine . . 
MS. ROHME: I'll get it back to you. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you. 
MR. WILMS: Just one fast response because it's come out 
a number of different times today -- a complaint disclosure, which 
I feel is very important to our being ab l e to rcgu ] atc the fie l d --
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raw complaints are not put on a record. They are screened internally 
to determine if, in the words of the law, there's a probable violation, 
and if you like, you can describe that's being (Inaudible). 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: I think we can accept that, then, 
whether we ·agree or not, that we're not dealing with a total number 
of complaints, now raw complaints, but just screened complaints, 
and probable violat1ons. Okay. Could I then ask, and carry this 
point one further, we were just discussing this, the consultant 
and I, in the relationship between prime and sub, you fil·e ·against 
both. But suppose now we come to a point where there is really a 
point where there is no prime liability, do you then drop it and go 
only after the sub? I mean, is that part of your ... and can you 
outline that also in your answer. 
MS. HOIIMF.: Okay. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you very much. Okay, I appreciate 
it . . Thank you, Miss McCall. Is there another individual? . Yes, sir. 
And could I show a hand -- are there any others that we have not heard 
that want to be heard? And this will be the last witness before we 
close the hearing. Go ahead, sir. 
MR. BRUCE COOK: In view of the fact that I'm the last 
witness, I'll attempt to be as brief as possible. My name is Bruce 
Cook, . I'm the executive for a local PHCC group that's Plumbing, 
Heating, Cooling Contractors Association group throughout L.A. 
County. We have approximately 185 member contractors in our 
association, local group, and most of these contractors are repair 
and service contractors who deal directly with the public. We are 
directly and vitally affected by the performance of the Board and 
whether we serve the public, because all of our work is with the 
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public. Let me make a couple of very brief comments, and then 
concentrate on supporting Dr. Wilms' efforts to get a handle on 
unlicensed contractors because these are the people that we face 
everyday out in the field. And it's illegitimate competition. Pirstly, 
during the past two years the License Board has made tremendous improve-
ments in its capacity and its responsiveness both to the public and 
to the industry across the board, and I want to say publicly that 
certainly this is appreciated and it's getting its house in order, 
although there's a great many issues that we currently disagree with 
'ern on, some of which they're tackling . some which we continue to 
disagree on. The citation program that was mentioned several times 
here today, in my humble opinion, is probably the best thing to come 
out of the License Board in terms of correcting deficiencies on 
plumbing contractors and licensees since the Board started. It 
gives an immediate handle, it provides restitution, and at least 
the way it's presently being administered, that could change if you 
get new personnel in and they start witch hunting or something like 
this, but it poses no immediate danger to legitimate contractors in 
my opinion. It would be our recommendation, and our very strong 
recommendation to extend that same citation authority over unlicensed 
contractors. At least 20 to 25% of the complaints received by the 
Contractors State License Board are unlicensed contractors, and 
in the case of solar installations, it approaches 50%. The reason 
for the higher percentage on solar is because it's a new -- it's 
not a new technology, it's a new source of money that a lot of 
suede shoe operators are sensing. They're getting into it, and 
it's causing some real havoc out in the field. The reason, I 
suspect, that more unlicensed contractor complaints are not received 
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is because a great many of the people who deal with unlicensed 
contractors have had that work done by an unlicensed contractor 
in their homes or in their apartments or in their condos ever 
since it started, and they want no more investigation because the 
whole darn thing is out of code. And if they get investi -- and 
generally customers that hire unlicensed contractors are extremely 
wary of governmental process and they want no part of it. They will 
tolerate abuses, go to a licensed contractor for correction of 
deficiencies, before they will issue a complaint to anybody. They 
don't want any part of the gover~mental pro~ess is what it amounts 
to. I'm talking in generalities admittedly. But this tends to be 
the case. On a licensed contractor, they know perfectly weil .there's 
a handle over the licensed contractor, and people generally . hesitate 
far less because they are a regulated group of people. There's another 
aspect about unlicensed contractors, I think, that we have to 
recognize, and that is that they do a cash-and-carry business, 
strictly a cash-and-carry business. They are simply completely 
unregulated, they contribute nothing to the tax base, they contribute 
nothing to payroll deductions, nothing to workers' compensation, 
nothing to the load that they inflict, that · they place on the 
Contractors State License Board in correcting the problems that 
they create. They are not part of the base of financing anything. 
It's strictly a cash-and-carry, and by and large, the License 
Board presently has. no power over unlicensed contractors -- effective 
power -- to speak of. One additional factor that I'd like to mention; 
I take severe exception to statements made by the L.A. Attorney's 
office, and that is that they recommend that the legal departments 
of the municipal juridictions utilize much more in the process of 
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adjudicating problems. If you're going to take the problem the 
customer, let's say a very small problem has to hire an attorney · 
to solve that problem. Ninety percent of these cases -- the ~eople , 
the offended people, if · they are small jobs, and they're dealing with 
jobs at that level, they think twice even before going to Small 
Claims Courts let alone going to a Fraud Division of the city. It 
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has to be a pretty substantial type of complaint before they will 
issue if. Therefore, this is the reason that we strongly support 
the citation system, which gives the License Board power over 
unlicensed contractors. 
One last comment, on balanc e, I would say that my 
association certainly, and I can't spea~ for the State Plumbers 
Group, would favor separation of the License Board. It gives them 
more direct access to the people that they have to talk with, 
they're far more motivated to succeed because they're under the 
gun when things ~on't go right, and in general I think it would 
probably be a much more productive way of handling it. Plus the 
fact · that their size is grossly increased. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you, Mr. Cook. You brought up 
some good pointsand you did tend to answer the question I posed 
before regarding the relative number of licensed and unlicensed 
contractors. Whether or not there are comments from the Board 
at this point, one of the · things that the Board and possibly the 
Department could also take into consideration in terms of giving 
an opinion or some suggestions, is an area where they could not be 
held responsible or might feel freer to give divergent or similar 
opinions. I think it's very obvious to me and to others that what 
you said is true, and that is, people wil l use unlicensed contractors 
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to get around codes, and therefore they're unlikely to complain. It's 
obvious to me and I hope many others that they also do this to get 
around permit processes, which have become overbearing, expensive, 
time consuming, and basically destroy a project before it can go, 
if indeed it ever goes. And also to get around taxes, because we 
do tend to tax improvements and so forth too much, regardless of 
Jarvis-Gann or anything else; it's been told to me, and I'm only-
a -- mildly an economist, that even the residual 1 1/4% tax on 
improvements represents a sales tax on an installment purchase basis 
of 22%. And I don't even like a 6 or 7% sales tax, so there's no 
doubt in my mind that people are looking at these numbers -- the hard 
economics of things, the delays, the permits, the taxes and so forth 
and I would like some suggestions from you people that are kind of 
caught in the middle in enforcement or what have you function, as 
to how government could make some changes. You don't have that 
authority, so you'r~ free to say whatever you want, to lessen the 
need for more expenses like enforcement and so forth, and more 
regulations which intend to be self-defeating, because it puts 
more people into the underground economy, if you will. So I 
appreciate your bringing that -- raising that issue, because to 
me it's an extremely important one. If we want people to use, let's 
say in this case, licensed, competent contractors and companies, we 
have to give them incentives to, not disincentives to. 
MR. COOK: Let me give you a typical case. In Los 
Angeles City, the City -- and this is an official source -- loses 
a million dollars a year in permit fees on water heaters alone. 
On water heaters alone, they're losing a million dollars a year. 
-The reason for that is because the fees on water heater installation 
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and remember that's not a large job -- are getting large. Now, they're 
using Prop 13, good, bad, and indifferent. A great deal of it i$ 
legitimate, because the money goes to the general fund of the municipal 
government, but the load goes to the Building and Safety Department, 
and they -- at the same time, more money's coming in on fees, they're 
being reduced by 5% of their personnel. These things don't match up 
too well. And the pl~in old fact is that we put the ~nlicensed 
contractors -- a~e people simply that a vendor will refer when they 
sell a water heater, are putting them in. There's no permit fee 
and no inspection, which is even worse. Because this creates a 
problem where the ~ - where the whole s i tuation on a building can 
deteriorate oyer a period of time becau ·e it gets more and more 
dangerous or unhealthy or whatever it is; since I represent plumbers, 
this is an obvious situation. These things are dangerous. And, in 
the worse case, they're unhealthy and unsanitary. And yet this is ... 
and because of the economy, people are driven more and more into 
taking this kind of practice. You and I would do the same thing if 
we didn't know any better. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: And that's why .•. 
MR. COOK: It's getting expensive. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: I appreciate that comment, and any 
positive suggestions that you and your association or the Board or 
anybody else in the room that has taken the time and effort to come 
here, could make along those lines -- again, getting rid of disincentives 
and so forth, I would appreciate. May I ask you, sir, one more question, 
and then I think there was going to be a response, perhaps, from the 
Board. And that is, how does your associ a tion feel ahout be i ng 
involved in the process of either investigation or discipl i ne 
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or whatever you want to call it? 
MR. COOK: We are -- remember a trade association has very 
limited resources. That's the first thing that I think Armand should 
have responded but he got cornered pretty fast by a barrage of questions 
We -- our livelihood depends, and our existence depends on member 
dues, and remember, not more than 15% of the plumbing contractors in 
the State belong to the PHCC, which is the trade association. And 
far less than that, probably, in the L.A. area, so our resources are 
limited. Nevertheless, we get a very large number of calls .over the 
course of a year from both the local license board office and the 
Department of Building and Safety on problems that appear to be 
more reasonably resolved at the level of the trade association. 
Ninety percent of those don't even deal with my members. Nevertheless, 
I will spend a good deal of time talking over the phone, and it does --
it absorbs a good deal of the time of anybody whose members do business 
with the public, if they're in a trade association -- and if they have 
the patience to explain to the pe~son that .•. has .•. that feels wronged, 
the consumer, what I ·normally do is I get their story, I don't accept 
it other than what they told me. I will call the offending contractor, 
and nine times out of ten he's not a member of mine, and attempt to 
work out something. Now there is -- the comment was made, · "Gee, they 
threaten us with going to citation!" If it's a legitimate complaint, 
it damn well ought to go to citation! The procedure, at least. If 
it's not, then we can resolve it at an understanding. I had one 
come up very recently, briefly; they were complaining about the 
size of the bill. It turns out that this was a toilet installation 
that was not flushing properly. It turns out the original installation 
was done · by an unlicensed contractor-- and there was no vent. 
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Now this is not only dangerous, but prevents the thing from flushing 
properly. So they had to dig up the whole thing, they had to extend 
the vent, and they got a pretty fair bill doing it. It took my time , 
maybe an hour or so of my time; it took another hour of one of my 
member contractors that -- I'm not a plumber, so I couldn't really 
respond to the technicalities. But it turns out that even though the 
bill was a little high, it was probably quite legitimate. Now if 
the bureaucracy had gotten into that, it would have taken a lot of 
time and the whole thing was solved -- the customer was reasonably 
happy. They still had to pay the bill, but in any event, it got 
resolved. So we .do get into that-- \ e serve a lot of time on an 
unoff~cial basis, but it's a matter of resources. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: So could I say then that you're certainly 
willing to do, if you think it's better than more bureaucracy, but 
you have limited resources. 
MR. COOK: Oh yes. As a matter of fact, a couple of years 
ago, we participated with the City Attorney on an action suit against 
a plumbing contractor. We had a board -- a group, and we did have 
to get disclaimers from both the contractors and the consumers that 
· we weren't .•. that we were doing this as a friend of the court, in 
effect. And it took a lot of talking to get ~y member contractors 
to do that, but nevertheless we felt it was an obligation. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: If you, then, could come up, perhaps, 
with some suggestions on how to better, if you will, represent the 
industry that is not represented, . and I would appreciate comments 
from anybody along that line, and they can be outlandish or, you 
know, straight, but that's what we're looking for. Is there a 
comment from the Board now on any of these points? None at all. 
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All right. Thank you very much, Mr. Cook. Are there other people, 
then, to testify. If not, I would ask -- since Bob Hayes has sat 
here as a representative from the Senate -- Bob, did you have any 
closing comments before we conclude? 
MR. HAYES: I just have one question for Consumer Affairs. 
Do you ha.v:e regulatory over Magnusson-Moss or Song-Beverly or the 
Hayes ..• my bill of last year, consumer warranties? 
MR. O'CONNELL: Could you repeat that? 
MR. HAYES: Who has jurisdiction over the enforcement of, 
say Magnusson-Moss and Song-Beverly and my consumer warra~ty bill of 
last year? Is that your department? 
MR. O'CONNELL: I'm not prepared to speak to those bills; 
I'm not aware of it. 
MR. HAYES: Who enforces consumer warranties, then? Yeah, 
there are several codes, but is their agency involved in that? 
MS. ROHME: I'm not familiar with the bills. 
MR. HAYES: Let's forget about the bills. 
MS. ROHME; Yes. 
MR. HAYES: Those are the basic concept of consumer 
warranty bills in the .state of California and the United States. 
MS. ROHME: In occasionally a warranty problem falls 
under our jurisdiction. I should say, a contractor warranty and 
service. 
MR. HAYES: Because you mentioned material, and basically, 
well, you have manufactured material which would have a problem. 
Really, you follow through heating, plumbing or air conditioning 
categories primarily, and all of these would fall under Magnusson-
Moss or Song-Beverly ••. basic concepts of consumer implied warranty, 
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but ... and, these laws are quite specific as to what the regress or 
recourse is on these things. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Then perhaps, Bob, if you could contact, 
as representing the Senate Committee, some of these agencies and 
track that down for us, and then could you get that back so it can 
be --we'll have 30 days for responses, by the way, to go into the 
final record, and that would be appreciated also. Are there any 
other comments, then? One last comment? Yes, sir? 
MR. WERBEL: I could probably answer some of the questions 
that were raised. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: For the ~ ape, could you identify 
yourself? 
MR. WERBEL: Roger Werbel, Building Industry Association 
of California. Since receiving the booklet, the pamphlet, after 
the Board gets Assemblyman Stirling's. data processing system, I 
would then suggest that they take the -- now we're down to 23,000, 
but take the complaints and break 'em out so we can see where the 
turkeys are. Break it out, as an example, things that are contract 
disputes between buyer and seller, aesthetic items, structural, 
and then maybe lack of.completion. Then we'll know where the problems 
lie, and thenbreak it out as to new homes or used homes, then 
we'll be able to zero in on exactly where these problems are lying 
and who the culprits are. The other point is on the warranty, I 
wish he were here -- about insurance. The Howe Program is an example. 
We have found nationally that you can't insure against incompetence. 
You can't put it on an insurance company to insure against lack of 
performance. It has to be by a regulatory agency. The Howe Program 
nationally has lost about $15 million. Now, the only state that has 
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a mandatory warranty program now is New Jersey, and it's -- it's 
losing money. Because you can't eliminate governmental responsibility; 
it's an impossibility. The other point is on the closest agency. 
Somehow we have to get the message to the public that first go to 
your close-st agency. That is your building. department in the local 
if that's possible, and get the response there, because you're building 
the house or you're doing the remodeling under a permit, and that 
chap, that inspector is there to make sure you adhere to code, so we 
somehow get thrown there. The last point I have ..• 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Mr. Werbel, excuse me, could that be 
part of what was suggested before as consumer outreach? In other 
words, that the consumers be made more aware of that process? Or 
the preferred sort, inexpensive local process. 
MR. WERBEL: Yes. And the last item I have; yes, we have 
been doing something. Three year 
this is our third year coming up 
the year before last, I think 
we did recognize the problem 
and we did form in California we have a Consumer Affairs Committee 
of this California Building Industry Association, and we are 'really 
push~ng the thrust that you're going to lose buyers, satisfied 
buyers; it's not just an expression satisfied buyers today are 
sales. There is no doubt about it, and we are gradually convincing 
builders that unhappy people in a tract •.• forget about selling the 
rest of the tract out. And so, it's an educational program for us; 
of course, not all builders are members of the California Building 
Industry Associati6n. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you very much. And there was 
one last, I hope, comment here, briefly? 
MR. FONTAINE: Armand Fontaine, National Home Improvement 
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Council, American Building Contractors Association. In regards to the 
warranty type of situation. As we know, of course, in construction 
there is, at least an implied if not an actual two year warranty in 
regards to construction and in regards to the contractor and in 
regards to the products involved which you are addressing yourself to . 
Most of the major manufacturers have a quote "BOO number" unquote, 
which is available. And that 800 number is usually given with the 
appliance. In the home improvement industry, it is common for the 
contractor to keep away as muoh as possible from the actual product 
from the standpoint of an appliance such as this. The person is 
usually given a credit and told where that person can go at a discount 
to buy the appliance or whatever the case may be. It is also common 
in the home improvement industry not ~o include the final painting 
on a construction project. Particularly on a room addition or whatever 
the case May be, be~ause that will lead itseif to natural problems 
of the scope which we ·can obviously see in regards to yo·u to have to 
paint the whole house if you're really 90ing to do a decent job or 
whatever the dase is involved. But in the warranty situation, the 
warranties are very ~ood. Now in regards to insulation, certain 
things such as that, those have to be specified in the contract and 
the grades of the materials are required to be that in the contract. 
If there happens to be a £ault at that particular time, then of 
course there's a process of litigation or whatever the case may be 
i"n r~gar9-s to the actual material in the .construction. Have I 
answered your question? 
MR. HAYES: Partially. 
MR. FONTAINE: I've tried to. 
CHAIRMAN FILANTE: Thank you. Appreciate that very much. 
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And once again I want to thank those who've come from gpvernment, 
from consumer organizations, from the industry -- all of whom we 
have to serve. I would like to close by reminding those who are here 
and reminding them to perhaps inform those who are not here today 
that we are an exploratory informational hearing directed toward 
possible legislative or non-legislative solutions, talking about 
today the status of the Board, the State Contractors Licensing Board, 
the procedures and standards in terms of enforcement, whether it be 
licensing, examination, or revocation, or granting, and also consumer 
complaints and how they're handled, how they can be best . handled, 
funded, etc. Many suggestions were made today; I'm sure we have not 
heard the best suggestions for all of those que~tions and all of 
these problem areas, and whether or not we make the 30 day limit to 
include this in our report of this interim hearing, I still would like, 
as the Chairman of this Committee, to have those responses from you. 
There obviously will be legislative hearings beyond this, .but the more 
information we can put together from varied sources such as we've had 
today, the more likely we a~e to come to a conclusion and a decision 
and a direction, at least, that will be to the benefit of all, and 
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Assemblyman William Filante 
Room 6001 
State Capitol 
Sacramento, CA. 95814 
Dear Bill, 
July 31, 1981 
In your role as Chairman of the Committee on Business and Professions, 
you solicited input and recommendations for improved enforcement against 
unlicensed contracting activity in addition to suggestions covering other 
Contractor's State License Board activities. 
First, I am enclosing information pertaining to the Marin Builders 
Exchange Unlicensed Contractor and Contract Compliance programs. Our Ex-
change has pioneered t~e development of these programs and has since shared 
them with other Exchanges and trade associations on a state-wide basis. 
Now for some input on other segments as requested, 
When AB 1363 was going through the legislative process, we were led to 
believe· that the thrust of the bill was directed toward unlicensed contractor 
activity. When AB 1363 became law, the CSLB directed their energies toward 
consumer complaints against licensed operators. We suggest the CSLB investi-
gative staff have the same citation powers as the Department of Labor Standards 
as provided in the Labor Code Sections 1020-1030, but with added authority to 
deal with the one-person unlicensed op.erators, · 
Because the license fees support the entire budget of the CSLB, added 
emphasis should be directed toward an increase in the number of field in-
vestigators with the aforementioned citation power,. Also, we would like to 
see increased enforcement activity of Section 7026,6 of the Business and 
Professions Code. There is sub!?tantial abuse of this particular provision. 
The Bureau of Labor Standards estimates that 30% of the contracting work 
in the State of California is being performed by unlicensed contractors. 
This is a substantial amount of illegal activity that needs to be curbed. 
The current administration of the CSLB under the direction of Registrar 
John Maloney has been outstanding. It seems his energies are finally paying 
dividends. Although .the responsiveness of the CLSB staff has improved, if 
Assemblyman Filante 
July 31, 1981 
Page 2 
AB 1397 becomes -law, this will provide the blueprint for developing a 
more effective entity. We strongly support AB 1397. 
Thank you for the opportunity to offer our suggestions. 
PRA:dk 













110 .BELVEDERE STREET • TELEPHONE ·~6 · 3233 • SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA 9•901 
We are pleased at this time to offer a progress report to our 





ROBERT V . KlJ rv 
Surrt•ryfT r ra>" • 
Pf 1 tR A. AAR r· 
M•napl' t 
\.le thank the more than twenty organi7at ions for their support. \.le 
believe there are still inroads to be made as we wind 'down our initial 
thrus~. Of course, we would like to ~c ep the campaign going and we would 
welcome your comments. Most of all we need to hear· from your organization. 
If you believe this should be an ongoing program to educate the public 
of the pitfalls of hiring an unlicensed contractor, and at the same t.ime 
provide the .licensed construction industry with more work; then we ask 
that you make a committment of monthly support at this time . 
Will you discuss this with your Boards and get back to us? We are 
willing to continue our organizational efforts if additional financial 
support Is given. 
Again, we sincerely thank you for your support to your campaign 
in the past. 
Ron leach 
.. SERVICE TO MEMBERS A,JO COMMUNITY .. 
DO IT ONCE DOlT RIGHT! 
If you are building on or remodeling your property -Hire a licensed contractor, or-
You .frlay Be 





violating State and Federal Laws and subject to unlimited liability. 
the people you have working on your propt!rty are unable to 
provide you with: 
1. A certificate of Workers Compensation Jn!'urance. 
2. A valid California Contractor's License. 
3. A City Business License. 
4. An Employer's Tax Identification Number. 
1. Obtain il Wor~er!' Compensation Jnsurance Policy and adequate 
Public Liability and Property Damage coverage. 
2. Withhold and remit Income Tax and Disability Insurance. 
3 . Pay SoCial Security and Unemployment ·Insurance Costs. 
4 . Register with the Stole and Federal Go·,ernments as an em-
ployer. 
provide!' the~e services to you m additio·n to providing a 
S2 ,500 bond . 
To inquire regarding licensing Cal/ 55 7-0 2 7 6 Department of Consumers A/fairs. 
Under California Law, Sec . 7031, Business E. Professions Codes, an unlicensed contrac 
cannot sue for payment of services. 
This ad is sponsored a.r o public sefllice by the licensed conSTmction industry. 




Sheet Metal. Air Conditioning Contractors Assn 
Carpenters local #35 
National Electrical Contractors Assn 
lnt .'l Hod Carriers & Construction #291 
International .Painters Local · #83 
Plumbing, Heating, Cooling Contractors Assn 
Carpet Linoleum Local #1235 
·Electrical Workerg Union #551 
Building & Construction Trades Council 
No. Calit .. Engineering Contractors Assn 
Teamsters & Warehouse Local #62~ 
Associated Building Industry 
No. Calif. Floor Covering Industry 
Glazers & Glass Union · 
Plumbing & Pipe Fitting lndustTy 
Op~rating Engineers Local ~3 
Ark Termite Control 
Cal if. Landscape Association 
Marin Builders Exchange 
EXPENSES: 
Marin Suburban News 
Independent-Journal 
Associates Printing 
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BACKGROUND OF THE CAMPAIGN 
In July of 1977 the Marin Builders Excha~ge•s Board of Directors held 
a special meeting to set objectives for the year. One of the maJOr goals was 
to inutiate a campaign to inform the public of the possible pitfalls and 
liabilities of dealing with an unlicensed contractor. At the same time hoping~ 
this would hel~ eliminate th~ unfair competition we face as a licensed 
construction industry. 
Ad Ad-Hoc Committee was formed. Ron Leach, Chairman; George Brown, · 
Building Trades Council delegate; ·Carl Boivie, Paul Vall iancourt · and Pete · 
Arrigoni, . Builders Exchange Manager, were its members. · 
We asked for and received permission to use the Department of Consumer 
Affairs at the bottom of our ad for readers to call regarding licensing in-
formation. In a letter of Septembe_r 22, the Department noted "numerous calls 11 
and though our campaign was good- "the public should be given.something to 
think about -other than just the fi .rst cost - · what comes later could wipe 
them out!" 
A budget, and a 't the same time a goa 1, of $6 ;000 was set and met by 
an unp-recedented voluntary contribution from Build_ers Exchange membe-~ s raising 
over $2,000 and a co-operative effort on the part of Labor and Management 
groups of the construction industry raising over $~,000. 
A Five-Point Strat~gy was planned and implemented . 
. FIVE-POINT PROGRAM 
1. Placement of the ''Do It Once- Do It Right" ad in all ten 
of Harin 1 s newspapers for 26 consecutive weeks with a 
combined readership of over 70,000 families . 
2. Daily placement of "Do It Once- Do It Right"- Hire a 
Licensed Contractor, in the classified section of the 
Independent-Journal under the "Phone for Help" directory 
for contractors. 
3. Hailing of "Do It Once- Do It Right 11 notice to all owners 
takin~ out building permits where no contractor is 1 isted 
on the building permit. 
~- Printing our message on the back of total tapes at major 
Marin markets reaching over 100,000 customers in a six 
week per i od . 
5. Supply counter cards (enclosed) to all contributors and to 
place these cards in city and county building departments, 
banks, savings and loans, and other conspicuous public areas 
where homeowners might go in the process of building. 
REPORT ON DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMERS AFFAIRS ACTIONS 
As i.n all· law,· awareness of same and the knowledge that someone is watching 
for a v'i.olati.on is the most effective ,oeter.rent. 
It Is difficult to evaluate a program such as this as many people who might 
have dealt with the un1 ic.ensed contractor very well may have changed to licensed, 
contractors just on seei~g the ad. 
The office of the California ~tate Contractors License Board reports th~ 
following data: 
Complaints in Marin County 
'Licensed Unlicensed 
July 1977 I 1 
August tl 1 z .. 2 
September· 11 Lj 1 
October · II 6 7 
November II 9 Lj 
December II 6 0 
Without deeply . involving ourselves in ~ach complaint, we see . no pat~ern that 
would enable us to evaluat_e. ou.r_ pr_og~am from this information. 
The goa 1 of the program .was to make the pub 1 i c aware ,of shoddy and dis reputab 1 e 
people working in the construction industry . that set rates and prices that 
are below that which a legal c~ntractor could bid. 
This program is a management tool to aid and upgrade the construction industry. 
It is a form of advertisement that gives the message "I am a licensed contractor, 
I comply with the rules that govern ·contractors. I stand behind the material, 
workmanship, and business ethics qf my firm and its personnel". 
We, the Convnittee, ·have given of ·our time and monies to presen.t and follow up 
on this job while continuing to do our regular work. We feel the program is 
working and should be continued and expanded. 




bQ.. thu,'/eJ ROBERT V. KUNS Srctrl•rviT•rllu•r 
P~lER A . ARRIGO 
M•n•grr 
,,0 BELVEDERE STREET • TELEPHONE 4!>6-3233 • SAN RAFAEL. CALIFORNIA 94901 
March 8, 1978 
Board pf Trustees 
Con~truction Industry Advancement Fund 
1221 . Broadway, #325 
Oakland, CA 9~612 
Dear Sirs: 
The Marin· Builders Exchange ch~rted as one of its major objectives 
for the year 1977-78 to mount a campaign against unlicensed contractors 
(workers) in Marin County. This pro~ram has been in effect ~ince 
September of 1977 as outl in.ed· i"n the accompanying report to contrlbutors. 
Basically the program warns the homeowner of the pitfalls and liabilities 
of dealing with the unlicensed worker. We hope the effect of the cam-
paign results in more work· for our membership (over 500) some of whom 
also contribute to your fund. 
One of the most satisfying aspects of this campaign was the coali-
tion between labor and management. As outlined in our report, over 
twenty organizations contributed $7,000 to date in support. Your labor 
affiliate, the Carpenters Local #35, has pledged a monthly contribution 
in support. 
We realize that your fund receives contributions from ~6 counties 
and rhat this is a l_ocal effort. However, we would be willing to share 
. our knowledge in coordinating this program with any other organizaLions , 
We feel this is an on-going project and we would like to request 
.. cc-ntribution of $200 per month for one year from your fund in support 
~f this important campaign. All requirements concerning reporting set-
iort~ in your guidelines would be adhered to. 
· Please feel free to call on me for further information or a per-
~onal presentation. Thank you for your consideration. Our application 
i s C' 11 c 1 o sed . 
Sincerely 
Ron leach, Chairman 
Ad-Hoc. Committee for Unlicensed Contractors 
·-sERVICE 10 MEMBERS ANO COMMUNI1Y .. 
APPLICATION DETAIL 
A. · Sponsor- The Sponsor of the Ad-Hoc Committee for Unl.icensed Contractors 
is the Marin Builders Exchange, a non-profit corporation. All fun~ing of the 
Committee is from contributi·ons fr'om over twenty construction affiliated 
organizations. A f ·inancial statement is in the enclosed report. · 
8. Program Description, Need and Impact- l) . the program is to inform the 
public of the pitfalls and liabilities in dealing with the unlicensed worker, 
2) ~e hope with the education, the public wi 11 hire licensed contractors 
for jobs that used to go to the unlicensed. 3) the program has been in effect 
for over six months. and success can on.ly be measurea by personal experiences 
and the response from the Department'of Consumer Aff~irs. The Department has 
been in constant contact with our committee and has assured us our message is 
getting . through. I could report at length, if requested.· 
C. Staffing - No funds . are spent on staff. The Ad-Hoc Committee, which is a 
labor -management coalition, val untee rs their time. The ·Marin Bu i 1 ders Exchange's 
Board of Directors has authorized expenditure of the Marin Builders Exchange 
staff time to this project at no cost to the Committee. 
D. Supervision - The supervision is by the Ad-Hoc Committee whi~h meets at 
least once a month. 
E. Accounting- A checking account in the name of Contractors License Account, 
with Ron Leach, Builders Exchange V.ice-President and George Brown, Marin County 
Labor Council delegate, as required signators on the account. The records will 
be maintained at the Marin Builders Exchange, 110 Belvedere Street, San Rafael, 
California. Correspondence and contributions should be sent to the Marin Builders 
Exchange, ATTN: Ad-Hoc Committee for Unlicensed Contractors. The members of 
the Committee are not bonded. 
F. Results Communication- A report to contributors such as the one enclosed 
will be issued ever.y six months. Costs of this report are minimal. 
G. Starting Date and Payment Schedule - ~e would accept your contribution as 
soon as possible. We are asking to continue this program on a 12 month basis 
from March 1, 1978. We \'llauld be willing to bill and report to your fund monthly 
if required . 
H. Project Budget - From past experience with our advertising and promotiona~ 
material, we expect ·to budget Sl ,200- 51,500 per month for this campaign de-
pending upon contributions . No compensation or consultant fees will be paid . 
No travel or equipment will be necessary. All exp~n~c· will bf:' r~lated to 
~dvertising . and printing. 
I. Organizational Relationships- The s~onsoring organization,. the Marin Builders 
Exchange, coordinates, provides staff time, and a meeting place for this 
committee. The construction industry organizations which benefit are listed 
as contributors in our Report to Contributors, which is encl~sed . 
0 
May 17, 1978 
Ronald R. Leach 
Ad Hoc Committee 
110 Belvedere Street 






1221 Broadway #325 
Oakland, CA 94612 
(415) 834-9200 
This letter will confirm our telephone conversation of May 16 
during which I informed you that the trustees did reconsi.der the 
request of the Marin Builders Exchange for a grant of $2,400 for 
the ."Use A Licensed Contractor" advertising program. 
I regret to inform you that the trustee action was to reaffirm 
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110 BELVEDERE STREET .• TELEPHONE 11!>6-3233 • SAN RAFAEL'. CALIFORNIA 911901 
MEMO TO: Carl Boivie 
George Brown 
May 15, 1978 
Some information for your meeting and pre!oentation in Kansas City. 
1 . We are now in· the defjcit as con r erns to the budget and Ron would 
like to start the program up again in the immediate future. 
2. The reaction of the members of the Marin Builders Exchange has been 
very good. As 1 have mentioned previously, many of our general 
contractors and sub-contractors have noted that for the first time 
customers and prospective customers are asking if they are licensed 
and if they are protected in the event of on-the-job injuries 
and other things relating to construction work . 
Manager 
3. The reaction of the License Board, the Department of Consumer Affairs 
'in the San F±ancisco office, at first they were uncooperative, but 
after some meetings, especially George Brown's personal visits, they 
have become very positive and indicated a willingness to work very 
closely. 
4 . Community response has been good . The feedback l have been receiving 
has been very positive and as a result phone calls to the Exchange 
from people involved with remodeling, repairs, and additions to 
their homes, asking for recommendations for general and sub-contrac-
tors who are licensed . 
5. The number of licenses applied for since the start of the program 
has increased . Whether or not this is attributable to the program 
is hard to determine. · In any event, the number of applications 
is up. 
Pete Arrigoni 
"SERVICE TO MEM6ERS AND COMMUNITY " 





Peter R. Arrigoni 




ROBERT V . KUNST 
Srcrrtary{T rr.;nu•e• 
PETER A . ARRIGONI 
M•n•ger 
On the California State Builders Exchange's Executive Committee 
'agenda May 23, 1978, under Committee Reports is a matter pertaining to 
Construction Advancement Funds. The report will be made by LaVerne Beuving. 
The Ad-Hoc Committee on unlicensed contractors for the Marin Builders 
Exchange has submitted two requests in the form of applications to the 
Construction Industry Advancement Fund (CIAF) to help fund our unlicensed 
contractors program. We have been rejected both times on the basis that 
they do not fund small area projects but concentrate on large regional 
and state wide matters. 
It would be most helpful if you could pursue with the CSBE a pilot 
program geared toward public information regarding the pitfalls of using 
unlicensed contractors and as such with our leadership could help the 
State Exchange in developing such a program . 
Furthermore, it would provide the vehicle using the CSBE organiza-
tion that would . qualify the program for some available ClAF monies. For 
your information I am enclosing the Marin Builders Exchange's application 
and cover letter as well as our report to the Builders Exchange that was 
made at the Quarterly meeti~g. 
lf an interest is shown at the Executive Committee level, may l 
suggest that you have Dick Lemos contact myself or Ron Leach to formalize 
an application to CIAF. 
.. . ' 
' l' .. . . ~ -... 
. c: 
·' 
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§ 1020. LABOR COOl!: 
Chapter 3.5. 
Contractors 
Citation ll)'stem for Manctlous. § 1010 
Non·lleenJCd oontra~ton a~ employer• - ~ualtill~. II I 021 
(:itallons by l..abur Comn1lniunL•r. § lOU 
Hearings before lo~~bor Commiflllloner -JiriK!\..cJnrc. § 1023 
§ 1020. Citation System for Sanctions l Hm.l c:h. Hfi.ll 
· It is tht> intt>nt uftlu.•l..t>~islutllrt· inc'll.lt'lilll( tlds duLpter to t'Stahlish a 
c.·itulion ~ystt•m lilr tlw imposition of [li'Ontpt autlt•H't-c.·tiH•l'i\'il ~anl'liuns a!(ainst 
, .i,llators of tht•luws and rt•gnlations of thb lol l all• wlatiu~ to till' emplu~ uwnt of 
workc:rs hy unlic.•t•n st'l I c:on trac:tur~ .· 
§ 1021. Non licensed Contractors as l'.:mployers- Penalties (l97H d1. li641 
Any pt't'son wlm dot'l> not holcl a valid stall• c.·ontrac:tor's lic.·t•nsc.• b~ut•cl 
pursmmt to Chtt[ltt'r 9 (c:mnmenc:ing with ~ll'ction 700(}) uf Di\'isicm 3 nf till' 
1\usiness tuld Profl'ssiuns Cndt·, and wllllt'mploys lUI~· worker toJlt'rlimu sc•r\'i<·t-s 
li1r which such a lic.·l·nst• is l'l'CJIIir~d. shall lu• llllbjt•c.·t to 11 d\'il pcmulty in tlw 
illlhlllllt ,,r cmt• lnn11lrt•d clollar~ ($10()) \'C'I' t•mployt~L· li1r t~Ul'IJ duy uf suda 
l'lllpluynu-ut. Tlat• <·h il pt•nalti,·~ plm·itll't lor hy thi~ wd ion ,tn · iu a1hlition to 
0111)' utl,Jl'l' Jll'nulty pro,·idt•d l1y law. 
§ 1022. Citation by Labor Commhsionc.~•· ( 1971J d1. li941 
If upon inspection or ill\ 't.'Sti~aliou the Lahor Cununisltiollt'l' dl'!t·t· 
mines that uny person is t>mpluyi11g wc •. -lwrs in violation of' St'diun 1021, lu· lila~ 
issue a dtatiun to tht: person in viulatinu. Tht· dhttiou may hc Sl'rved pc.•rl>luaally 
or by registered mail in Ul.'<.'Ordmwe with suhdivisiun (cJ of St•ctiun 11505 uf tlw 
Government Code. Each citation shall ht> in writinf( aml shall desc.·rilx! tlll' nat•m· 
or the violation, induding rt•ft•n•nt't.' to till' statntorr pm\'isiun :lllt'~t.od to IHI\'(• 
been \'iolatt'd. 
§ 1023. Hearings Before Labor Commissioner- Procedure (1979 ch. ~ll 
(u) If a person desires to t'Ontest u citation or the pmpost'<lnsst•ssmt·nt 
of n civil penalty therefor, lw sh11ll within 10 lmshll'ss days after scr\'k't.• uf thc 
t·ttatlon notify the ofilce oftlw Luhnr Cnnunis!lioner whid, nppcurs on tht! c.·itutiou 
ofhis J't!qnest for tul informal ht•m·inl(. 111l' Lahnr Cununissioner nr hi~ d(•pntr or 
llt(tmt ~luill, within 20 days, hold n ht.•&Lriu~ at the l.'oudusiou ofwhid1 tht• citation 
ur propo~d IL'IScssm~nt of a c.·ivil J>t'uuhy shull hc· ulllrm(•d, modific.•d, or dis 
mtslled. If the pet·s•m •·eceivlng the citation d<.1t•s not n•cJncst u ht.•nrin).( with till' 
Llbor Commissiunt'r within the prescrihl'd time, tlu.•J)roposed civiltx•nnlty !>It ;all 
be dt:emed a final order of the Lahur Couunissiorlt'r and shall not he suhjct.'l tu 
further adminilltrntive review. The Lahor Cum'missiuner's determinnti()n aflt•r 
the conclusion of the hearing shall ht' dt•t-mt'd tht• llnul order uf tht• dirc.>ctur and 
!!hall not he subject to further admin~tmtive re\'icw. 
(b) A person to whom a c:itnticm luL~ lll't.'ll issucd, ~h,lll, in lieu uf c:untt•slin~ a 
citation pursmmt tu this St'!Ction. transmit to tlw oiHt•t• uf'tlw Labor Cnmmbsitnwr 
dt•si~-tnated un till' c:itnticm tht: amount spt'dflt·d liu· tlw viulntiun within ltl 
business days aftc·r issuant·t• of tilt' dtatio!' · 
(c) Tlw Lahor Commi!tsiont•r shall pmmptlr lake· all appmpriatt• adiou '" 
cnlilrce the citutiun tmd rt·t~l\ 't•r th~ l'i\·il pt•Jmlty pn·~t·ribcd tht•rt•uu or·li1111t1l 111 
be c.lue ilfter 11 hcurinJt. Tlw l.abur ConunissiunN mny maintaintm ac:tiun in an~ 
cotu1 of CUIUJlt.'tt.•ut Jurisdi<.'lion to n·c.·m·t·r tim amuuut ofdvil peualtic.•s limmltu 
he: tlue. 
I ~ •'' 
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§ 2026.4 Bl'SIJ\'t<:SS AND PHOFESSIONS CODE 
the employees thereof, who drills, digs, bores, or otherwise constructs, 
deepens, repairs, reperforates, or abandons a water well for his own use. 
(1959 ch. 1691) 
§ 7026.4. Contractor - Tree Service Licensees 
The term contractor includes any person, except a nurseryman or 
gardener, who is employed as an independent contractor, by any person 
licensed under this chapter, to remove trees, prune trees, remove tree limbs 
or stumps, or to engage in tree or limb guying. 
The term mntractor does not include any person, including but not limited 
to, a nurseryman or gardener, who IS employed by an owner or occupier 
of any property to perform the activities described by this section, either as 
an independent contractor or as an employee. Nor does it inc1ude an owner 
or occupier of property, or an employee of an owner or occupier of prop-
erty, who enga~es in the activities described hy this section. (1967 ch. 1329) 
§ 7026.5. Sale 
The term "sale" as used in this chapter means any arrangement ~ 
tween two or more persons as a result of which there is, or is to he. 11 
transfer of property for a consideration . (1951 ch. 1122) 
§ 7026.6. Advertising as Contractor - Statutory Authority 
· · Any person ·who-ativertises or ·puts .out any 'Sign or ca.n1' .. ot· 
~evic~ after the effective date of this section which :would· indicate • . · 
public· "that' he is .a. ~ntractm'V or who causes his name or business names~ 
to be included in a dassified advertisement or directory after the effectivf 
date of this section under a classification for construction or work of · 
provement covered by this chapter ·is·subject}o the pr~~si~~~~c:t~)J!j§. 
regardless --of ·wbether·-his operations as a builder are otherwise exe 
(1957 ch . 948, 1978 ch : 771) · -
§ 7026.7. License Requirement, Exceptions- Adverti!ic Defined 
It is a m isdcnH'anor for any person to advertise for "'"'ct'l't~ln'!Ri!! 
ur work of improvement covered hy this chaphlr unless such person 
a valid license undt>r thl! provisions of this chapter in the classifl<·atloa 
advertised, except that a licensed buildin~ or engineering rontr.lt'tor 
advertise as a general contractor. UAdvertise' as used in this section L~.-........ 
but not bv way of limitation, the issuance of any card, sign, or dc\'i<."<' to 
person, the causing, permitting, or allowing of any sign or markins: 
in any building or structure, or in any newspaper, magazine, or hr 
transmission, or in any directory under a listing for construction or 
of improvement covered by this chapter, with or without any limitinJ' 
ifications. (1957 ch. 948, 1978 ch. 771) 
§ 7026.8. Advertising by Unlicensed Contractor 
Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, an)' 
not licensed pursuant to this chapter may advertise for 
or work of improvement covered by this chapter, provided that 
shall state in thl· advertisement that he or she is not licensed 
chapter. (1978 ch. 771) 
§ 7027. Contractor- Mobilehome- Related Structures 
For the purposes of this chapter, the term contractor · 
person t>ngagccl in the business of the construction, in ..... , .......... . 
repair or · preparation for moving of a mohilchome or 
sory buildings and structures upon a site for the purpose of 
a dwelling. 
CH5 
The term cont 
or mobilehome . 
place other than 
cupancy as a d" 
s6lely performin~ 
shall include the 
:tllt•ration, or rt>J 
;mel structurt's pt. 
work other than i 
For the purpos 
Ia) "Mobilt'110n 
.mtl Snfctv Coclt· 
(h) "Mobllt>ho;r 
•lru,·ttm.• defined 
';'I;J, 1970 eh. 340 
§ 7028. Unlicen5 
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COBTRACT COMPLIANCE SERVICE 
Sponsored by the Marin Builders Exchange 
MBE has begun a pro,ram to help members of the building industry receive 
fair treatment when publ1c agencies place projects out to public bid, or when 
they should do so. 
In order for the program to work effectively, 
the su~port of members of the industry to bring to 
violat1ons of the public bidding laws. 
it must depend largely on 
our attention any possible 
The followinL i~ to a ! d in the identification of violations. 
WHEN ARE PUBLIC BIDS REQUIRED FOR THE AGENCIES? 
1. COUNTIES: 
Counties generally .J!U!.!.! ~ pub 1 ic bidding when pub 1 ic projects exceed 
$4.000 iA ~· Informal bidding procedures may be used up to a maximum 
project cost of $10,000. Projects in excess of $10,000 must use formal 
bidding. 
A public project includes the erection, improvement, and repair of public 
buildings and public works. Public works include virtually all public 
projects including work within streams, baya, and wat~rfronts. 
It is unlawful for the county to spl1t or se~~7~te the project in an 
attempt to avoid the public bidding requirements. {; 
The county may reject all bids, and after reevaluating the cost 
estimates, can have the project completed by its own employees. 
2. CITIES: 
The definition of public project is similar to counties except that 
painting is specifically included. Supplies and materials in all projects, 
including street maintenance, are included. 
At;lv project exceeding $5,000 requires public bidding. Projects may not 
be spl1t. Projects may be accomplished with city employees after rejection of 
all bids, in the same manner as counties. 
Charter cities are exempt from public bidding unless included in their 
charter. However, Assembly Bill 1951, if passed, will bind charter cities to 
the same bidding requirements as general law cities. 
3. COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICTS 
Any "unit of work", or materials and supplies,- estimated to cost in 
excess of $5,000 require competitive bidding. 
4. FIRE DISTRICTS, WATER DISTRICTS, SCHOOL DISTRICTS, and SANITARY DISTRICTS 
are subject to requirements similar to Community Services Districts. 
THE ABOVE IS MEANT TO PROVIDE YOU WITH SOME BASIC INFORMATION. 
ANY POSSIBILITY OF A "FORCE ACCOUNT" VIOLATION, YOU ARE ENCOURAGED 
NUMBER LISTED BELOW TO ALLOW THE CONTRACT COMPLIANCE SERVICE TO 
THE VIOLATION 
IF THERE IS 
TO CALL THE 
INVESTIGATE 
IF XQ! SUSPECT A PUBLIC AGENCY MAY BAVE VIOLATED THE PUBLIC BIDDING LAWS, 
PLEASE NOTIFY THE CONTRACT COMPLIANCE~VICE. ---
CONTACT: Walter A. Robbins 
110 Belvedere Street 
San Rafael, CA 94901 
Telephone: 415-459-1116 
<WaltE.'t dl. cf?obbln.~ 
ATIORNEY AT LAW 
110 BELVEDERE STREET 
SAN RAFAEL. CAUFORNIA 94901 
(4151 456 BBBS 
(415)-459-1116 
April 7, 1980 
Mr. (NAME),,City (or General) Manager 
City of XXXXX (and Special Districts) 
xxxxxxxxx 
·XXXXXXXXX 
RE: Public project bidding and force account work. 
Dear Mr. 
My office represents the Marin Builders Exchange. As a service to its 
members and to the community, my client has implemented a new program with the 
intent to insure that the appropriate California Government Code Sections, 
relating to public bidding and force account work, are strictly adhered to by 
the local agencies within Marin County. 
As you may be aware, the California legislature enacted the legislation 
regarding public contract bidding, and force account restrictions, for the 
benefit and protection of the public. The protection for the public arises 
from the intent that larger projects should be handled by licensed contractors 
who have, and are held to, a higher standard of skill and experience than 
employees of the local agency or unlicensed contractors. Thus, public 
buildings and public areas will not become a hazard to the general public 
because of a failure to use the highest construction skill available. 
It has been recognized that often, in an attempt to perform necessary 
repairs or improvements, the legislative restrictions have been circumvented 
in an effort to perform the work at a lower cost than at public bid. It has 
appeared that the modern pressures of reduced budgets h•s allowed agencies to 
lose sight of the protective nature of these restrictions. Thus, the public 
financial benefit has often increased the risk of injury to the members of the 
public. 
It has, therefore, become the concern of the Marin Builders Exchange that 
it should monitor all agencies to insure that no violations of the legislative 
mandate occur. To that end, we will be reviewing all agendas and minutes of 
agencies, as well as attending public meetings whenever capital expenditures 
are forecast. · 
We would appreciate your cooperation in these matters, and we will make 
every effort to resolve any alleged violations in such a way as to protect the 
public and the resources of the agency. 
Also, enclosed for you convenience and reference are pertinent sections 
of the Government Code in regard to the above. 
Very truly yours, 
Walter A. Robbins 
WAR:ws 
Mr. Vernon Hazen 
<Walte't c/1. d?obbini 
AITORNEY AT LAW 
110 BELVEDERE STREET 
SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA 94901 
141 51 456 9995 
(415)-459-1116 
June 18, 1980 
City Manager, City of Mill Valley 
Mill Valley, CA 94941 
RE: Health and Safety Code Sections 19827 through 19832 
Dear Mr. Hazen: 
My office represents the Marin Builders Exchange. As you 
may be aware, the MBE strives to improve public awareness of the 
problems of using unlicensed contractors. In furtherance of this 
goal, we are sending letters to all cities in Marin regarding the 
recent amendments to the Health and Safety Code enumerated above. 
These sections become effective July 1, 1980. 
The new sections require that, prior to any issuance of an 
owner-builder building permit, a notice in a specified form as 
well as a verification form must be mailed to the property owner 
and the signed form returned to the planning department. 
The Marin Builders Exchange would appreciate receiving a 
copy of your notice and verification form in order to confirm 
compliance with these new statutes. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Very truly yours, 
Walter A. Robbins 
WAR:ws 
cc: Marin Builders Exchange 
ATTACHMENT B 
PLUMBING • HEATING • COOL/liS CONTRACTORS OF CALIFORNIA 
July 29, 1981 
John Valencia, Consultant 
Assembly Business & Professions Committee 
Room 6001 
State Capitol 
Sac ramen to, Ca. 
95814 
Dear ~e~eia. 
Enclosed is a statement we wish entered into the public 
record in connection with the Committee's August 7th hear-
ing in Los Angeles. 
SJL:cd 
1434 HOWE AVENUE • SUITE 92 • SACRAMENTO, CAI.IFORNIA 95825 • (916) 929-1006 
PLUMBING • HEATING • COOLING CONTRACTORS OF CALIFORNIA 
July 29, 1981 
William J. Filante, M.D., Chairman 





Re: Assembly Bill 1397 
Dear Dr. Filante: 
The Plumbing, Heating, Cooling Contractors of California represent over 750 
licensed contractors and as such take an active role in the affairs of the 
Contractors State License Board. One of our members, Juan Ferrer, currently 
serves on the Board and we have been represented many times in the past. 
We join with other construction industry trade associations in a concern for 
the image of the construction industry, a~ d desire to give the Contractors 
State License Board the necessary tools to enforce the laws regarding un-
licensed contractors activity and proper regulation of licensed contractors. 
We actively support AB 1397 and SB 922, both of which would create a separ-
ate departmental status for the License Board. The construction industry is 
a 20 billion dollar a year industry that deserves departmental status. Many 
of the problems faced by the CSLB over the last few years have been excerba-
ted by the Board•s relatively minor status in the hierarchy of state govern-
ment. 
Creation of departmental status for the CSLB would serve to 11 Spotlight11 the 
Boards activity for the Legislature, so that future considerations could be 
deliberated with a maximum of information and insight into the Board•s specif-
ic problem areas. 
Most important for the California contractors, departmental status would pro-
vide the autonomy and authority the CSLB needs to fulfill its legislative man-
date. Contractors abiding by the 11 letter of the law11 are entitled to fair and 
efficient regulatory treatment; we believe AB 1397/SB 922 would provide a step-




Executive Vice President 
SJL:cd 
CC: Art Barrington 
1434 HOWE AVENUE • SUITE 92 • SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95825 • (916) 929-1006 
JEFFERS & BREWER. 
William A. Icffcr~ 0 Peter N. Brewer 0 Larry E. Anderson 
Attorneys at Law 
July 30, 1981 
Assemblyman William Filante 
30 N. San Pedro Road 
San Rafael, CA 94903 
Dear Sir: 
ATTACHMENT C 
This letter is to bring to your attention a problem 
that two residents of Contra Costa County have encountered 
with the Contractors' State License Board. Considering 
your membership on the Business & Professions Committee, 
I felt it important to bring to your attention the possible 
legislative problem and discretionary unwillingness that 
exists within the Contractors' State License Board. 
I am enclosing a letter that I have written to 
Director Spohn of the Department of Consumer Affairs. 
I am confident that Mr. Spohn will address the problem. 
However, I wanted to bring the problem to your attention, 
as you are undoubtedly aware of other problems of a similar 
nature within the Board. 
Thank you for your kind consideration. 
Sincerely, 
JEFFERS & BREWER 
~~ ~z..-?'-
L:U:r/ E. Ander son 
LEA/lkd 
encls. 
750 Welch Road, Suite 214 0 Palo Alto, California 94304 0 (415) 328-6255 
JEFFERS & BIR.EWIEIR. 
Willhun A. Jeffers 0 l'eter N. BreWl'l fl L:1rrv F.. /\mkr•.ou 
Attorney~ at Law 
July 30, 1981 
Mr. Richard Spohn, Director 
Department of Consumer Affairs 
1020 N Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Dear Mr. Spohn: 
This letter is to bring to your attention the 
deplorable state of affairs in the Contractors• State 
License Board in the Oakland district. The revelation 
of this state of affairs has been made in a case involving 
a couple in Lafayette, California. 
In mid-October, 1980, a fellow by the name of Nap 
Grayson, who apparently still operates a service named 
Nap•s Painting and Papering Service, License No. 226158-
C33, came to the Zusman home in Lafayette to make an· 
estimate on a wallpapering job. He told them that for 
$325 he would undertake to do the wallpapering in the 
livingroom and master bath. However, he required a $200 
down payment in order to undertake this job. 
During the next ten days, Mr. Grayson used every 
subterfuge available to avoid doing work. His car 
continually broke down~ he was continually called to try 
and get him over to the house to do work. The Zusmans 
had told him on October 15 that they needed the wallpapering 
done in seven to ten days so that they would be able to 
lay the carpeting in their new home. Nap told them that 
it would take three or four days. During this time period, 
he repeatedly demanded full payment on the job and stated 
that that probably would not pay for all the work that 
he was going to have to do, so the Zusmans might have 
to come up with even more money. He removed the wallpaper 
that was existing on the wall and eventually hung three 
strips of grass cloth in the living room, one of which 
was crooked. This was the sum total of his work over 
a ten-day period. 
He continually bothered the Zusmans by showing up 
and phoning at odd times demanding their assistance in 
fixing his car in their driveway and down the road. This 
disturbed the zusman family, which includes two small 
children. On Friday, October 24, 1980, the Zusmans told 
750 Welch Road, Suite 214 0 Palo Alto, Californ · :.1 94 304 0 (415) .12H-62.'i5 
Mr. Richard Spohn 
July 30, 1981 
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Mr. Grayson that he had the weekend left to complete the 
job since carpet layers were coming at the first of the 
following week. Finally,· on Sunday, October 26, 1980, 
the Zusmans demanded that Mr. Grayson leave the job and 
return the $200. He left the job under protest and under 
escort of Contra Costa Sheriff's Deputies whom the Zusmans 
called in to avoid violent confrontation and to ensure 
that his complete set of equipment were removed. 
The Zusmans requested Mr. Grayson to refund the $200 
that had obviously not been earned. He refused and made 
no replies to inquiries.. Instead, he filed suit against 
them in Walnut Creek Small Claims Court, alleging that 
the Zusmans should pay the full amount of the contract 
of $325 in small claims court (although $200 had already 
been paid)! The Zusmans, in turn, filed a counter-suit 
in the same small claims action, requesting $600 which 
included return of the $200, completion of the work, and 
other damages that they had suf£ered because of Mr. 
Grayson's incompetence. 
The Municipal Court Judge found in the Zusmans' 
favor, awarding them $600 and $3.00 in costs. Mr. 
Grayson has failed to pay any amount of this sum due and 
it appears that he has no assets, according to the order 
of exam that was conducted in May. 
Of course, the Zusmans also filed a complaint in 
November, 1980, with Contractors' State License Board, 
File No. NE0-0551-JDD. It was investigated by a Deputy 
Registrar named J.D. Dickerson. Mr. Dickerson also 
appeared at the small claims court action and informed 
the judge that Mr. Grayson's activities were quite 
incorrect. Mr. Dickerson stated that it was improper 
for Mr. Grayson to demand the· $200 down payment on the 
job, as it was excessive. Further, Mr. Dickerson told 
the court that the contract (a copy of which is attached) 
was not written properly. However, he at no time informed 
the Zusmans of the crucial fact th.at Mr. Grayson's license 
was under suspension at the time of the contracting, nor 
did he give them any firm information on the improprieties 
involved. 
That was the last that the Zusmans have heard of 
the complaint filed with the Board. Therefore, the Zusmans 
asked me to work with them in attempting to collect the 
$600 and in addition, to attempt to contact the Contractors' 
Board to find out what might have happened to their complaint. 
I wrote a letter, which is enclosed, asking Mr. Dickerson 
Mr. Richard Spohn 
July 30, 1981 
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--------_,_.,, __ ..,.., ......,.., ..,.,.,__..._., __ ...__., ...,, ___ ..,o...,•rm""aneaz:w:uwta::::::oll£%2oor:-.. 
to tell me the status and what steps have been taken to 
make sure that Mr. Grayson can no longer contract in this 
state. 
Mr. Dickerson phoned me and told me that nothing 
further had been done by them; that the small claims court 
judgment had been put on the computer printout on Mr. 
Grayson's license; that the license was 'still under 
suspension as of July 15, 1981; and that we could, if 
we chose, file a complaint with the District Attorney, 
statute of limitations being one year. Apparently, there 
was nothing that the Board intended to do concerning the 
matter. He did not tell me of any suspension of Mr. 
Grayson·. 
I then discussed the matter with the Zusmans, who 
at this point, after nine to ten months of dealing with 
these people, had had their fil ~ of excuses and double 
talk. The Zusmans had discovered that Mr. Grayson's bond 
had lapsed in the summer of 1980, and further, that his 
license had been suspended at the time of his work for 
the Zusmans. They asked me to investigate the possibility 
of filing charges against Mr. Grayson. I then wrote another 
letter to Mr. Dickerson, a copy of which is also enclosed. 
In response to that letter, I got a phone call from 
a Mr. Guess in the Board's Oakland office. Mr. Guess 
is apparently some type of a supervisor in the Oakland 
office, although he at no time identified himself. Mr. 
Guess told me that the crucial review in the complaint 
had been the fact that the Zusmans had removed Mr. Grayson 
from the job and therefore, there was no point in them 
pursuing disciplinary action against him. In addition, 
he told me that this was a minor violation and that it 
would cost some $2,000 to conduct a hearing against Mr. 
Grayson. In addition, he told me that Mr. Grayson was 
presently licensed and therefore, we could seek recovery 
against the bonding company. Therefore, a district 
attorney was not likely to listen to charges, and neither 
was a judge, because the license had been reinstated. 
Mr. Guess and I strongly disagreed over the phone and 
exchanged somewhat heated words because of my shock and 
disgust over any State consumer agency which considers 
any consumer complaint too minor to follow up on. 
It is appalling to me, as I hope it is to you, that 
a consumer protection agency, which the State License 
Board holds itself out to be, considers any consumer 
conplaint too minor to prosecute, particularly when it 
Mr. Richard Spohn 
July 30, 1981 
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involves proven, obvious violations of licensing law and 
business-like conduct. I enclose for you your somewhat 
humorous 1979 pamphlet on the Board's reaction to consumer 
problems. In paragraph D.1. of the pamphlet, the Board 
emphasizes that it is "illegal for an unlicensed person 
to work as a contractor. To do so is a misdemeanor 
punishable by jail, fine, or both. The agency has 
jurisdiction over these cases for one (1) year." The 
question really is: "So what if the agency has jurisdiction?!?" 
They really don't do much about it as long as the guy 
was once lice.nsed or some such nonsense. Further, in 
the little pamphlet, in .paragraph D.8., it states: 
"Evidence establishing unlicensed contracting activity 
is referred by the agency to the local prosecuting attorney 
for criminal prosecution." As it would appear, that only 
applies if the contractor does not renew his license or 
get a license at some point. The only person, apparently, 
that the agency is concerned about is a person who has 
never had a license and would then come in and apply for 
a license after unlicensed contracting activity. That 
certainly does not serve the objective of the agency in 
.protecting the public. 
Mr. Guess and Mr. Dickerson have, in our op1n1on, 
failed in their obligations to the public. Their attitude 
is one of getting the paper work done and ignoring the 
problems of the victims. As far as we can tell from the 
activities of the State Board, the only accomplishment 
that they have made in this case is to get Mr. Grayson's 
license reinstated. I do not believe that that was a 
wi$e or proper course. 
However, Mr. Guess informs me that there is nothing 
he can do about that because it is state law. He demanded 
that I find out how to keep Mr. Grayson from getting 
relicensed. He demanded the Zusmans file a complaint 
with the district attorney. He demanded that we find 
out how contractors are supposed to be regulated in the 
state. I do not believe that that is my job, nor is it 
the Zusmans' job. He is pulling down a salary to do those 
typ~of things and if he feels that it is not his job 
or he is incapable of doing that job, then he should find 
work elsewhere, perhaps for Mr. Grayson. 
However, in response to Mr. Guess' demand that I 
explain to him his job, the following is my opinion of 
the state laws that Mr. Grayson violated in October, 1980 
in the Zusman case: 
1. Business & Professions Code (BPC) S 7028 -
Contracting without license. The purpose of this section 
Mr. Richard Spohn 
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is stated in Vitek, Inc. vs. Alvarado Ice Palace, Inc. 
(1973) 34 Cal.App.3d 586 [110 Cal.Rptr.86]: to prevent 
incompetent and untrustworthy persons from contracting 
with the public. A man who does not keep his bond current 
is considered by the Legislature [BPC § 7071.11] to be 
untrustworthy. 
2. BPC § 7026.7 - Illegal advertising. As an 
unlicensed contractor, Mr. Grayson could not hold himself 
out as a licensed contractor. He did so in the attached 
bid/contract. 
3. BPC S 7030 Failure to provide notice of 
Contractors' State License Board. The enclosed bid/contract 
fails to describe this information in any way. 
4. BPC S 7107 - Abandonment of Project. Mr. Grayson 
was given seven to ten days to complete the project. He 
failed to make any progress that indicated his ability 
or willingness to complete it on time, and in addition, 
attempted to extort additional funds from the Zusmans. 
5. BPC § 7113 - Breach of Contract. Mr. Grayson 
failed to perform his obligations and indeed performed 
what little he did in a negligent way. 
6. BPC § 7119 - Lack of Diligence. Mr. Grayson 
has never accounted for his handling of this $200 and 
it would appear he used those funds for some non-contract 
purpose. 
All of these items should have been investigated 
by the Board. All constitute grounds for either discipline 
or misdemeanor penalty. To our knowledge, the Board has 
failed to go beyond mere investigatory stages; there is 
no evidence of what conclusions, if any, the Board reached 
on these. 
Please take note that the Board has never put anything 
in writing to the Zusmans or myself. Whether this is 
to avoid accountability for half-truths or opinions we 
do not know. However, it also means that the Zusmans 
have never received the courtesy of a formal response 
to their complaint filed some nine mon~hs ago. 
We believe that state consumer agencies should be 
responsive and effective. This case demonstrates a charade 
of that goal. Far better that the agency be abolished 
so that consumers would not mistakenly rely on the Board's 
being of assistance. 
• 
Mr. Richard Spohn 
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However, your San Jose office has been responsive 
on the occasions that we have contacted them. Therefore, 
it may be that the litany of excuses, self-justification, 
and cynicism offered by the Oakland office is unusual 
in the Board. 
This case represents, to me, a shocking example of 
abdication of responsibility by bureaucrats. Mr. Guess 
and Mr. Dickerson h,ave been sources of misinformation 
and incomplete information. Their statements have been 
contradictory and confusing and have exhibited absolutely 
no concern for the victims who have to suffer at the hands 
of unlicensed, unregulated contractors. Everyone knows 
in this -state how easy it is to get a contractors license. 
Apparently, it is very, very easy to hang onto one, in 
spite of one's own incompetence, nefariousness, and 
thievery. 
I urge you to look into this matter and review the 
pOlicies of the Contractors' State License Board, and 




cc: Senator Dan Boatwright 
Senator Milton Marks 
Assemblyman William Filante 
Assemblyman Robert Campbell 
JEFFERS & BREWER. 
William A. Jeffers 0 Peter N. Brewer 0 lnrry E. Anderson 
· Attorneys 111 law 
July 2, 1981 
Mr. J. D. Dickerson 
California State Contractor's Board 
8301 Edgewater Drive 
Oakland, CA 
Re: Nap's Painting and Papering Service 
Dear Mr. Dickerson: 
·' ' 
Steve and Lyn zusman of Lafayette, California, have 
retained me as their attorney in order to attempt to recover 
the $600 judgment that they were awarded by the small claims 
division of .the Contra Costa ~unicipal Court (Walnut 
Creek/Danville Judicial District) on March 2, 1981. Mr. 
Grayson · has been totally unco.operativc in makinq any payment 
whatsoever on the judgment, and apparently has no assets 
with which to pay the jqdgment. 
The Zusmans have now suffered through ten or eleven 
months of dealing with this man, who is obviously not qualified 
to be a licensed contractor in the state of California. Howeve~, 
the Zusmans have no assurance whatsoever that he will not 
be able to perpetrate the kind of indignities on others that 
he has perpetrated on the Zusmans. 
I am writing to you to inquire whether any disciplinary 
proceedings have been undertaken against Mr. Grayson and 
to offer you the firm support and cooperation of the Zusmans 
in such disciplinary proceedings. As I understand Business 
and Professions Code sec~ion 7107, Mr. Grayson's breach of 
this contract constitutes more than adequate grounds for 
disciplinary action against him. Further, his contihued 
refusal to pay the Zusmans' judgment would certainly indicate 
further grounds for disciplinary action. 
Your comment and information on the matter would be 
greatly. appreciated by both the Zusmans and myself. 
Sincerely, 
LEA/lw 
,.....  f:IJ-' 
750 Welci~ad, Suite 214 0 Palo Alto, C:tlifornia 943010 ,ti,;l32!!·6255 
• 
JEFFERS & BREWER 
Wilham A. JcHcr~ l1 l'ctcr N. Hrcwcr 0 L:ury E. Amlcr~on 
Mr. J. D. Dickerson 
Deputy Registrar 
Attmncys nl Law 
July 27, 1981 
Department of Consumer Affairs 
Contractors State License Board 
8301 Edgewater Drive 
·oakland, California 94621 
Re: Nap Grayson's Painting and Papering Service 
Dear Mr. Dickerson: 
This letter is in reference to our conversation of 
July 15, 1981. After further discussion with the Zusmans 
concerning their anger and frustration with both Mr. 
Grayson and the State License Board, I am writing to you 
to clarify an issue. · 
It is my understanding from our phone conversation, 
that you have no intention of requesting the District 
Attorney in Contra Costa County to file criminal charges 
against Mr. Grayson for his misdemeanor actions of acting 
as a contractor while his license was under suspension. 
I find this disturbing, and your comments indicate that 
the consumer has little sway with your agency. I am 
enclosing a pamphlet published by your agency that 
indicates that it is your responsibility, which your 
agency has assumed, to refer matters to the local 
prosecuting attorney for criminal prosection. 
The Zusmans have been personally battling this man, 
who is really no more than a common thief of $200, .:for 
almost one year. The information and cooperation that 
they obtained from your agency has been, to say the least, 
incompl~te. They and I feel that it is time that your 
agency take some sort of positive steps to ensure that 
this man does not act as a contractor ever again in this 
state. 
I would request, then, that you request the Contra 
Costa District Attorney to seek misdemeanor charg~s against 
Mr. Grayson. I would like your reply to this request 
750 WckC:uJ, Suilc 214 0 J'alo Alto, California 94304 oi:i:1328·6255 
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by August 17, 1981. If you choose not to contact the 
District Attorney, we will take steps ourselves to have 
criminal charges brought against Mr. Grayson. 
LEA/lkd 
Sincerly, 
JEFFERS & BREWER 
Y/A . ?/)~ ( -"? _ ... . .J 
Larty E. Anderson 
.. , 
WHAT THE AGENCY CANNOT DO 
I. The agency may mediate differences between 
· a contractor and a consumer, but has no legal power 
· to order a contractor to refund money or correct 
work except in certain cases following formal 
disciplinary action. 
1. The agency has no legal power to order a 
comractor to cancel a contract. 
3. ~0 employee of the agency mar give legal 
L ::::.:h·ice. Consumers should consult an attorney for 
~·regal problems. 
4. Complaint information is not available to the 
public until a formal action is filed by the agency. 
Past or present disciplinary actions arc of public 
record. 
CENTRAL REGION 
Regional Office .........•........... 113-620--i 180 
IOi S. Broadway, Rm. 8110 
Los Angeles 90011 
Wen L.A. Oimict .......•.... : • .... 213-826-H6 7 
. -:1ZOH Armacost Ave., L.A. 900H 
So. Ccnrral District .......•......... 113-567-1-iOI 
I 0925 S. Cenrral, L.A. 90059 · 
Long Beach District ................. 213-590-5331 
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The Comracrors" Stare License Board is an 
agency of rhc Stare of C;~lifornia Dc·parrmcnt of 
Consumer Affairs. The object of rhe agency is ro 
license and regulate comracrors for the protection 
of rhe public. 
The :·rerm "conuactor" includes those 
individu.als or firms who offer services ro improve 
real propcrry, including, bur not limited to: home 
building; remodeling; room additions; swim·ming 
pools; painting; roofing; landscaping; plumbing; 
elecuical; and air conditioning. 
c . ' 
FILING A COMPLAINT 
A. Complaints Within the Agency·s 
Jurisdiction 
These arc compl;~ims im·oh-ing failure of a 
contractor ro fulfill rhc terms of an agrccmcnr, 
including: poor workm;~nship; ab:lndonmcnr; 
failure to pay subcomracrors, material suppliers or 
employees; and building code \·iolations. 
B. Complaints Outside of the Agency·s 
Jurisdiction 
I. Complaims invoh·ing personal propcrry m 
mobilehomes such as refrigerators, StO\'CS, ere. 
1. ;\1anufacturcr"s warranties of mobilehomes. 
California Stare Dcparrmcms of Consumer 
Affairs, Housing and Community Developmem 
and ,\·lotor Vehicles have consolidated efforrs ro 
handle complaints against mobilchomc 
manufacturers. Call roll free, 800-951-51i5, or 
write Consumer Complaims, D.\1\', Di\·ision of 
Compliahce, P.O. Box 689, Sacramento 95803 ro 
find which agency will handle your pr?blcm. 
C. How to File a Complaint 
The standard complaim form used by. rhc a5ency 
may be obtained by writing or calling the closest 
district or branch office. The agency maimains 30 
such offices throughout the srarc. Regional and 
district offices arc lisred on the back of this 
pamphlet. 
D. How Your Complaint is Handled 
I. Complaints are processed in rhe order they 
are received. Each written complaint is reviewed ro 
determine if ir falls within the jurisdiction of the 
agency. Consideration is given ro whether rhe 
marrcr can be resoh·ed ro the consumer's 
satisfaction, or if ir may be necessary ro begin a 
disciplinary action against rhe contractor. The 
agency has jurisdiction over licensed conrracrors up 
to three ( 3) yl':lrs from rhe date of an illegal act. It is 
also illc!!ai for an unlicensed person to work as a 
conrr:~ctor. To do so is a misdemeanor punishable 
hr jail. fine. or both. The agency has jurisdiction 
O\"l'T these cases for one (I) year. 
1. A Deputy Registrar conducts an 
investigation which includes interviewing the 
consumer. reviewing documents, and interviewing 
other parries who may furnish information. The 
contractor is also imerviewed. 
3. In order to conduct a proper investigation, it 
is nccessarv for the Consumer to have all 
documems ;vailable, such as contracts, estimates, 
cancelled checks, costs eiven ro correct defective 
work, and any other w;itings that pertain ro the 
complaint. 
-l. If im·esrigation establishes a· cause for 
disciplinary action, the Deputy may, where 
circumstances warrant, attempt ro bring the parries 
-together ro resolve their differences. 
5. Violations of the Li~ense Law may result in 
suspension or revocation of a contractor's license. 
In cases where there is legal authority to do so, the 
comractor may be required by the agency to make 
repairs or restitution to rhe consumer. 
6. You should be aware of the backlog and 
workload of rhe agency. You should ask rhe 
deputy-registrar who is im·esrigaring your 
complaint when your Stature of Limitation expires, 
and if the agency workload will permit timely 
processing of your complaint. (See Section D (1) of 
rhis pamphlet.) 
7. If you contemplate legal action to recover 
damages of Si50 or less, see the clerk of the Small 
Claims Courr. If the damages are more, you should 
see an arrorney. You should not wait for agency 
action before tiling suit in court. 
8. E\'idcnce establishing unlicensed contracting 
acti\"ity is referred by rhe agency ro the local 
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for the sum of: ~u doll en ($ 3 ~ S"' ) 
:;:-{~-()-e.....~ ../;;:_e_r:?~~ , 
Attepteb: The above prices, apeclncallons end . 
condllllllls are satisfactory and are harftly accepted. You 
are authorized to do tha work •• apec:lllad. Payment 
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ATTACHMENT D 
' 
' I / '75th S[p 2 8 RWo . . 
-=-~--J YEAR PLUMBING-HEATING-COOLING CONTRACTORS /--v.: OF GREATER LOS ANGELES AREA 
, ~ 2212BEVERLY BDULEVARD • LOS ANGB.ES, CA '""' • • (213) 381-8821 
September 24, 1981. 
Honorable WHllam J. Filante, M.D., 
Chairman, Assembly Business & Professions Committee. 
Dear Doctor Filante: 
Thank you for the opportunity to speak at the hearing of your committee Friday, August 7, 
1981, at the Los Angeles Museum of Science and Industry. 
Enclosed is a copy of the article on the CSLB Citation System which appeared in the June 1981 
issue of the PHCC of Greater Los Angeles Area Bulletin. Since Teresa Hughes appeared 
very interested in the program, I am sending her a copy of the article also. 
Enabllng legislation to extend similar CSLB authority over unlicensed contractors would go · 
a long way to getting this growing problem under better control. It would, however, also 
greatly increase the workload of the field offices, a factor which would have to be seriously 
considered. Right now, enforcement of sanctions against unlicensed contractors is badly 
lacking. 
One item which time did not pe~it discussion of during the hearing, is the CSLB licensing 
process itself; in our opinion the single present largest deficiency in the Board's present 
procedures and operations. In this respect, I take serious issue with Assemblyman Larry 
Stirling on the whole idea of "instant licenses." We, too, are in favor of the simplest and 
least complicated method possible in establishing entry-level competency and experience, 
and the issuance of contractor licenses by the Board. 
In our opinion, however, passing a written test at present proves little, even though it is a 
necessary element leading to issuance of a contractor's license to an applicant about whom 
nothing Is known save lnformution contained In the application. 
Firstly, the contractor license schools have become so adept at obtaining and teaching the 
exams, (closed-circuit T.V. drill and repeat), they provide money-back guarantees. to 
students who fail to pa~s. Secondly, a very small percentage of non-waivered original 
applications have any individual personal investigation or review whatever; simply checking 
completeness of the application and comp1ter test scoring. A semi-selective sampling of 
297 applications taken January-June of this year, for example, resulted in denial of two-thirds 
of the applications. 
I continued 
.. 
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September 24, 1981 . 
We firmly believe that even a brief and superficial personal interview with all original 
applicants by experienced CSLB investigators, while by no means a panacea, would go 
a long way toward reducing issuance of licenses to inadequately experienced or unqualified 
applicants, in addition to disclosing outright fraud. 
In your Notice of Hearing to the August 7 meeting, It reads: 
" ..... CSLB has the responsibility of certifying to the public that a licensed 
contractor is adequately prepared to meet the demands of the profession while 
in service to consumers, and is charged with discipltning fradulent or incompetent 
activity." 
This is manifestly impossible under present procedures, and is grossly misleading to the 
pUbllc. Consumer representative Lynn Morris who attended the hearing has some compelling 
arguments on this subject, which she doubtless would be willing to provide at your request. 
We recognize that 100 percent personal interviewing of all applicants would present a major 
increase in "front-end" workload of board personnel. Further, it would probably require 
decentralization of this part of the process to the CSLB office nearest .to the applicant. But 
in the long run, the field offices would be trading this increase in load for a decrease in 
consumer complaints, the public would be better served, and the board would come closer to 
assuring the quallty of its licensees. 
Pursuing thls same llne of reasoning, in CSLB's relationship to ,!!!llicensed contractors, h~avy 
emphasis should be placed on licensing those qualified, rather than on punitive action - better 
"in the system" as legitimate practioners, than outside non-contributors to the tax base. 
Following is a brief recap of verbal testimony at the meeting: 
CSLB Autonomy (Filante/Stiern bills) 
Strongly support. 
Unlicensed Contractors 
License the good ones: put the incompetent ones out of business. 
Contractor Citation Program 
Strongly support . (See artie le). 
I continued 
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Support principle of necessity; seriously concerned over abuses or misinterpretation 
of disclosure data. (See letter to Sylvester Ina, dated May 30, 1979, attached). 
If we can be of any further assistance to your committee, or provide further elaboration of 
. PHCC of GLAA's position on the above issues, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
Sincerely, 
c.c. Bonnie Rohme, CSLB. 
Dr. W. W. Wilms, CSLB. 
Assemblywoman Teresa Hughes. 
PLUMBING-I:IEATING-COOLING CONTRACTORS 
2212 BEVERLY BOULEVARD 
August 3, 1981. 
To: Sylvester Ina, Chairman 
Consumer, Industry & Labor Committee 
Contractor State License Board. 
RE: NOTICE TO OWNER 
OF GREATER LOS ANGELES AIIEA 
LOS ANGELES . CA 90057 
This position paper by the PHCC of GLAA has been prepared specifically for the CSLB 
Consumer, Industry and Labor committee hearing on the above subject, Thesday, 
August 4, 1981 • 
. . 
(213)3B6·8821 
The "Notice to Owner" form, as it applies to customer- generated service calls is confusing, 
unnecessary, counterproductive, and alienates customers. As a result it is, to all intents 
and purposes, virtually ignored by industry. 
Confusing - It is a full page of quas~-:- legal terminology which requires educated people to 
sit down and carefully read in order to understand, and which uneducated people simply 
cannot assimilate at all. It is the uneducated the form was designed to protect. 
Unnecessary - It is questionable if the law ever intended it's use on customer-originated 
repair and service work. It is not applied in other repair and service work performed 
for homeowners; appliance repair and auto repair, for example. 
Counterproductive - It does not do what it was designed to do in these situations since it is 
statfstically not even used. 
Three logical courses are open, if this inefficacious element in AB 1363 is to be used the 
way it was intended: 
• 0 
1. Separate customer-originated repair and service contracts from inapplicable 
provisions of Home Solicitation regulations 1689.5 to 1689. 13, and Article 10 -
home improvement business which regulate contractor generated home improvement 
contracts. Regulations protecting consumers in three situations where a customer-
originates a contract may be necessary to prevent serious abuses: 
a) where the customer assumed, on the evidence, that the work .would be simple 
and inexpensive and it turned out to be complex and expensive; for example, 
0 
a .leaking pipe which, on exa111ination, showed the entire plumbing system 
had to be replaced. 
b) set a reasonable top limit, above which additional regulations would apply, 
and 
c) where the customer-originated repair work was supplemented by contractor-
originated "horne improvement work;" for example where the customer 
requested a faucet leak to be repaired, and not only ·the faucet was replaced, 
but other obsolete fixtures replaces as well. 
2. · Completely rewrite and simplify the Notice to Owner form. Even in cases of small 
home- improvement contracts, many, if not the majority of customers, rebel at 
signing what they interpret as legal fine print exposing them to possible loss of their 
property - which is exactly what the form is intended to protect them from. The 
mass media coverage of foreclosures in loans, often involying horne improvements, 
have made customers "gun-shy" of signing anything they don't understand. The 
CSLB 'generated consumer booklet "Blueprint for :&lilding Quality" emphasizes 
· repeatedly the necessity of reading and understanding everything pertaining to home 
improvement contracts before signing. In its present form, this notice is manifestly . 
. regulartory overkill on customer-originated simple repair and service jobs. In this 
context PHCC member contractors have repeatedly had customers refuse to sign the 
notice and selected another contractor who did not use it. 
3. Initiate corrective legislation by CSLB to permit whatever changes are indicated but 
not possible under present law . 
The PHCC of GLAA recommends, in the strongest possible terms, major changes in the 
format and use of the Notice to Owner. Because of the very short time available, it has 
not been possible to obtain supporting letters from PHCC contractor members citing their 
experiences with the form. This will be done prior to any CSLB meeting and public hearing 
on the subject. 
Sincerely, 
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M.ay JO, 1979 
f:)ylvt!st~::r Ina 
5u~l Venice Blvd. 
Loti AIICdt!lt:tt, Ca 90019 
Dt:at· Mr. ln,a: 
(lJJJ j8f>.8821 
'l'his is in response to your request for fur "ler uata relatiny, to a l:onsUJIIIH 
complaints policy. Our response to the orig - ~al proposal for disclosure mad~ dl 
the Febru~ry 1978 CSLB meeting is attached. 
As we 1ndicated then, and still maintain, disclosure of unevaluated data of dll 
complaints against contractors is terribly misleading, unjust, and count~::r­
producLive. Richard Spohn thoroughly enumerated the major o~jectives again~t su~.~ 
a policy at the May 18 license board meeting, so there is no point in further 
elaborating on them here. 
Tl1e mischief seems to lie in the legality, or probability of approval, of d 
disclosure policy that calls for any initial sifting or evaluation of com1'laJul::> 
released prior to adjudication. Phil Decker's last attempt was reviewed dl t!l~:: 
September or October i978 Board meeting. This was found unacceptable on, 1 undl:!•-
stand, legal grounds. This was then substituted by a disclosure proposal based on 
the pest control industry's policy, rewritten by Deputy Attorney Gene .. _ 3 Ll l. 
This proposal for disclosure of raw data was completely unacceptable to industry, 
and was · tabled for further input and evaluation at the July 1979 board mt!eting; 
principally to give Mr. Spohn the opportunity of proposing alternatives. 
Our posit;ion · is this . It is in the be:;t interests of both the public dnd the 
industry to alert consumers of serious chronic abusers - simply, quickly, anJ wttu· 
out cost or paperwork, but without jeopardy to ethical contractors; and yet nut 
Rave to wait for the unconscionably long process it takes the courts to briny 
flayrant offenders to heel: It seems to me, it should be in the power of til~ 
l1cense board to do this directly under the administrative practices act. 
Wbil~ we la¥ no claim to any special insight on the problem .. the folluwiny ct tt .. ·t 1..1 
may be worthy of review. 
l. An initial "cooling off" period - say 10 days - might be considered b~tuc~ 
a customer report is considered for CSLB "co.mplaint" stiltus.· Phil Dt:ck•:t 
dtscussed this informally several months .ago with us and it seem:;; to ••.s · ,~· 
consideraule merit. Perhaps 'a "declaration of intent. tu fil~ fut-mdl COitpl.utll" 
form mi.yht be developed. One of the provisions could be thdt tile conswtt!t 
mu~t. hav:~ discussed, or· attempt::ed to discuss, the complaint with the J:1. ·~.!> 
and <1tt~m1~ted to resolve th.~ problem before filing a compldint. This ~o.· · uld 
<~iv.~ t:!thical lic1.mse~s an oppor t uni ty t o corr~ct any legitimate l-Jt-obh:n (w1Ll1 
<Jive shady opct.:ators ca ~hcwcc to u:fl!:!~l; aw1 1uu::;t certcti•lly siquificcanlly 
decr~a~e licen::.~ deputies' case load iiiVt.:!:itt.y.:sting frivt.lous complaints. 
The threat of a "formal" com!Jlcaint on uurc~olvt:d problems would have a 
salutary effect on all licensees. One cc.&ulion here. Questionable optsrat.ors 
lo!till do handstands to keep off the "c~mpluint" list (there are too many), 
~o a tab on "declarations of intent" would have to be kept on the consistent 
offenders. 
2. 'l'he system for keeping track of the official complaints would have to be 
"centralized (some of the worst offenders are the "biggies" who cross CSLB 
jurisdiction linus) , but sanction actions should be decentralized, subjeet 
to flexible authorization by the Registrar or Hoard - (quality of CSLB 
ca9ency personnel obviously varies) and appeal procedures carefully ~pelled out. 
!:i!JOhn mentioned the concevt of a centralized computer, with data termu~ah; 
at the Reg~onal .:uad District offices. I think this is a great 1dea. l f 
adopted, it should also be considered for replacing the present time-conswuiuy 
microfiche system for keeping track of licensees• status in the local CSLS 
offices. Looking forward another step, such a system could conceivauly be 
tap!Jed for controlled access by local building and safety departments for 
similar information. As you and your committee recently discussed with 
J~ck . Fratt., General Manager Los Angeles City Department of Building and 
Safety, they are having severe difficulty in keeping current on the status ut 
licensees, and a·re thus unable t.o ~et state law which requires them to ch.:H.:k 
license status on permit applications. They are under the 9.un to reduce 
costs {Prop. 13 again) and yet give the public good service, including 
checking licenses. It. is an impossible situation, of statewide scope, siucu 
all city and county building departments are faced with ' the same problem. 
In our opinion, there is not.ning more promising that. has appeared in the ~cast 
· year, more worthy of investing time and money in by the license board. 'l'his 
technique of instant and complete communication of data on licensees throuyh-
out the entire state, and between state and local jurisdictions would go a 
long way toward improving responsiveness to t~e public and industry, ~nd at 
the . s~e time make the best use of staff time. We strongly recoaaend pursuiny 
the idea further. 
3. Regarding Disclosures of Complaints. They simply have to account. for the s1~c 
of t~e ~ompany. We have, for example, C-36 licensee members who have no 
employees whatever and gross $50;60 thousand per year. Others ·might have 
30-40 employees and gross $2-3 million - a difference of 30-60 t.o l. The.t·u 
is simply no way of the public comparing the number of complaints in this 
range without being m~sled by the data. If a system ~ adopted weighin9 
the numb~r of 'complaints against. company size, disclosure of gross ·business 
might have t.o be voluntary on the part of tne licensee, since this informatiuu 
is not: available to the license board. A voluntary s~stem would, moreover, 
give t .he contractor at least the opportunity of choosiny t.o have complaint 
disclosures on a simple number basis or "weighedP basi& (X complaints per ~XX 
of gross business per year). Averages could easily be kept track of on a 
computer, so the public could tell where the licensee stood against recorded 
norms. This is meaningful. Thought might also be giv~W t.o categorizing the 
~ of complaint for release; poor workmanship; overpricing; violation of 
lit:ense ~caw (,uul what section); misleading eatimates; unneces~ary work, etc. 
l'c.~l.tcuw uf c.~busus coul~ be bui .lt up by t.he board to reduce ,quesswork on thu 
11c1tuae "t the uvur-all problem, and address industry/public programs to 
cor re<.:t t"em. I .un, as you -.can see, au advocate of more hard data . and l~::;ti 
., . .. .. .... ;_'" ,.-nn -=-vr~ nr;ndino . 
- j -
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the board, public and iudustty fctl:cti; lauw c.lu you corrt:l:t or l:Urtctll the 
unscrupulous constant offenders of suu~tautivE: c.auusus, and yet not (,ver-
control random small offenses 'l liow do you "let the punbotunent fit tl\e 
crime"? How much is fixed, and how much discretionary? 
5. One thing which may be lacking, i~ a vositive and uniform approach on 
sanctions vs the number and gravity of offenses, and the certain knowl~dye 
·by the offender of what is the "next step on the ladder" for him. In my 
·limited experience, "questionable" operations work the percentages, and 
sanctions must be initially ~eared to their pocketbook (suspensions cost S1 
fines cost $) - and the initial sanctions must be corrtlctive ·rather than 
punttlve . Any complaint procedurtl should also be geared to this principle. 
lf the serious offender shows no positive chany~ .1.n attitude or practice, 
~heavy fines and revocation are in order. 
The main reason we bring up sanctions, which are not diu.:ctly ou the ~uL..J'"• : L 
of coiaplaint procedures, is that complaints obviously may _luad to sctlll:t ton::., 
and therefore their interface should be considered in any discuss~on of the 
complaint procedure itself. 
One last word on this already too-lengthy discourse. For a yea~ we have uecn 
ambivalent on the subject of complaint dis~losure. &iii'~qi\ters · on, ·to· date; 
~· t " ' > ., -.,_,.:i>'': .,, ,;.@-, .~#!''• · 1 .,;.·-.a: ~,1'~ ~~·4- ".:" '. ':'" ,~:·,..~·.:.· i~Nt, " ' "'>:.' .:, .;.·· ·:::.A - .'l:· . · ee_..,.~a . any · :e.a.,· __,;-__~~ · · ...,...on t.~ ';.Ai -~&""""' ·I?Q'.&'I.Cie& · J ~~o, t:,....,~_,.. __ . ~·.· .'· · II .J':, ... · ·..;!· • .- .., , .. : .... • .•· • • .t"C.; t ~:· . .-·. - \,· • )> • • ..,,. _ · · ' ~~r.t~ -; :. 
· - ~~~-Jl-. ~-.~Oto~ Whd bas bia :Sba:re of problems a)ld wbQ ~could ejl&ily qet 
~' 41~~ ti:b• ·.• ame brush" aa rogue licensees. During this same period huwcvc1, 
we ~ave also not seen any positive reforms proposed to speedily correct ~~~~~~ 
r~peated licensee offenders. 
Mr. Ina, you voiced your concern on this subject at the March 1979 board rnu~:t.i II'.J 
in Oakland when the board~ Industry Advisory Committee on Unlicensed Contractot s 
put forth several suggestions to ameliorate that problem. We concur with your 
concern. 
I Reserva-tions on the part of industry concerning unnecessary overcontrol should uc matched with positive recommendations to reduce the problem. We trust thi~ lett~• serves as a step in that direction. 
Sincerely, 
Bruce A. Cook 
Executive Vice President 
tms 
t:nclo~ure 
copius: Juan ~errer 






PLUMBING-H EATING-COOLING CONTRACTOR: 
(W GI.!I ~A · IH.! LOS ANliELcS A~EA 
:~ .!1! III.VI!~I Y lh.liiU.iVARD LOS ANuELES, L'A yuos·/ .. .. _.... . ...... ... ' ........ ··•·· . ' ... . 
I'"~"''''" 1'•'1"'' l<a :•J .. udJti•.J llt•na II 
l',aJII•HIII•I :_;l,,l,• l.tlL!II!•t! 1\•a....aad Mt:Ullii•J 
1-'clJIIIo..IIY .!.!\, J•J/tl 
"Full lll:;it "lU'::HIII.' lJt ('UIIIJ>l,allll:.." 
(2J j.) 3ti6·d8 
'l'h<: l'lllT ot Gr u.al c1 l.u:.; l\la<1u lt:s Aluc.l :::ou·uuyly l:iU(Jpor ts th~ obJective ot t.hc 
t:uut a..a.:Lu!.~ ~t...tt u l.t. ·u .. ~.u IIIJ.Hd in makiny t.he l:ioacd UIOre re&ponsive t.o tho 
.:uu::.uuu.!t .111...1 tla ... s pulll1c. We d]::;o t<.~ko ttnJ position, however, that in wo1kiuy 
ll•W..Jtd Lhl:.> ull}<:t:ltv•!, ~J~<.:~·itic pro!Ju!>als for ·achieving. this objective should 
11ut, tll..a...ivt:I t~utl v uL ullaer w .L~t!, ccaat.e (.lruulems in the induait.ry which in tuna 
w.i 11 lJt! L:uuutua -pt·udu•:l iva Lo th~ puLlic w~Lfa.r:e. 
· «tuc ~ .. ac la prut•o:-.a.~l wlaida wu hulicva '!'ould cccate mci)Or problttms in t.hie. ct#lt!Jt:C:l 
1 :; ~h . at t•J tuqui.h! lull ditH.:lu:.oure of contiwn~c compl•inl:d ca~ainuc: contractors 
I \1 ) lat: JHIIJ 1 I,;. 
'l'lu.:tL: ..aru, liii<JUl!:;>Liunuuly, muuy vorilid cumplcdnte lud&Jed ACJoU.nHt cont.retct.orti 
rut .avual'tll:Jn':), 1.:'.-..tud. ::>huudy wurkmanshjp £alllJ relcat.ed . utferuiea. But the 
~~~~J~!~-~-~y ut Lilt:' comvla1ut.~ ,u·e aithur fo1· l:llOLlt:ma which a1·e .l~gitimate, Lut 
Whlch cJJ'e l:lcll i::;factutily C:UI\"ct:tt!J !Jy thll (.;UfltCilCtur, Or .fCOIR ffilSUI\derl:ltcUUJiiiiJb 
ut tru~•ta: dt.l.UII uu Lt1u p.:u: t uf cunswtu-:~· :o L.uycly ciri::;ing ft· or~~ the pricu :oqueuze 
Cluulcd lly iufl.:ll.i.ull. 'J'Ih:!::ic types ut CUIR(>li..dUtl:i hav~ grown in numbecs- pcin-
t.lpdlly t1om iau::r· ~..tsuJ con::oumcr <.IW<UUIIt!l:i!:i ot Ua~ir ci~,Jhtll in dealin&J W.lth 
UU!:illll.!~ti Ul q~uer:al. 01::iClosure of such Culllplaints, frior CO evaluation by t.h~ 
~~nL!actur St.dte . Licera::>e Uocard uf tht:ic nature and aeriouaneeti, or t.be ~ttitud~ 
of Contractors in corr:·ecti·ng them, would create ~,Jrcive uuapiciona an.d misconc~p­
tlon::; Ly th~ public toward t.ou::oinul:il:ie::> wh1.ch are c0111pletely ethical. and which 
hava long-~stutll ishc:.J cevutation::; fur serviny the public well. 
'l'ht:: {JJ c::;tmt pulll:y or Lhe Cuntrcwtocs ~L&lt.e Llce•\::u~ lioaui to give Contractor~ au 
op!Jur:.t:unl·ty for re::>pundiny to complciinLs, and deter:m1.na whlllt.her they cue just if 1 • 
ut c1ru bt:: iny cue nH.:tud, is wocking walL in th~ aqy1·egat.e~, &~ least. in the! LOs 
Anyele~ Aet:a ~wr:v~d by tht: Cenu·cil kt.ly.lon, wit.h which we &rill faailiBr. Th~ 
!!~~~~~·:~!! . ..arad __ ~~~cd ut t.ht:! local dtsput ies .1n "sapcaccit:inq the sheep from t:he gocil s" 
t :; .t Lwo~y!.i a moot t•o Lilt ,· c.111d no doubt could be hap• uv~d by d hai.ght.ened sense of 
III'JI'"' y .aud .aoldat tl•II•JI m..tuJ•ower: r~HOu&e.:e:J. Wu ctll buru~fit frutn a prod in thls 
.J II t.· • t I 011, I II •Ill I. Hill: l .u I I ntc. 
'l'llu 1·111'1: oJ· liat:.alt:r t .. l!i AII~Jt::las Al·eu woul•t uc tnu~L pla&aud to part.i..:Lpatt:: .111 
1111urd • : fturL~. 111 m.lkJII'.J ~;u('h improvcmunlt;, and in uptJrading in..lul:itiY ::;tandards. 
'l'la_l: ~·"'I'Jctil<:d J•t•lt•u:o.al Lu ru•JU.ite di~clusure of: uue,:<&luat.ed cornpl.sLnLs, ira our: 
'·'l·•int l'll•, wtll nul pruducc the clu::ilJud I"tssult::l, cilld we strongly l't:!C(.IIIUnund thdt 
I l IIOL t,c .tdup t t!J . 
Chairman of the Board 
DON NAPOLITANO 
Associate Industries, Inc 
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AUG13 EIJ ATTACHMENT E 
California Landscape Contractors' Association, Inc. 
1419 21st STREET • SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
MICHAEL E. LEESON 
August 12, 1981 
Han. William Filante, M.D. 
Chairman 




Sacramento, California 95814 
Dear Doctor Filante: 
• (916) 448-CLCA 
Though I attended your Committee hearing in 
Los Angeles, on ways and means to improve the 
Contractors State License Board, I was not 
prepared to testify. 
Quite frankly, I was not prepared for the 
free exchange which took place. It was refreshing. 
I commend you and the Committee for the honesty 
and openness of that meeting. 
Rarely, in the annals of legislative hearings 
do we experience what I perceived to be a genuine 
desire for input. Usually, a committee has its 
collect-ive mind made up and hearings are just a 
formality. 
Because I was impressed with the Committee's 
apparant desire for information and suggestions, I 
now feel duty-bound to make a contribution. 
First, on the seperation of the License Board 
from the Department. I believe such a move could 
prove to be beneficial provided a clear line of 
authority is well defined. Certain safeguards must 
be developed to assure it stays within the bounds 
of its authority according to the directives of the 
executive and legislative branches. 
A primary factor in its success as a seperate 
agency, will be access to appropriate and adequate 
• 
Hon. William Filante, M. D. 
August 12, 1981 
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funding. That agency could be the best funded· agency in 
state government if its income from license fees, renewal 
fees, fines and assessments, were directly earmarked for 
its funding. The siphoning of such funds in the past · 
have left the .agency so underfunded, the results of which 
are apparant. 
Secondly, I would comment that it has long been the 
policy of this Association to assist the License Board in 
all cases of complaint review. I believe that responsibility 
can be further expanded. 
Contrary to the reservations expressed by my friend 
Armand Fontaine, I believe all industry groups will accept 
that responsibility. 
As you may know from your own professional experience 
in . the area of peer review, some industry and professional 
groups shy away from the idea of judging their competitors 
or colleagues. But those who are most shy are usually the 
most respected individuals in the group and consequently, 
their peers accept such arbitration. 
I believe License Board statistics will reveal that 
most complaints can be resolved relatively easily. 
Therefore, an immediate move to ease the current burden 
on t.hP T.ic.c ~ n~P Hoard and provide for futurn eontinuing 
r0.spon~1h i l i ty on th0. part of the private s~ctor, legislation 
coul.d be enacted to give such private groups, as ·recognized 
and directed by the Registrar and/or Board, the responsibility 
and obligation to resolve or arbitrate disputes within the . 
scope of that industry. An appeal process could be 
established wherein those cases not resolved to the satisfaction 
of all concerned could then go the agency for final determination. 
There is a group or organization representing virtually 
every classification licensed by the Board. That represents 
a tremen·dous resource available to the Board. I submit, the 
financial burden cannot and would not be that great. 
Thirdly, I suggest that continuing education as a 
requirP.ment for license renewal can b~ a significant 
contributor to the assurance of quality and profess.ionalism. 
Consequently resulting in a noticable reduction in complaints. 
Recognized educational programs and industry certification 
programs can also contribute to a more efficient process of 
licensing and license renewal. 
Hon. William Filante, M. D. 
August 12, 1981 
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Regarding Mr. Stirling's exploration of the concept 
of the involvement of insurance companies in the 
completion and performance of contracts, I would suggest 
those existing programs in foreign countries be further 
investigated. I am not familiar with them. I do know 
public attitudes towards the insurance industry and 
perhaps such a program would not be viable or credible 
in this country. 
In conclusion, I honestly believe that private 
industry is willing and able to accept as much 
responsihi 1 ity as governmP.nt iR wi 11 in~ to Hhar0.. 
Regulations and the enforcement ol' re~ul at. ion~:; for 
the public health and safety, should ultimately he held 
in the hands of government. Yet, much oi that 
responsibility and burden can, and shou]d, be shared. 
And, industry leaders should be held responsible for the 
conditions within their industry. 
Again, I greatly appreciate the Committee's obvious 
dedication and intent to explore all avenues towards the 
more efficient and effective operations of the Contractors 
State License Board. 
cc: Assembly Committee on 
Business and Professions 
Mr. John F. Maloney, Registrar 
CLCA Executive Board 
CLCA Committee on Legislation 
CLCA Licensing Committee 
MICHAEL 
Executive Director 
STATE OF CJ>UFOANIA- STATE AND CONSUMER SERVICES AGENCY 
CONTRACTORS STATE LICENSE BOARD 
September 23, 1981 
3132 BRADSHAW ROAD, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 
MAILING ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 26000 
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95826 
The Honorable William Filante, 
Member of the Assembly 
M.D. 
State Capitol 
sacramento, CA 95814 
Dear Assemblyman Filante: 
ATTACHMENT F 
EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Gowmol" 
This is the follow-up information you requested at the August 7, 1981, 
Business & Professions Coomi ttee Hearing in los Angeles. 
First of all, RV apologies for the delay in responding. A death in RV 
family required rrv unexpected absence from work for a period. 
You and other members of the Couudttee aSked the following specific 
questions: 
1. Why do consumers seek resolution of their cooplaints by CSLB instead 
of loca~ building departments? 
Although local ordinances describing the functions of their respective 
building departments nay vary somewhat, the priuary responsibilities of mst 
building departments are c'tirected toward ensuring corrpliance with state and 
local buildin~ codes. 'Those codes relate to health and safety requirements. 
r..onsurrers do often corrplain to local building departments. When the 
complaint deals with a feature of the construction project coverd by the 
building codes, e.g. electrical wiring, the building department will usually 
inspect the project and issue a "citation" if a violation is present. Until 
correction is rm.de, the building department will not give final approval for 
use or occupancy of the project. If the contractor fails to llllke the 
correction or in situations where code standards are met but there are other 
problems with the project, the building department will often refer the owner 
to CSLR. Building departments thensel ves frequently file cooplaints with CSLB 
against contractors violating the building codes. Violation of building codes 
is also a .violation of Contractors License lAw and therefore a cause for 
disciplinary action against the license. Disciplinary action against the 
license can be taken only by CSLB and, in some circuDBtances, by the courts. 
CSLB also has authority to take disciplinary action for a variety of 
other reasons which nay not be concerned with building codes. For exa.uple, 
poor workrm.nship, failure to adhere to plans and specifications, failure to 
complete the contract for the stated price, lack of diligence, and abandonment 
of the pro.1ect are just a few of the other grounds for disciplinary action 
that may not involve building code violations at all. 
2. Why are so nany pending conplaints over 12 DDnths old? 
The Honorable William Filante, M.n. 
September 23, 1981 
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There are a variety of reasons for some complaints remaining in the 
system for such a long time. These are usually the JYDSt complex cases wherein 
investigation requires obtaining information from and coordinating with a 
variety of entities and other governmental jurisdictions. Investigations are 
sometimes delayed due to inability to locate the contractor (some are quite 
transient) or necessary witnesses; soroo delays occur when it appears that the 
parties wish to work out some settlement to resolve the problem or when 
conplainants fail to provide necessary documentation; some delays have 
occurrerl due to reassignment of cases when an investigator retires, transfers 
or otherwise leaves; some delays are due siirJ>lY to procrastination by 
investigators. 
We have taken numerous steps to ensure the timely handling of complaints 
and will continue to pay special attention t,1 this area. Historically, 16-20% 
of pending complaints have been in process fo~ over a year. We currently 
have that figure down to 'n. Our goal is to handle every conplaint within 6 
rmnths DB.Xinum. 
3 • . What is the standard used in budgeting for the length of . time for 
case preparation by the Attorney General? 
Our budget for Attorney General services is based on the average time 
per case spent in preparation and hearings (33 hours per case), rrultiplied by 
the projected number of cases for the year. This figure is then lllll tip lied by 
an hourly rate. The Attorney General mst then obtain budgetary authorization 
to establish the positions that will be necessary to carry out the projected 
worl,tload on a timely basis. If the Attorney General cannot for some reason 
obtain the needed positions, cases will simply take longer to complete. 
4. What is the liability of a prime contractor for work performed by 
subcont.ractors? 
'T'he prime (or general) contractor is responsihle for all work done under 
the contract, including the work perfonned by subcontractors. It is the · prime 
contractor's responsibility to ensure that the owner receives that for which 
he/she contracted. · 
When we receive a complaint fran an owner against a subcontractor, we 
inform the prime contractor of the complaint and his/her responsibility. The 
prime contractor will usually attempt to have the subcontractor correct the 
problem. Failing that, the prime contractor can either l!llke the corrections 
himself or hire another subcontractor. In these situations, the owner's 
complaint is closed but the prime contractor will usually then file a 
complaint against the subcontractor. 
In situations where a law violation is present ·and neither the prime nor 
the subcontractor will correct the problem, we would proceed to discipline 
both. 
5. How do building code and penni t requirerrents and the tax structure 
operate to .encourage the use of nonlicensees? 
The Honorahle William Filante, M.D. 
SP.ptP.mber 23, 19Rl 
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So far as I know, no study has been done to examine the effects of codes, 
penni ts, and taxes on the selection of a contractor. However, it should be 
pointed out that failure to take out penni ts or to conply with other code 
requirements is a problem with licensees as well. 
Raserl on a sampling of 988 complaints, the major violation was for 
failure to comply with building codes in 3% of complaints against ·licensees 
an~ 3% of the complaints against nonlicensees. 
On the other hand, many horne repair and .reDDdeling jobs do not require 
penni ts, are not subject to building codes, nor iDpLct property taxes to any 
degree. Examples of these types of projects are house painting, installation 
of floo.r coverings, some landscaping, etc. 
Fran nw own discussions over the last couple years with owners, it 
appears that contractors are JJDSt often selected on the basis of personal 
recoornendations from friends and neighbors (without regard to license status) 
or on the basis of price. Of course the costs of permits might affect price 
if they were included in a bid, and meeting code requirements could involve a 
cost factor. 
In swmary, we sirrply don't have the data to adequately respond to the 
question. 
You also asked that we address any areas of disagreement with the status 
report submitted to you at the hearing by the Department of Consumer Affairs 
since we had not been given the opportunity to review it in advance of the 
hearing. We have now done so. A list of what we consider to be inaccuracies 
or inadequacies is attached. We have also shared these observations with ·the 
Department. 
I hope that I have addressed all of the qustions for which response was 
requested. If not, or if further infol'DB.tion would be helpful, please don't 
hesitate to contact me. 
Very truly yours, 
OONNm ROHME 




Department of Consumer Affairs 
Information Provided to 
Assembly Business and Professions Committee 
Regarding 
Contractors State License Board 
A Status Report 
August 7, 1981 
Page 1 - Introductory paragraph states that CSLB has experienced 
an 88% increase in budget and a 57% increase in positions 
from 1977-78 through 1981-82 ( 5 years). However, there 
is no distinction made between costs for inflation versus 
expansion. It should also be pointed out that with very 
few exceptions, all new positions established since 1979-
80 (past 3 years) have been required to carry out workload 
mandated by legislative changes. 
The figure of $13,023,662 une~r the column "DOLLARS" for 
the year 1980-81 does not include another approximately 
$250,000 in retroactive pay authorized by the Supreme 
Court. 
The percentages of 88% and 57% under "OVERALL INCREASE" 
(which are also referred to in the introductory paragraph) 
are confusing in that they appear to be the sum of each 
column Showing "% CHANGE". The sums of each column would 
be 72.5% and 49.1% respectively. 
Page 3 - The introductory paragraph states that "There are 3 
primary units involved in the licensing process: applications, 
examinations, and license issuance. There are no 
outstanding backlogs evident." 
First of all, there are 5 additional units directly involved 
in the licensing process which were not mentioned or 
studied. The work performed by each of these units directly 
impacts the licensing process. They are: Bond Unit, 
License Status, Services, EDP, and Cashiering. Another 
4 units also impact parts of the licensing process: 
Information, Records Certification, Disciplinary, and 
Renewals. 
There are significant backlogs in several sections, 
particularly in examinations and bonding - - both key 
elements of the licensing process. 
Under "PENDING APPLICATIONS (In Applications Unit)", it 
is indicated that 75 Supplemental applications were pending, 
requiring "Brief Exam." There is no such thing as a 
"brief exam" unless a half day exam can be termed "brief". 
Response (Cont.) 
Applicants for supplemental licenses are required to take 
the full "trade" portion of the exam. 
Pages 3 & 4- Under "PENDING APPLICATIONS" (In Examination Unit)", 
the figures are inaccurate i .n some cases since they were 
for one month only and did not show the cumulative numbers 
of pen9ing applications. Additionally, each of those 
figures shown under "INDIRECT WORKLOAD" should be moved 
to the column headed "DIRECT WORKLOAD" as each step listed 
has a sizeable workload factor attached. The table .would 







To be scheduled for exam 
Already scheduled, awaiting exam 
date (The bulk of the work just 
begins in the exam unit once the 
applicant is scheduled, e.g. 
arranging for exam sites, proctors, 
printing of the appropriate exams 
and score sheets, notifying appli-
cants, grading, issuing pass/fail 
notices, etc.) 
Failed or failed to appear. (These 
persons must be sent failure notices 
and re-scheduled if they wish to 
take exam again, thus starting the 
process over again.) 
Examined, awaiting grading by State 
Personnel Board computers. (Again, 
pass/fail notices must be sent. 
Those failing the exam may request 
re-scheduling and start the process 
once again. Those passing are 
referred to License Issuance Unit.) 
Total Pending 
Page 4 - The table for License Issuance Unit's workload incorrectly 
shows 3802 letters to be typed requesting bonds and license 
fees as "INDIRECT WORKLOAD". This is a direct workload in 
that License Issuance must prepare a letter to each applicant 
instructing them on how and what fees and bonds to submit. 
The "Grand Total - Pending Applications" should be 19626 -
all direct workload. 
Response (Cont.) 
Page 5 - The graph shows only those applications in the Application 
Unit - it does not include applications pending in any 
of the other un~ts involved in the processing of a license, 
such as examinations, bonding, etc. 
The graph is also inaccurate in that it includes solar 
applications in previous years but excludes them in 1981. 
The number of pending applications for 1981 should be 
4620. (The notation asterisked is also erroneous - Solar 
licensing began in 1978. 2181 Solar applications were 
pending on 6/30/81.) 
Page 6 - This summary table is inaccurate for the same reasons 
outlined earlier regarding the individual tables. 
In addition, the statement <t the bottom of the table 
that "As of 6/30/81 there were 17,660 total applications 
in the Board's licensing pro~~ss" is completely inaccurate. 
As already mentioned, this report only dealt with selected 
portions of the licensing process and left out many units 
where applications are pending. Actually, over 24,000 
applications were pending in total on 6/30/8l. Even if 
only the application, exam, and license issuance units 
were considered, the total pending in those 3 units would 
be 19,626. 
Page 7 - Again, applications pending as of 6/30 for the current 
year should be 4620 (solar applications have been excluded 
for both charts) . 
It is unclear where the footnoted statement came from - - . 
if this statement were accurate, it must be pointed out 
again that the two weeks workload is only the time spent 
in one of the many sections through which each application 
is processed. Therefore, the statement that as of 6/30/81, 
applications dated 5/6/81 were being reviewed is somewhat 
misleading. Our records show that licenses actually being 
issued on 6/30/8l had been in the process since as early 
as November 1980. 
Page 8 - The table showing Status of Pending Work is inaccurate as 
described earlier. 
Page 9 - This table is inaccurate in that as of 6/30/81, there 
were 3802 pending letters to be typed requesting bond and 
license fees. 
Page 11 - This graph is misleading in that the scale shows a bar 
of almost 8 inches in height representing 36,538 complaints 
and a bar of less than an inch in height representing 
23,379 complaints. Thus, a 36% decrease is demonstrated 
on a scale making the decrease appear to be approximately 
88%. 
Response (Cont.) 
Page 12 - The total cases pending for the month beginning July 1, 1981 
should be 7,705. 
Page 15 - The legend is reversed. 
Page 18 There are a number of discrepancies in these figures. 
For example under "EXPENDITURES", the chart shows Total 
Expenditures for 1980-81 as $13,231,043. The next chart, 
"REVERSION PATTERN", shows 1980-81 expenditures as 
$13,228,152. Actually, both of these figures are in error, 
and should be $13,567,102. These errors then affect the 
figures given as surplus for the subsequent years, and 
the 1980-81 reversion. 
ATTACHMENT G 
Co r c a r Cit t ian· _S y st e 
The new Contractors' State License Board (CSLB Contractor 
Citation program, included as a provision of Assembly Bill (AB) 
1363, has been in the making since its passage in January, 1980. 
As the pilot program was scheduled to go into effect in the 
Los Angeles area May 8, we took the opportunity of being in 
Sacramento for the April 29-30 Legislative Conference to get 
the details. 
The chief architect for getting the citation program implemented 
and into effect is Bonnie Rohme, who as chief of CSLB's Field 
Operations, is responsible for the board's 31 fie ld offices and 
235 employees, from Eureka to San Diego. Prior to accepting 
John Maloney' s offer to join the license board in December 1979, 
she had been with Ca lifornia's Department of Corrections in 
Personnel Management, Health &. Safety 1974- 1979; the 
California PersO['ne l Board 1968-1974 as Program Analyst; and 
Water Resources ~mployment Development Department as a 
summer student jc·,. Pert, young, and female, Bonnie Rohme 
is an excellent example of why major changes are taking place 
Bonnie Rhome in this heretofore male bastion. 
Her first major challenge in joining CSLB was to correct deficiencies in the field operations, 
called to the board's attention by the auditor general and the consulting firm of Arthut Anderson; 
specifically: 
1) Lack of a uniform complaint handling procedure throughout the field offices, and 
2) Lack of training through all ranks of field operations personnel. 
An intensive study of both problems, assisted by a contract with Southwest Regional Laboratory 
(S. W. R. L.) resulted in two 1-1/4 inch thick manuals - one complaint handling, and one training 
plus specific individual training modules for separate office functions. The actual training 
(including retraining- much the tougher of·the two) took eight months - from September 1980, 
through Aprill981. Prior to this time, because of obsolete procedures from Headquarters, the 
individual field offices had drifted into running themselves individually as well as they could, but 
with little uniformity or consistency. Training was as good or bad as the leadership provided by 
the head of the office . 
All during this investigation period there were countless formal and informal 
meetings and hearings with Sacramento and field staff, and industry and 
consumer representatives. As a result of these changes, complaint 
backlog has decreased from 21,000 to 8, 500 at present, and a goal of 
7, 800 by the end of June. Case load per field staff personnel has been 
reduced to 60, which is considered a manageable load level. Result; much 
more thorough investigations and greatly improved investigator morale. 
Right about now PHCC contractor readers may be asking, "all right 
and good, but as far as we're concerned, the license board has gone 
from bad to worse. We now have that d*mn"'d Notice to Owner, 
and still haven't got r id of the 3-day right to rescind on service jobs. 
8 
We are getting licenses cancelled without p;roper notice. Unlicensed contractors are thick as··flies· 
and taking more and more jobs away from us, and widows a':e still expected to pay a contrad:or 
license school $1,000 to continue a business. What kind of improvement do you call that?'' 
First, to respond to these rhetorical but justified questions, we have to remember that the license 
board's reason for existence is to protect the public and regulate the i~dustry. More on regulations 
~~- . 
By getting rid of a staggering backlog of complaints, standardizing on field office dealings with both 
consumers and contractors, and increasing their consumer service representatives, they have been 
able to get at least one chronic consumer source of irritation under control, and tum their attention 
to other pressing problems. The citation program appears, at present, to be a reasonable_ consumer 
protection law, with little or no regulatory overkill; a welcome light in the murky AB 1363 record. 
This same AB 1363, however, which attempted to curb industry abuses, imposed several other 
burdens on industry which can be considered at best as regulatory overkill, and at worst hasty 
and ill-considered. The Notice to Owner is a good example. In an attempt 
to -protect constim.ers by warning them of lien laws, it simply ended up as 
a page full of legal fine print which scares them half to death. Not being 
accomplished home- improvement sales- men, plumbers don't understand 
the legalese themselves, let alone convince someone 'who has a leaky pipe that 
he's not trying to take their house away. "A" for intent, "F" for accomplish-
ment. 
Or cancellation of Board Rules 775 and 
waiving of written examinations, when 
would serve the Board's objectives 
industry. This prohibition took 
and hasn't been corrected since. 
correcting this ill-advised provision 
to add, by the Registrar himself) is 
legislature and members are urged 
their own assemblyman to support it. 
another regulation. 
775.1. These board .rules permitted 
in the opinion of the Registrar, it 
with the least regulatory burden to 
effect 16 months ago in Janl,lary, 1980 
An urgency bill AB (1590 Ingalls) 
in 1363, (spansored, we are happy 
presently before the California 
to write assemblyman Ingalls or 
Also, .through John Lazzara's Consumers, Industry and Labor Committee's efforts, the problem 
of unlicensed contractors (25 percent of CSLB' s total complaint load) has reached the front burners 
of the board's list of things to do, and they have made 1981 the year to get this problem down to .a 
manageable level to both consumer and industry. 'Ibis has been an exceedingly hard nut to crack -
mainly to find an acceptable device, without a lot of regulatory paraphernalia hung on it, to make 
it difficult to is~ue misleading advertising, illicitly get permits, and otherWise go beyond the bounds 
of permissable work. If you have any ideas, get them in. 
As ·part .of the CILC/PHCC Legislative Conference in Sacramento April 28- 29, there was a 
seminar by Gene Livingston, head of the new executive watchdog agency, the Office of Administrative 
Law (O.A.L.). Mr. Livingston's address included five criteria set by O.A.L. for acceptability 
of new, or old, regulations: Necessity, Approach, Authority, Consistency and Clarity. Unfortu-
nately, efficacy - or the power to bring about the desired results - is not one of the criteria, and 
absurdities such as the Notice to Owner, could go through even this imposing screen. 
Contractor State License Board Rules, like any other regulatory agency, are no better than the 
thoroughness of their preparation - assuming that there is any need for them in the first place. 
In the case of the Contractor Citation Program the staff has done a thorough job that industry can 
9 
not only live with, but · legitimate contractors find to their adtvantage. Jim Proctor, 
Deputy for the Central Region (Greater Los Angeles .Area) coordinated the joint 
effort, with assistance from Mary Ann Moore, Systems Analyst on the 
Sacramento staff, and Joe Barkett, Deputy Attorney General reviewing the 
legal aspects. Arthur Isensee, of the Central Region office also worked with 
Proctor on the project. 
The substance of this milestone program is contained in the following 
preface to the 18-page document package. 
"As an alternative to revoking or suspending the license of a 
contractor who has violated the provisions of the Contractors' 
License Law, the Registrar may choose, upon investigation and 
probable cause, to issue a citation to such licensee. The citation 
is a written document which empowers the Board to discipline a 
licensed contracto~ through an order to correct and/or through 
assessment of a civil penalty. A citation may be broadly viewed as a legal means by which the 
Board, througll.its regional office, can impose its own disciplinary action upon a licensee who 
is found to be in violation of the law. Unless contested, a citation does not typically involve 
the courts, the Attorney General or District Atto.:-ney, or administrative hearing. Section 7099 
(Citation) of the Business and Professions Code (Contractors' License Law) is the authorizing 
statute for issuance of a citation." 
In the past, B & P Code violations had only two ways to go; drop, or proceed with disciplinary 
action (susplmsion, revocation, prosecution through the courts). The citation system now provides· 
a flexible method for applying disciplinary measures directly suitable to the circumstances of the 
violation. First, it can order restitution to be made to the consumer (qrder to · correc~) which was 
part of the original reasoning for the legislation itself; and second, issuance of a warning, or 
recommenderl r-:hedule of fines for first offenses ranging from miniinums of $50-$500 to maxtmuins 
of $100-.$1.500, short of proceeding with suspensions, revocation and prosecution. 
Guidelines for civil penalties, for example, take into account weather problems, consumer resistance 
to correction, and availability of parts and materials. Seriousness of the complaint, good faith on 
the part of the contractor, and history of violations and cooperativeness are also taken into account. 
Implementation criteria for use by the regional offices are specific, detailed and uniform. 
I' 
Criteria for s~leoting corrective action to be considered in the citation program are similarly 
detailed and pretty much follow the "~et the punishment fit the crime" principle: 
CRITERION 
all major violatiqns are settled during 
sc,:eening, but the complaint goes to 
field investigation and technical vio-
lation are established with no injury 
there are violations of greater sever-
ity than the warning, other than pP.r-
fonnance violations 
there are violations related to per-
formance (e.g., part of a contract, 
1() 
ACnON 
written warning issued 
citation recommended, civil penalty 
·only 
citation recommended, civil penalty 
and order of correction only 
0 
0 
minor corrections, technical vio-: 
lations with no or"minlmal mone-
tary injury) 
there are serious violations such as 
abandonment, conviction of a felony 
related to contracting, obtaining a 
license based on a false application, 
multiple violations, settled in pro-
cessing, and substantial violations 
with prior disciplinary action 
accusation and/or injunction recom-
mended 
Guidelines for levying civil penalties are also completely spelled out: 
The Citation Deputy in the Regional Office of the Board may levy a minimum civil penalty 
using these guidelines .•.. 
- the violations are technical in nature 
- there is no record of prior violations or legal action 
- there is little or no injury on a performance violation 
- licensee has a good complaint record, i.e., complaints settled In screening or no 
record of complaints during the last three years 
- licensee demonstrates cooperative attitude 
A larger than minimum penalty may be levied by the Citation Deputy when • 
- a technical violation has occurred and a prior warning bas been issued pertaining 
to the same violation 
- there is a record of previous te~ical violations 
- the licensee has a poor complaint record, i.e., more than three complaints in the 
past year 
A moderate penalty may be assessed when • . . • 
- there is a record of previous performance violations 
- there is a moderate injury to a homeowner 
- the licensee has failed to respond to demands to correct 
or complete work 
- when there are numerous performance violations on 
one project 
A maximum or near maximum penalty may be assessed when . • 
- there has been one or more serious performance violations 
resulting in substantial injury to a homeowner 
- the licensee has failed to respond to demands to correct 
or complete work 
- the licensee has an extremely poor complaint record, 
i.e., six or more complaints in the past year 
In uddltion to the above, a contractor being cited can appeal all or any 
part of the citation, and request a hearing. This must be done within 
And if it doesn • t .,.ark 15 days, or the citation becomes final. 
Ci.tation Program cont'd 
The team which developed the program ev~n went so far as consider typical questions by contractors 
about the citation system. Here are a few examples: 
Q. What is the difference between an accusation and a citation? 
A, An accusation ·is a written document which initiates a hearing to determine whether a right, 
authority, license or privilege should be revoked, suspended, limited or conditioned. An 
accusation, in and of itself, is not a record of discipline, it merely puts allegations in issue. 
A record of discipline exists only whEm there has been a final "decision" imposing discipline. 
Even if no defense is made to the accusation a "default decision" is necessary In order to 
impose discipline. 
A citation is a written document which "finds" that a violation of the Contractors' "Lice"Qse 
Law has occurred and imposes sanctions for said violations. In essence, a citation is 
both an allegation and a decision If a citation is not contested it becomes a final record 
of discipline. 
Q. What happens if a contractor wants to contest the citation? 
A. Any contractor may appeal the citation within 15 working days from receipt of the citation. 
Q. 
If such an appeal is made, the contractor is entitled to a hearing conducted under the provisions 
of the Administrative Procedure Act. 
After a citation hearing, can the Registrar non-adopt the proposed decision of any administrative 








After a citation hearing, is the contractor entitled to seek judicial review in the Superior Court? 
Yes. 
Can a centractor appeal certain aspects of the citation without appealing the entire citation? . . 
A contractor can appeal the citation in whole or in part. For example, a contractor can admit 
that a violation of Contractors' License Law 1 occurred but contest the order of correction con-
tained in the citation. Similarly, a contractor could admit the violation, agree to the order of 
correction, and appeal only the amount of the administrative penalty. However, where a viola-
tion has occurred and an order of corr.ection and administrative penalty are reasonable and 
within the lawful discretion of the Registrar, it is unlikely that: the contractor will gain any 
advantage by appealing 
Can a citation suspend or revoke a contractor's license ? 
A citation cannot suspend or revoke the license of a contractor; however, it can impose 
sanctions such as an order of correction and an administrative fine. After a citation is final, 
failure to comply with the citation const'l~utes cause for suspension or revocation. An accusation 
~lleging failure to ~omply with the citation as grounds for suspension or revocation, is then 
necessary. 
Q. Can an acctJsation be fil~ and a citation be issued for the same offense? 
A. The filing bf an accusation and the issuance of a citation are alternative and mutually exclusive 
courses of action. A citation can only be issued in lieu of an accusation to suspend or revoke 
a license. It is important to remember, however, that failure to comply with an order of 
correction or to pay any civil penalty constitutes a separate ground for suspension or revocation 
of the license . · 
Q. For what violations can a citation be issued? 
A. A citation can be issued for any violation of the Contractors' License Law which is a ground 
for revocation or suspension. 
Q. Will a citation always contain an order of correction and a ~ivil penalty? 
A. A citation may contain an order of correction or a civil penalty or both. It is even possible 
though· not likely, that a citation contain neither an order of correction nor a civil penalty. It 
is misleading and incorrect to equate the terms .. citation", and "civil penalty" or "fine". 
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